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*Maybe, but ours does it right out of the box. 
Another .45 might shoot this good, 

but only after several hundred dollars of 

custom parts and expert gunsmithing. 

Kimber Classic .45s come out of the box 

with custom parts and features. If you want 

the best, compare a Kimber with any other 

1911, and ask some tough questions. 

Does the other 1911 have an 

forged slide, 

frame and 

thousandth of 

an inch like the 

Kimber? Does it lock 

up tight or does it rattle 

when you shake it? 

Kimber's exacting tolerances maximize 

accuracy and dependability. 

Then there's feel and operation. Does 

the slide work silky smooth? Does the 

pistol point like an extension of your hand? 

FinaUy, consider the 

batrel? They're standard at Kimber, extra value of standard 

because forgings yield the strongest parts Kimber features like 

with the best fi t. Then consider tolerances. high ride beave1tail grip 

Is the other 1911 precision machined to one safety, extended thumb 

safety, match-grade hammer and 

trigger, hardened extractor, tactical ejector 

and adjustable trigger. 

Kimber Classic .45s 

statt at just $615. The 

Custom Royal (shown 

above) is $739. Sure, its 

possible to modify another 1911 to shoot as 

good as a Kimber. Maybe. But why spend 

the money and take the chance? 

"This is the most accurate out-of-the-box production Model 1911 .45 ACP pistol I have ever fired." - Dick Metcalf, Handgun Editor, Shooting Tunes, Jan. 97 

For more information on the full line of fine Kimber products, send $2 for our 20 page color catalog. 
Kimber of America, Inc., Dept 730, 9039 SE Jannsen Road, Clackamas OR 97015 • 800-880-2418 • www.kimberamerica.com 
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Been There, Done That 

N ineteen ninety-seven so far has been 
a kick-butt-and-take-names year for 
Soldier Of Fortune magazine. And 

the 18th annual SOF Convention and 
Consumer(frade Show, 3-5 October in Las 
Vegas, promises to maintain that brisk oper
ational tempo. 

Highlighting this year 's event, based at 
the Sands Hotel, is an auction of some of the 
guns used by Los Angeles cops to defeat two 
heavily armed and armored bank robbers in a 
February shoot-out. (Re-read our June report, 
"Firepower From The People," if that LA 
firefight has already faded from memory.) 

The following items - among the arse
nal loaned by B&B Guns of North 
Hollywood to brave but outgunned members 
of the LAPD - will be on the SOF auction 
block: four Bushmaster XM 15-E25 .223-
caliber semiauto rifles and two Remington 
12-gauge, model 11-87 semiauto shotguns. 
Proceeds, above the cost of the auction and 
price of these combat-proven weapons, will 
be donated to the LAPD Memorial Fund 
benefiting the families of slain officers. A 
"surprise" Hollywood celebrity and ex
Navy SEAL Richard Marcinko are slated to 
be the auction 's presenters. 

Hundreds of loyal exhibitors will return 
to this year 's Consumer(frade Show and be 
joined by newcomers including Colt, 
Brownell, and Homady. Representatives of 
the editorial staff of SOF will be on hand to 
discuss ongoing projects with our readers . 

Of particular interest will be a panel dis
cuss ion , "SEALs in Vietnam: Tactics, 
Techniques, and Firefights." A di stin
guished panel of former U.S. Navy com
mandos will include Good to Go author 
Harry Constance, Hollywood technical 
adviser Harry Humpluies (profiled in "From 
Brown Water To Si lver Screen," July SOF), 
Marcinko (Rogue Warrior author), and the 
most decorated SEAL of the Vietnam War, 
Frank Thornton, Jr. Two more entries in the 
been-there/done-that arena are retired ATF 
agents Robert Sanders and Jim Jorgensen, two 
of the bureau's most knowledgeable critics. 

They will conduct a seminar, "Everything You 
Always Wanted to Know about the ATF -
But Were Afraid to Ask." 

Elsewhere at the convention, experts in 
hand-to-hand combat, close-quarter battle, 
and other esoteric skills wi ll conduct class
es for conventioneers (for additional fees). 
More parti cipatory events are being 
planned. The SOF Convention might lay in 
for jump training and escorted skydives if 
conventioneers s ign up in advance. 
(Scared? Look on page 26: If ex-President 
Bush, 72, can skydive, then you adrenaline
seeking chairborne rangers can, too! ) 

The world-famous SOF 3-Gun Tactical 
Match will be held just outside Las Vegas at 
the Desert Sportsman's Range. As of this 
writing, companies donating prizes to the 
event include ADCO, Armalite, Bench
made, Black Hills Industries, Blackhawk 
Industries, Boker USA, Chase-Durer, Colt, 
DPMS, Glock, Intertech, Maxsell Corp., 
Olympic Arms, and Springfield Armory. 

The 3-Gun Match awards banquet will 
feature a distinguished keynote speaker (as 
yet to be selected). Past speakers have 
included Gen. William Westmoreland and 
radio commentator G. Gordon Liddy. 

SOF Convention 
P.O. Box 693 

Boulder, CO 80306 
Telephone: 303/444-4812, ext. 8 

Changing topics, I want to say this in 
observation of the mainstream news media's 
very fair coverage of National Affairs Editor 
Jim Pate's expert-witness testimony during 
the penalty phase of the McVeigh trial in 
Denver: With time, most - if not all -
stereotypes crumble. 

Pate did a helluva job testifying about 
SOF's investigation of the Waco tragedy 
and its relevance to any anti-government 
movement. What I read, saw, and heard out 
of Denver suggest that mainstream media 
should, or aIJ-eady do, read this magazine. 
Welcome aboard. ~ 
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ADVANCED FUGITIVE 
Runing, Hiding, Surviving, and 111riving Forever 

by Kenn Abayga 
This companion guide to the primer Fugitive: Haw ta Run, Hide, and Survive covers the advanced evasion techniques that fugitives must use to get 
gone and stay gone for long periods of time - perhaps forever. Find out what it takes to stage a successful evasion in any terrain, including how to find 
a "doorman" who will show you the way into the network that assists evaders; select an ideal location (based on up-to-date information on potential 
foreign havens); exploit the services available to the homeless; select the right weapons for hunting and self-defense, take steps to avoid being tracked, 
stalked or fired upon by a sniper; and tough it out in the wilds under the most severe conditions {based on the hard-core techniques taught at the 
Department of Defense's infamous survival schools). If being a successful fugitive has suddenly become your long-term ambition, consider this book 
your newest best friend and confidant . . . and don 't leave home without it! 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, softcover, photos, illus., 144 pp. $15.00 

lHE ART OF lHE RIFLE 
by Jeff Cooper 
"Riflecraft has been completely ignored since 
World War II,· says Jeff Cooper, America's fore
most ritte Instructor. To remedy this situation, he 
took It upon himself to set down the fine art of 
the rille before it was lost forever. In his no
holds-barred style, Cooper instructs you in 
eveiything you need to know about shooting the 
rifle, while entertaining you with tales of marks
manship, combat and big-game hunting. 81/2 x 
11, hardcover, photos, 104 pp. $29.95 

.. 1111111111111111111111111• CLOSE-QUARTER COMBAT 
A Soldier's Gulde to 

...-....----=-=-- Hand-to-Hand Aghtlng 
by Prof8ssor Leonartl C .. Hollfield 
This shocking manual takes you through the 
army's close-quarter combat system as taught 
by Its master instructor. Find out how to break 
a man's arm after disarming him, do a bad guy 
with a bayonet or entrenching tool and many 
more battlefield techniques. For academic 
study only. 51/2 x 8 112, softcover, photos, 
120 pp. $25.00 

,.------. ll(HT-YOUllSEl.f MEDICINE 

DO·IT 
YOURSELF 

MEDICINE 

How to And and Use the Most Effective 
Antibiotics, Palnklllers, Anesthetics, and 
Other Miracle Drugs ••. Without Costly 
Doctors' Prescriptions or Hospitals 
by Ragnar Benson 
Ragnar gives you precise Instructions for 
securing and using the very latest drugs and 
supplies from animal health centers, foreign 
phannacies, mail order suppliers, military dis
pensaries and other unusual sources. 5 1/2 x 8 
1/2, sottcover. photos, illus., 128 pp. $20.00 

SOG 
The Secret Wars of Ametica's 
Commandos in Vietnam 
by John L PlaslBr 
Read some of the most thrilling true combat 
stories ever written. SOG commandos won ten 
Medals ol Honor and dozens of other awards for 
IJravery in battle while pertonning some of the 
most daring, dangerous missions ol the Vietnam 
War. The author served three one-year tours 
with SOG. 6118 x 91/4, hardcover, photos, 
368 pp, $25.00 
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DEADLY FORCE ENCOUNTERS 
Wl1al Cops Need to Know to 
Mentally and Physically 
Prepare for and Survive a Gunfight 
by Loren W. Christensen and Alexis Artwohl 
In a cop's world it's kill or be kil~d. but the truth of 
the matter Is that a shootlng's altennath Is often 
the most dangerous time for the cop. This unique 
life- and career-sa~ng manual contains every 
shred of Cl11ical information the police officer needs 
to survNe the media, investigations and more. 5 
112 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 272 pp. $22.00 

RAGNAR'S ACTION ENCYCLOPEDIA 
VOWMETWO 
by Ragnar Benson 
This follow-up to the original Action 
Encyck>pedia of Practical Knaw/edge and 
Proven Techniques includes 40 all-new 
chapters on choosing the right weapon, assemb
ling a sniper rifle, taking out tanks, avoiding police 
entrapment, doing your own medicine . .. and 
eveiything else Ragnar couldn't frt into volume 
One. 8 112 x 11, sottcover, photos, Illus., 256 pp. 
$40.00 

ACQUIRING NEW ID 
How to Easily Use the La1est Computer 
Technology to Drop Out, Start Over, 
and Get On wlth Your Life 
by Ragnar Benson 
Forget about using the old "dead-baby's birth
certificate" ruse to get new ID. Everyone's on to 
that trick. What you need Is the knoW·how to 
make your own documents on a home computer. 
And by following the simple instructions in here, 
you can. 51/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 
152 pp. $20.00 

ADVANCED ULTIMATE SNIPER 
StahHJl-the-Art Tactics, Techniques, and 
Equipment for Mllltary and Police Snipers 
with Maj. John L Plaster 
This long-awaited sequel to Tiie IJltimatl1 Sniper 
reveals the cutting edge In sniping tactics and 
technology, Including night sniping, suppressed 
sniper weapons, .50·callber rifles. winter sniper 
warfare and advanced sniper fieldcraft. Color, 
approx. 120 min., VHS only. $59.115 

IN lHE LINE OF FIRE 
A Working Cop's Gulde to Pistolcraft 
by Michael E. Conti 
As a working cop, you want to end your patrol in 
the same condition you began: alive and 
uninjured. Improve your odds by reading and 
mastering the lnfonnatlon in this book on pistol 
selection, stopping power, combat reloading, 
stoppages, carrying devices, stances, grips and 
Conti's ·secrets" to accurate shooting. 8 1/2 x 
11, sottcover, photos, 184 pp. $30.00 

AGHTING WllH AREARMS 
Combat Handgun, Shotgun, and 
Rifle Skills for the Real Worid 
with Andy Stanford 
~ Stanford has spent years analyzing combat 
shooting methods and distilling them into a 
system of skills designed for the real world. In this 
video, he cuts through the hype and mis
infonnation of firearm training and reveals the 
.critical elements of fighting with handguns, 
shotguns and rifles. Color, approx. 90 min., VHS 
only. $29.95 

lHE COMBAT SHOTGUN 
Concepts, Skllls, and Tactics for Employlng 
Shotguns In Personal Combat 
with Louis Awerl1uclc 
Leann the skills and tactics needed to successfully 
employ a shotgun in combat from one of the 
world's premier instructors. This Is the most 
complete Instructional program on shotgun 
combat ever captured on video and a must for 
·every defensive slhotyun owner. Color, approx. 
75 min., VHS only. $39.96 

lHE WHOLE SPY CATALOG 
by Lee Lapin 
Tiie Whole Spy CatJJ/og shows you exactly how 
to hire an ex-KGB agent, order a photo of 
anyplace on earth anytime during the last 20 
years, get an Instant background check on 
anyone, open a door from 100 feet away, sub
scrtbe to an in-house FBI newsletter. order and 
install the latest electronic smveillance gear and 
many more tricks to trace, track. surveil and 
investigate anyone or anything. 81/2 x 11, sott
cover. photos. Illus .. 448 pp. $44.95 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
Ultimate Sniper: An Advanced Silencer History and 

Training Manual for Military Performance Vol.1 .... . $50.00 

r---------------------------------------------------------------: t PALADIN PRESS® ~ CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE : 
: : P.O.BOX1307-71S • 1·800-392-2400,USAANDCANADA : 
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: - ' - 72-PAGE CATALOG OF OVER 750 TITLES (FREE WITH ORDER). : and Police Snipers .... $39.95 Revenge 

New l.D. in America ..... $17.00 Encyclopedia ......... $15.00 
Ragnar's Action Just Say No to 

Encyclopedia of Practical Drug Tests ........... $12.00 
Knowledge and Proven Reborn in the U.S.A. . .. .. $16.00 
Techniques . . .. .. .... $45.00 Guns, Bullets, and Gunfights: 

How to Get Anything Lessons and Tales 
on Anybody .......... $30.00 from a Modem-Day 

Bail Enforcer: The Advanced Gunfighter ........... $15.00 
Bounty Hunter . . . ..... $16.95 Credit: 

Credit Secrets: How to The Cutting Edge .. .. .. $25.00 
Erase Bad Credit ...... $14.00 Fugitive: How to Run, 

Street Stoppers ......... $39.95 Hide, and Survive .... . Sl 2.00 
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SOF THE TV SERIES 

I just saw a story on 
the Soldier Of Fortune 
TV show that SOF mag
azine has also been plug
ging. Although the expo
sure is nice, in the long 
run I believe that it will 
do more harm to SOF's 
reputation than good. 

SOF has always had the reputation for jour
nalistic integrity. The TV show seems to 
lack the hard realistic edge that I expect 
from SOF. The SOF TV show will do for 
the professional soldier, what Baywatch and 
Chips have done to lifeguards and cops. 

Byron Lee 
Via E-Mail 

Byron, prepare yourself to be pleasantly 
surprised. A key technical adviser for the 
series Soldier of Fortune, Inc. is Harry 
Humphries, former SEAL and real-life 
trainer of SWAT teams (see "From Brown 
Water to Silver Screen," July '97). The 
world of action-adventure Tv, like all Tv, is 
necessarily a fantasy world, but this show is 
shaping up to be a credible and enjoyable 
action series. If a story were genuinely true 
to a soldier's life it would be a narrative of 
long periods of excruciating boredom punc
tuated by brief interludes of sheer terror, 
and probably wouldn 't draw a lot of view
ers. But when the story focuses on the peri
ods of action and adventure, in convincing 
scenarios and with attention to technical 
detail, it can be good viewing. Check it out 
this fall. 

WANTED: METEOR SHOWER 
Reference your July 1997 artic le 

"Falling Star." 
As I read the article I was not shocked 

that this was allowed to happen, because I 
have seen this before. 

As a federal employee, I have worked 
for the Department of the Interior and the 
military. 

What I have seen in the past 30 years is 
appalling. What went on at the ATF goes on 
all over the Federal Government. There is a 
Good-Old-Boy system in just about every 
part of the Federal Government. 
Management is always covering up for 
management. When it is reported, the 
reporter is treated like a criminal. I know. I 
have been there. 
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Richard C. Evey 
Havelock, NC 

SEA KNIGHTS AND CHINOOKS 

Caught you in a mistake. The helicopter 
shown on page 43 of the July 1997 SOF is 
incorrectly identified as a CH-47 
(Chinook). It' s actually a CH-46 (Sea 
Knight). A real CH-47 Chinook is shown in 
the same issue on page 32. 

The way to tell the two similar models 
apart is by the landing gear; the bigger
heavier CH-47 Chinook has four sets of 
gear. The Sea Knight has three sets. 

Steven C. Brunt 
El Cajon, CA 

Good catch, Steve. Our thanks to you 
and all the other sharp-eyed readers who 
caught it. (Well, thanks at least to those who 
were civil about our error.) 

BOWIE PlAUDITS 
The pleasure of read

ing Mr. Bagwell's "This 
Is A Knife" was delayed 
by the pressures of legal 
practice, another type of 
knife fight. Mr. Bagwell 
denigrates the knife skills 
of modern Special Forces 
compared with ante-bel

lum Mississippi toughs: My own Special 
Forces knife training consisted of counting the 
bayonets in the arms room, and mulling the 
claim that a regulation (which I never found) 
forbade them to be sharpened. 

The lower Mississippi has a long history 
of knife fighting. About 1790, the last 
Spanish governor of Natchez legislated 
against the practice by forbidding the wear
ing of any weapon made of metal. The next 
day, peddlers sold hardwood spikes. 

Pepperbox pistols were developed at the 
same time as Bowie knives, and Colt 
revolvers shortly thereafter. However, court 
records, media, and legislation of the period 
considered the Bowie more deadly than 
guns. Weapons legislation of the day always 
referred to Bowie knives, but did not always 
mention guns. The Bowie was the "assault 
weapon" of the age, the weapon of choice of 
criminals, useful only for murder; or so they 
said. Some states banned their possession 
outright, Alabama placed a $100 tax on an 
item which might have cost a dollar at retail. 
There was no effect on the murder rate. 

Many commentators believe that the 
Bowie was singled out because it was the 
weapon of the poor. It seems more than 
coincidence that these laws started in slave
owning states - and never stopped. 

Kevin L. Jamison, 
Attorney At Law 

GULF WAR LEACHES? 

I am a Persian Gulf 
veteran, who before I 
went to the theater of 
operations had a very 
promising military 
career. I was senior gun
ner of convoy security 
for an M.T.O. unit. 

Also an armorer, my 
job was to "clear" an area before the con
voy went through, i.e. abandoned vehicles, 
compounds (which always has all kinds of 
neat military items), artillery emplace
ments, etc. When we cleared an area we 
would neutralize any equipment that could 
be repatriated and used against us. We 
guarded convoys of captured enemy equip
ment that was being sent stateside, but Lord 
only knows what I could have come into 
contact with! 

I got back to the real world and then my 
medical nightmare began: There is a laun
dry list of maladies, such as migraines to the 
point I can't stand light or sound, a severe 
tremor in my right hand (I am right handed), 
35% short-term memory capacity, chronic 
fatigue, hip problems, etc. etc. I am not 
attempting to get any sympathy, I just want 
my health back - Uncle Sam can keep his 
disability check, I want my health back or at 
least a VA doctor to treat me as a person 
with a true medical problem and not as a 
"leach jumping on the band wagon!!!! " 
(That was a quote from an actual doctor 
from Wade park VA in Cleveland, Ohio. 
That was totally uncalled for!) 

I truly respect the 'Nam vets for what 
they have dealt with for the last 20-25 years. 
I am writing this to you for the simple rea
son we Gulf Vets who have problems need 
to unite and let our government hear us as 
one mighty sound, not just as a few "belly
achers" jumping on the band wagon for that 
measly disability check. 

Sir, I salute you and SOF for printing the 
truth. Anyone who would like to write to me 
can do so at cjcpall @juno.com. 

Gunny Jeff 
Via E-Mail 

KUDOS, CORRESPONDENTS 
I would like to thank Richard Sherrow 

for a good article and those nice pictures. A 
tanker myself, I'm very pleased to know 
someone specializes in armor on my 
favorite magazine's pages. If I can be of any 
help, I' 11 be glad to do so. 

Al J. Venter's article on South Lebanon 
is good and accurate. Nice to know that 
somebody cares about any part of this coun-
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID _.C~,· 
Specifically designed to pick -
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Slmplllled." 
Lockaid $69.95 

PIX MODEL 13 lH 
This deluxe yet compact kit 
features 11 of the most commonly 
used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 

special bonus, a 5-plece set of warded 

VP1}A U 
PXP 10 ~JMJ~ ~Ll 
• Shirt Pocket Size. '\::. '· y 
• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. "- '.: .. /.. 

for discreet undercover operatives. As a ~ 

picks Is Included. A 16-piece set total. 
Also included, a copy of " Lockplcklng 

• Has 13 Picks. Tension Wrenchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

Slmpllfled." Receive all this at a low price of • All Picks with Metal Handles. 
Pix 13 $42.95 • Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 

~ 
Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 

Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 
Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 Combination Locks $8.00 
Tubular Locks $8.95 00 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11 .95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 
Involuntary Repression $10.95 'II Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesamee padlock without 
d~magingthe lock. Detailed instruction included. 

This handy new pick set is the most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This kit consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-plece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockplcklng Slmpllfled." 17-plece set total. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

$17.95 

The most elfec:tive tubular pick on the mai1<et, unike the larger pido; with long 
handles or screwdrillllr handles. The longer the tool, the more pressure neOOed 
which causes easy breaJ<age. The advantage o1 1he Mini Pick is It is so short, $79.95 
)'CU only use )'CU< thumb and index finger. Wrth a little pradice 1his tool will open a tubular lock in less 1han a minUIB. 
A. 'lllur Choice: (1) Cenler (2) Offset left (3) O!lset right; B. "Segal" B pin tubular; C. 5-pin Tubular; Q &pin Tubular; E. fl.Pin k;e. 

• 

DOUBLE SIDED DISK TUMBLER PICKS 
Set of 4 picks designed to be used on the most popular double
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
. . The most fantastic tool you will 

Electric Picks ever use. This set consists of two 
base keys and pick. Complete in-

•••----structions included. 

The best single tool for most pin lumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum conslruction • Used by locksmilhs worldwide 

E1 DOC (3 volt) .......... . 

Catalog $3.00 - Free with order. 
Allow three weeks delivery 

on Personal Check Orders. 
Money orders ship same day 

received. 
... All major credit cards 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Madel 
As comienient to carry 
and use as a pocket knttel 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, weighs under frve 
ounces, works fast and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, with very little effort. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension wrench. $34.95 

WKSPICKS ~ 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel, this 5-piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock-
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLYn SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1-MD-16 DELUXE SET ............ ......................... $59 95 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SET ................................. $29:95 
1-SESAMEE DECODER ...... ............................. $17.95 
1-WKS PICKS .................................................... $ 9.95 
I -DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS ............. J2W 

A VALUE OF $147.75 

AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches, 
Broken Key 

Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tension 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, 
has 60 picks, Tension Wrenches, Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys . $109.95 

The law requires all 
purchases be 
made in good faith, 
without make 
believe or fraud by 
genuine persons 
within this industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handling 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. accepted. 
-~11n11 -
1-M~l::G~~ - ~ 

P.O. Box 68, Dept. SF9, Dexter, OR 97431; (541)726-6360 
Web Address: www.gun-room.com 

Must be 18 years 
of age 
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try, which is still " in war." Thank you, Al. 
Keep the good work all the way. 

Last but not least, Mr. Dale B. Cooper has 
always enriched SOF with plenty of good 
articles. Correspondent Cooper has kept us 
in close contact through the Gulf War. 

As of the picture on page 55, I would 
like to Help Mr. Sherrow with some of the 
items show n: No . 3 - l05mrn projectile 
APDS, used by the Brit L-7 tank gu n fired 
on many ta nks (M60Al/A3 , M48A5 , 
Centurion, Merkova I and II and so may as 
the Leopard 1 series ... ); No. 4 - AP 
lOOmm Russ ian T-54/55 tank ; No . 6 -
maybe an 85mm anti -tank gu n; No. 14 -
an antipersonnel PG-7 rocket; No. l 7 a 
Russ ian rifle grenade used by an AK-47 
and so on. 

Thank you for every correspondent and 
editor and employee in SOF, from top to 
bottom, for a good magazine. 

Said Akmrass 
Beirut, Lebanon 

HONG KONG LONG GONE? 

l am Sam Fong. I was born and raised 
in China. My grandfather was a general in 
the Army of the Koumi ntang. He was mur
dered by the communists and all males of 
my family were sent to forced- labor pri s
ons. As a young man I escaped three 

HAND TO HAND COMBAT 
"Russian System" produced by TRS. All defensive hand 
& leg manoeuvers & underlying principles revealed. 
Complete presentation of evasions, takedowns, leverage 
work, rolls & falling, whip-like strikes & kicks, exercises, 
sparring, instinctive reactions, flow of movement & more. 

3 Hours 20 min. $69.95 

DEFENCE INSIDE A CAR 
There has never been a better film on overcoming 
car jackings, parking lot robberies & rape. Learn to 
defeat any attacker threatening with a gun or a knife, 
trying to strangle you with a rope or a bag, or to kick, 
punch or pull you out of the car. 60 min. $39.95 

0\.1 ~O ... ONil-!e 
CO~iRPIRY ... WE: HOl'S 
'fOI..) t>O R£Mt;fr1135:R 
11ANANM€1-l ?QUt:>-'i<& ! 

times, but was onl y captured two times , 
and went to Hong Kong . I went to mine 
phosphate rock in the Gilbert Islands in 
the dayt ime and caught fl yi ng fish at 
night. I saved my money. I returned to 
Hong Kong, married, and started a plastics 
factory. I have a son. 

When you read this letter, Hong Kong 
wi ll not be a free state with liberties for the 
people and free enterprise. It will be only a 
puppet at the whim of the Communist 
Government of China. 

If the Englishmen who turned Hong 
Kong over to the Communists had lived in 

GUN DISARMING 

As used by The Special Operations Unit in Spetsnaz, the 
entire System of over 60 gun dis~rming tactics while 
emp~ handed, in all possible stages & positions of direct 
gun threat, includes movements away from bullets. 

IMPROVISED WEAPONS 
Incredible ways of turning personal carry items into 
deadly weapons, as taught to the Russian Secret 
Service. Unique self defence with a wallet, credit 
card, keys, belt, book, brief-case, cane, glasses, 
ciothing & mucih more. 1 Hour 45 min. $49.95 

Also Available 
Knife Fighting & Throwing knife fighting as done by Russia's secret groups, the most real and effective use of 
knives that you will ever see. Comprehensive disclosure of all knife throwing techniques, as well as trench weapons, 
razo r blades, other objects , two knives at once, from any position to any target. 65 min. $39.95 

Knife Defence complete instructions on truly un ique unarmed defence from all forms of knife attacks. Over 40 
incredible tactics shown at full speed and revealed in all details. Ranked by the European Knife Fighting Association 
as THE BEST FILM OF THE YEAR. 65 min. $49.95 

. . . ·.····· ·• . . ·. ·' . •• Postage $5.00 + $2.00 for each additional item 
FREE CATALOGUE SEND TO: v. VASILIEV, 53 PATRICE CRES. THORNHILL, ONTARIO 

~ r·-····· L4.J 4Z1 CANADA ~ t · · Cheque I M.O. or Cash oR cALL: (905) 886-0483 FAx: (9osJ 886-7634 



the Communists' slave camps, maybe they 
would have not given Hong Kong and its 
millions of people to the Communists. 

Sam L. Fong 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 

REQUESTS HARUKU INFO 

I am lookin g for information on 
Haruku Island during Japanese occupation 
in WWII. My fa ther was a prisoner for two 
years (1 942-1944) . He and other prisoners 
there built an airstrip on the side of the 
mountain on Haruku. It i s my father ' s last 
wi sh before he dies, to know if there is any 
war memori al erected to the many British 
prisoners who died in thi s ca mp on 
Haru ku; secondl y if the airstrip is still vis
ible on the is land. It is my intention to 
tra vel to Haruku Isl and in hope of finding 
thi s.site. If there is any information avail
able (war museums, photo archives, other 
urvivors, etc. ) I would be exceedingly 

grateful. 

John Butler (Brit, residing in Norway) 
E-Mai l: fag lab @mimer.no 

MAINSTREAM NEWS IS 010 
NEWS? 

Last Sunday, CNN 's Chri s tiane 

Amanpour, ali as Ms. Death , did a half
hour telejourn a l story on Arkan 
Raznato vic and the Tigers ' doings in 
Croati a and Bosni a during 1991 and l 992. 
Oh man, it reall y cracks me up to see how 
long it takes CNN and the rest of the 
medi a es tablishment dorks to find and 
report what has been old news to SOF 
readers for over three years now. 

Jose-Pierre Fernandez 
Ville D' Anj ou, 
P.Q. Canada 

Well, f or one thing, it 's always a lot 
safer writing about such madmen as histo
ry. A number of Western reporters, includ
ing SOF 's intrepid Senior Foreign 
Correspondent Mark Milstein., have gotten 
shot while reporting in that theater and 
tim.eframe. 

DRAW A CIRCLE TO TAKE HIM IN 

The other evening, I was stopped for a 
routine traffic violation by the Foster City 
Police (Foster City is an upper-middle class 
community 20 miles south of San 
Francisco). 

Everything was going along fine (except 
that I was getting a ticket!) until the back-up 
officer asked if he cou ld pat me down. I 
know thi s is S.O.P., so I agreed to let him. 

Gerber Legendary Blades builds the tools 
you need to keep going. 

Our selection of survival knives 

and multi-purpose tools isn't 

for everyone. But if you 

can appreciate solid, 

well-made products, 

we have the 

merchandise. 

#05803 
Guardian Back-Up® 

Gerber Legendary Blades 
P.O. Bax 23088 

14200 SW 72nd Ave. 
Portland, OR 97281-3088 USA 
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Serrated 
Applegate-Fairbairn® 
Combat Folder 

The trouble started when the nice offi cer 
came across my ID card for the local indoor 
pi stol range. Total change of attitude : 
instant Gestapo. 

He proceeded to accuse me of being a 
"m.i]jtia member," and of having "hand 
grenades, bombs and bazookas" hidden in 
my car!!! After thoroughly searching my 
car, findi ng nothing of interest of course, 
and about 45 minutes of giving me a hard 
time, i.e. trying to get me to say I was a 
militi a member and te ll them where I have 
my bazookas stashed, they finally decided I 
wasn ' t plotting against the city and let me 
go. All that for just belonging to my local 
shooting range?!! 

They wonder why us honest citizens are 
learning to distrust and fear our police 
forces .. . Here 's a perfect example why. 

Lee French 
San Mateo, CA 

Th e best way to deal with ignorance 
- and we have to admit this does sound 
like ignorance of a pretty high order - is 
to educate it. Next time get their badge 
numbers and see to it they are gi ven per
sonal invitations to the pistol range. It 's 
not easy being a cop these days - it 's 
important they kno w who their fri ends 
really are. ~ 

#07530 
Multi-Lock'" 
Needle nose 
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If ever in the Scottish highlands near the town of Spean Bridge, 
don't miss the Commando Museum at the hotel. Proprietor is 
Mr. Alastair Ferguson (Spean Bridge Hotel, Inverness-Shire 
PH34 4ES Scotland, UK, phone: (0397) 712250.) Our spies tell us 
that the fishing and deer hunting in Spean Bridge are excellent; 
hospitality at the hotel is without equal; the Commando 
Museum is excellent and would like to contact any Americans 
(or families thereof) who received Commando training near 
there at Achnacarry Castle in WW II. 

FAX FIGHTERS PRESERVE GUN RIGHTS 

We have just passed the third anni versary of the NRA-ILA FAX 
Alert, the electronic Paul Revere of the Second Amendment. If you 
have an auto-receive FAX machine, you should sign up with the 
NRA-ILA Grassroots Division (1-800-392-8683), and every Friday 
receive at no cost an update of what politicians are up to regarding 
your Second Amendment rights. It 's efficient, it's free and it's the 
fastes t way to keep up-to-the minute on the most immediate threats 
to your gun rights. Give 'em a call today, and when the FAXes 
come in, spread the word. 

RIGHT-TO-CARRY SUCCESSES 
According to the Cincinnati Enquire1; Kentucky's right-to

carry law has been a resounding success . Since Kentucky 's 24,500 
permits were issued 10 months ago, authorities in th ree counties 
have not recorded a single incident involving a permit holder. 
Campbell County Sheriff John Dunn said , "I've changed my opin-

10 

ion of this. Frankly, I an ticipated a certain type of people applying 
to carry fiream1s, people I would be uncomfortable with being able 
to carry concealed weapons. That has not been the case. These are 
al l just everyday citizens who feel they need some protection." Lt. 
Col. Bill Dorsey, Covington 's assistant chief of police, and earlier 
critic of the law, agreed, "We haven 't seen any cases where a per
mit holder has committed an offense with a firearm." The experi
ence in Kentucky has been mirrored in some 30 other states nation
wide who have passed right-to-carry laws. 

FBI, CIA NET IANGLEY GUNMAN 

FBI Deputy Director William J. Esposito and Acting Director of 
Central Intelligence George J. Tenet have announced the apprehen
sion of Mir Aimal Kansi , who had been on the FBI's top-ten fugi
tive list, suspected as the gunman who killed two CIA employees 
and wounded three others in an attack outside CIA headquarters 
near Langley, Virginia in January 1993. 

Through more than four years of unrelenting effort character
ized by excellent interagency teamwork between local authorities, 
Justice Department and Central Intelligence authorities, and the 
articu late use of foreign assets and American assets overseas, Kansi 
was located and delivered abroad to the custody of U.S. authorities 
by Afghan individuals . Agencies and offices involved included the 
FBI Washington Field Office, the FBI Hostage Rescue Team, vari
ous FBI legal attaches and personnel assets abroad, the CIA, the 
Department of Justice, the Department of State, the Department of 
Defense, the Fairfax County PD and District Attorney 's office. 

Kansi has been transported to the United States, where he will 
stand trial in Fairfax, Virginia. 

AIR FORCE CHIMPS TO BE RIF'D 

Just when the aging SOF editorial staff thought they had found 
a second career, the Air Force has announced it is closing down its 
primate research complex at Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Some 
143 chimps, ranging in age from infants to old troopers in their 
mid-forties, have been classified non-essential are to be surplussed. 
The USAF is entertaining bids from individuals or organizations 
"who may be seriously interested" in the chimps and the primate 
research center. The chimps, who all are descendants of the origi
nal five purchased in 1959 for space flight research, may only be 
bought for scientific research or for retirement with adequate care. 

ACTIVE-DUTY GREEN BERET HOLDS FBI JOB 
Colonel John Ellis, an active-duty Army Special Forces soldier, 

is on ass ignment to the FBI, where he is serv ing as the FBI's deputy 
section chief for domestic counter-terrorism. Col. Ellis has line 
authori ty and supervisory power, as well as FBI credentials, Justice 
Department and Pentagon documents indicate. 

"I thought we had learned an important lesson from Ruby Ridge 
and Waco, not to militarize the FBI," said U.S. Senator Charles 
Grassley, rais ing the question of whether the ass ignment of a uni
formed military officer to a civi lian law enforcement job is not a 
violation of the Pose Commitatus Act, which ostensibly prohibits 
military personnel from enforcing civilian laws. 

"If we learned that lesson," posed Grassley, "why in the world 
wou ld the FBI put an active-duty Special Forces colonel in the 
number-two slot for domestic counter-terrorism? 

Grassley, who chairs the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on 
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Administrative Oversight and the Courts, raised the issue with 
Attorney General Janet Reno, saying both the Department of Justice 
and the FBI have been " unresponsive" to legitimate requests for 
information for which Grassley 's panel has oversight authority. 

Citing " repeated leadership fa ilures" within DoJ and the FBI, 
the Iowa Republican criticized both for " institutional arrogance and 
a focus on empire building ... Clearly, more aggress ive oversight is 
warranted ... Recent fiascoes have shaken the public's confidence in 
the FBI... The civil liberties and the protection of every American 
are at stake ... " -James L. Pate 

DOWNSIZING FROM WITHIN 
This year the Army will recruit 87 ,900 soldiers: within three 

years 33, 189 of them will be missi ng from ranks if current trends 
continue. Three of every ten males and five of every ten females 
will fai l to complete the ir first enlistment - more than l0,000 a 
year. That's two divisions above the 10 active-duty divisions the 
Army is sweating to keep on line. 

Of these, the reasons fo r early separation break down this way: 
misconduct 21.1 %, other di sciplinary 13.2%, unsati sfactory perfor
mance 12.9%, body fat 10%, physical disability 10.6%, hardship 
6.3%, courts-martial 6.1 %, pregnancy 5.1 %, promoted to officer 
4.5%, personality disorder 2%, homosexual .4%, unspecified 7.7% 

FROGWATCH 
According to Jane's Defence Weekly, U.S. Defense and aero

space industry reps going to the Paris Air Show were briefed by U.S . 
Intelligence agencies on the potential threat of economic espionage 
and counterintelligence by French industry and the French govern
ment. Reps of the FBI, State Department, Defense Department, CIA 
and the National Counterintelligence Center briefed some 60 indus
try personnel at Davis Monthan AFB on 19 May. Industry officials 
were advised to be exceptionally cautious about leav ing materials in 

their hotel rooms, especiall y anything to do with commercially sen
siti ve or proprietary information, and to assume their phones were 
bugged. Classified information cannot legally be carried to such a 
show outside of a controlled environment. 

Such briefings are regularly given to industry reps traveling to 
visit friends and allies in France, Israel, South Korea and China. 

EMBARRASSING ITEM #1: FBI 
A Suburban load of FBI HRT agents, on a trammg detail in 

Arkansas, parked their vehicle in front of a motel in East Memphis, 
Tenn., fo r the night. When they awoke the next morning the vehicle 
- and 16 shoulder-fired weapons including Ml6s and MP5s, 8,000 
rounds of ammo, body armor, flash-bang grenades and commo gear 
- was missing. The vehicle was subsequently found by local 
police, burned out and missing the toys. An FBI spokesman said it 
was felt the perpetrators were merely garden-variety car thieves, 
who were hav ing a very good night. 

EMBARRASSING ITEM #2: USMC 
Who do the Marines call? In this case, the Army. Two Marines 

were the last Americans left at the U.S. Embassy in Sierra Leone 
after a the recent coup plunged the country into bloody chaos. With 
armed locals surrounding the embassy, the leathernecks radioed for 
help, and a two-man Army SF team managed to slip through several 
rebel checkpoints and sneak the Marines out through a back alley to 
safety. 

USA Vs. T. McVEIGH: PAST OR PROLOG? 
Now that accused OKC bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh has 

been found guilty and sentenced to death, what wi ll be the fallout? 
The issues involved continue to divide those on both the so-called 
" left" and "right. " 

"The greatest battle 
weapon ever devised." Ml Garand Stock 

Genera/Geoaitd Handguard Sets O/o 

Limited Time Offer! 

For a Limited Time, Save 30% Off the 
Regular Retail Price of Ml Garand 

Stock and Handguard Sets! 
Sorry, no additional discounts apply to this special offer. 

Laminated Color Options 
Coffee Midnight 

Brown/ Brown Black/ Black 

Finished Drop-Ins are finished as follows: 
Standard Grade Walnut - Formula One (Mil-spec) oil finish 

Semi-gloss Ml Garand sets - Formula Two satin finis h 
Coffee, Midnight - Formula One-B satin fin ish 

POSTAGE: SS for first stock, SZ for each 
additiona l stock. Sorry, no C.O.D.s. 
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These stocks are the finest quality reproduction parts ever produced for the Ml Gara nd. 
Original arsen al type eq uipme n t is used to produce the outside shape, and modern CNC 
equipment does all o f the inlettin g work. No additional h and inletting is n ecessary after it 
leaves ou r production fl oor. 

------ Fajen'" Features ------
Replace that battle weary 
stock on your Ml Garand 

with a new stock tl1at 
looks and feels just like 

the original. 

• Drop-in design allows installation in minutes. 

• Choose from four grades of American walnut or two 

dynamic colors of laminated birch. 

FINISHED DROP-IN 
Completely finished. 
No fitting required. 

Stock and Handguard Sets ........ Product #Regular .. Sale 
Standard Grade Walnut Set ... .......... .... .488-972 .. $109.97 .. S76.98 
Semi-Fancy Walnut Semi-gloss Set. ....... 598-190 .. $149.99 .. S104.99 
Fancy Walnut Semi-gloss Set ........... ..... 398-208 .. $229.99 .. Sl74.99 
Extra Fancy Walnut Semi-gloss Set ...... 273-867 .. $299.99 .. $209.99 
Coffee Laminated Birch Set ..... ........... .. 789-683 .. $137.99 .. S96.S8 
Midnight Laminated Birch Set .... .. ...... .. 591-399 .. $137.99 .. S96.S8 

UNFINISHED DROP-IN 
Wi ll require final 

sanding and finishing 
Product #Regular . .Sale 

682-467 .... $87.97 .. S61.SO 
N/A ....... ... N/A ... ..... N/A 
N/A .... ... ... N/A ........ N/A 
N/A .......... N/A ... ... .. N/A 

688-678 .. $114.97 .. SS0.48 
189-245 .. $114.97 .. $80.48 

(816) 547-3006 (8:00 - 4:30 Centra l) 
FAX (816) 547-2215 (24 Hours) 

P.O. Box 160 - SOF, Lincoln, MO 65338 

Fajen® 
Call for a free catalog of Fajen• Drop-In 

Stocks for many popular products. 
"Setting the Standard" 

Drop-In Div ision 
Ad # 744 
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~ SJ:NAS 
l'M JISSURED OF 
1ooroOFlHE 

YOl"ES 

Although Mc Veigh was not a militi a member, since the bomb
ing, left-leaners the li kes of Charlie Schumer, Morris Dees, and 
most of the main-stream medi a have attempted to connect every 
criminal ac t from adultery to zoophili a with mili tias and the so
ca Ll ed patriotic right. At the same time, many on the " radical right" 
continue to blame New-World-Order inspired conspirac ies as the 
prime, root cause of al l the nation's ills. 

Appearances are drnt neither of these exu·emes would be sati sfi ed 
until one destroys the other ... But is that rea lly their goal? It is more 
likely, as borne out by a look at the bank balances of these groups, 
that there are those on both sides profiting handsomely from the 
growing market in paranoia, peddling to their respective audiences. 

Such pandering of paranoia fo r profit may we ll cost the nation 
more than it can afford. 

One can't help but wonder what d1e political climate would have 
been, i.e. how broadly based a market the pimps of paranoia would 
have found, had congress shown some backbone after the Ruby 
Ridge and Waco hearings and prosecuted those agents and officials 

EAGLE EYES 
Military-Style Goggle 

• Great for N ighttime Navigati on 
• Hands-Free Operation; Headstrap 

Included 
• Stereoscopic Vision Prov ides 

Depth Perception 

• As Low As $1,995 

EAGLE SPIRIT 
Night Weapon Sight 

• Perfect for Hunting Nocturna l 
Varmints 

• Weaver Adapter Included 
• Adjustable Elevati on and 

Windage 

111'As Low As $1,595 

who lied to congress and conspired to obsu·uct j ustice in those ca es. 
The nation can' t tolerate any more Oklahoma Cities .. . nor can 

it tolerate any more Ruby Ridges or Wacos. - R.L. Sherrow 

GORILIA WARFARE 

Studies by Lee White of the Wildli fe Conservatio n Society 
have noted that logging ac ti vity in Gabo n' s Lope Wild life 
Preserve, where in only 8% of the tree cano py is re moved (w hi ch 
is not e nough to di sturb gorill as, mon keys, e lephants and man
drill s) , has devastating effects among the chi mpanzee popul a
tio n. In areas thus logged , some 80% of the chimpa nzees are 
gone w ithin a few years - not from loss of habitat or food , but 
because thi s minimal Joss of hab itat seems to tri gger turf wars 
among the c himps for the 90% that 's left , and they fig ht to the 
death over it. 

T hat's to be expected, we assume, in any animal whose DNA is 
so close to man 's. 

AIM LOW, SCORE HIGH 

Robert Jordan, of New London, Conn ., completed an exam to 
become a New London cop, but he wasn' t called back for an inter
view .. . because he scored too high. We' re not making th is up, 
fo lks. Jordan has fil ed a federal suit alleging di scrimination based 
on intelli gence. Jordan scored 33 on the test (for a rough IQ equiv
alency of 125), and New London only interviewed those wid1 
scores between 21 and 27. Said City Attorney Ralph Monaco, 
"We ' re looking fo r bright people, but we ' re not looking fo r people 
that are so bri ght to an extent that they ' re not going to be chal
lenged by the j ob." Noted F rank Landy, author of Psychology of 
Work Behavior and an expert in d1e fi eld of industrial psychology, 
"The notion that the individual is too bri ght is goofy." We agree. 

Whaddya want to bet that the city atto rney and police chief 
scored right in the middle of the "comfort zone " ? ~ 

STRIKE EAGLE 
Day/Night Weapon Aimer 

• Day light , Red-Dot Aiming 
• Weaver Adapter Included 
• Night Vis ion Laser Aiming to 

1.000 Meters 
• Shown with Optional 3X Lens 

• As Low As $1,695 

AMERICAN EAGLE 
The "Origina l" Pocketscope 

• Exce llent fo r Surveillance and 
Photography 

• Hand-Held/Camera Adaptab le 
• Lens Opt ions A llow Long & 

Short Range Photos & Video 

• As Low As $995 

~ ~ wa.'O\e ,,, '3Cfe . 
F'"a\: Ge(\ PO BOX 400, FOGELSVILLE, PA 18051-0400 '17 the 

G'e<' \\ &.. (610) 391-9105 e-mail: xcalibur@ptdprolog.net FAX (610) 391-9220 U~"'.4t 
• 
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New, Eye-Opening, Documented 
FREE REPORT Proves ... 

Now, You Can Destroy Any Attacker Using 
Never-Before-Seen ''Killing'' Techniques 

Creator of Official U.S. Navy SEAL Combat System Releases Brutal New 
Gun. & KnUe Sections Of His Instructor Qualification Fighting Series 

Can you disarm a man holding a knife to 
your throat? What if a car-jacker sticks a 
gun through your window - and your 

wife, girlfriend, or child is sitting beside you? 
In an often brutal yet professionally direct ap

proach, Jerry Peterson's new video series shows 
you how to destroy these attackers, while taking 
you to the ~ level of fighting. 

The culmination of a 2-year transformation 
from actual SCARS military archive techniques, 
his Instructor QuaUOcatlon Serles offers you the 
opportunity to learn what until now was taught to 
military Special Operations forces (SEALS, Rang
ers, Green Berets, etc.). 

It's been called " the most brutally effective 
fighting ~ ever seen." 

Before explaining more about this system, 
here's how Jerry Peterson, the creator of this sys
tem, became the first - and only - civilian ever 
to standardize, license and teach a hand-to-weapon 
fighting system to the United States military. 

In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command 
(NSWC), the group which controls all SEAL ac
tivity, was looking for ways to standardize hand
to-weapon combat techniques. After an exhaus
tive review, they had rejected every single mar
tial art form In the world. 

They found each completely unworkable in 
combat-oriented fighting situations where SEALS 
were in full gear, carrying 100# packs, and often 
knee-deep in water. 

Amazing Scientific System 
Then a SEAL NSWC officer (with black belts 

in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson's scientific 
fighting system. What he stumbled on wasn't mar
tial arts. In fact it was unlike anything he'd ever 
seen before. 

The SEAL officer watched in disbelief as a 
class of inexperienced students threw real punches 
for virtually 1 full hour, never repeating the same 
sequences. In one session he witnessed more fight
ing than most martial arts students see in a year. 

Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer 
demonstrating moves he'd learned. But intrigue 
turned to doubt when they learned the originator 
was an ex-Army enlisted man. 

Still they met with Jerry, as much out of admi
ration for his Vietnam record as anything (he spent 
15 months as lead point for Charlie Company, the 
l 73rd Airborne - one of the most decorated units 
of the war). All Vietnam vets, the SEAL officers 
figured Jerry at least would understand their needs. 

Easily Defeats Decorated SEAL 
But they were totally unprepared for what hap

pened. To prove his system, Jerry Peterson and a 
highly-decorated SEAL Officer (and at 240, 100 
pounds heavier than Jerry) went toe-to-toe - but 
at half speed. To the Officer's amazement he was 
instantly disabled and dropped to his knees. 

Only then did he realize - had he not been 
talked out of going full speed by others who knew 
the awesome power of Jerry Peterson's system, 
his false confidence in his martial arts training and 
in his sheer size advantage would have left him 
with an arm broken as easily as a match stick! 

In 5 short minutes these SEAL officers - men 
who had seen everything in the way of brutal fight-
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ing, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to 
develop the SEALS into the world's best - were 
blown away by Jerry Peterson's Autoldnematic r1• 
fighting system. 

Officially Required SEAL Training 
Following a pilot program at Command head

quarters all SEALS began receiving this training. 
Still, hardheaded, cocky, non-believing SEALS, 
many with extensive martial arts backgrounds, con
stantly tested Jerry: 
0 SEALS are the most proficient combat swim
mers in the world. Yet 40-year-old Jerry (who 
wasn't a particularly good swimmer) "drowned" 
SEAL after SEAL in training. His scientific prin
ciples apply on any terrain. 
0 SEALS are trained to run 20 miles in soft sand. 
But Jerry (who really wasn't in great shape) had 
them gasping just 5 minutes into his first work
outs while he participated elTortlessly. He used 
breathing techniques others had never seen (tech
niques he can teach you in minutes). 
0 In Europe Jerry challenged a deployed SEAL pla
toon to pin him against a wall. All thought it a joke. 
Yet he escaped - from the grasp of 14 of the most 
proficient fighting men in the world (then showed it 
was no trick -simply physics, and easily learned). 

Today SEALS use all these scientific techniques 
and many more. Since 1989, Navy SEALS go 
through a minimum of 40 and up to 600 rigorous 
hours of Jerry Peterson's training prior to deploy
ment (often in intense, 24-hour a day sessions). 

Top Government Officials Arnaud 
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admi

rals, a 4-Star General, and Congressional leaders 
- as well as the Secretary of the Navy and the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense! 

Jerry was even called in prior to Desert Storm 
to brief the military on using Neural Offensive 
Linguistics"' (a cornerstone of his system, it de
fines a mind set which eliminates all defensive 
thinking, allowing anyone, even you, to make in
stantaneous! y correct decisions in the midst of any 
hostile environment). 

Devastating Power Gives You 
An Unfair Advantage 

In his HCS video course Jerry Peterson intro
duced you to his revolutionary system. 

Now, with the publication of Jerry Peterson '.s 
SCAR-HCS Hand-To-Weapon fighting system, 
Jerry leads you into the never-before-seen world 
ofbrutal, no-holds-barred gun, knife and club fight
ing - material you've never seen (unless you were 
in elite Special Operation forces). 

You'll learn the same hand-to-weapon tech
niques, the same mental approaches, the same 'kill' 
sets Jerry developed for over 200 SEAL SCARS 
instructors. (These SCARS instructors now teach 
this system to llll branches of the military Spec Op 
forces - Army, Navy and Air Force). 

You'll know how to defeat, seriously disable 
and, when necessary, kill anyone threatening your 
life or the life of a loved one or friend! 

Guaranteed To Work In Your Most 
Nightmarish Hostile Situation 

Everything in his system was proven in the most 
intense war lab of the past 30 years - Vietnam! 

But this isn't a 
course to impress 
friends at your Karate 
studio. The Instructor 
Qualification Series is 
Jerry Peterson's~ 
Will professional 
fighting system. 

And professional 
fighting has but one 
objective: to defeat an 
attacker incredibly 
fast . In 29 years 
Jerry's longest fight 
lasted but 5 seconds! 

Official SEAL SCARS-CFC 
Creator Jerry Peterson 

This system is only for those who need a pow
erful yet amazingly~ system (simple because 
it's based on quickly-mastered scientific principles 
not a difficult art form) to protect them in life
threatening situations. 

No Navy SEAL has iro;r lost in hand-to-hand 
combat when correctly applying Jerry's system! 
And they never will (nor will you) because ... his 
system is undefeatable! 

This Totally Integrated System Enables 
You To Destroy Any Attacker -

With Absolutely No Fear Or Hesitation! 
Cheap imitators advertise fighter after fighter 

after fighter - a hodgepodge of unrelated, nonsci
entific moves. Now they even lk. hoping to con you 
into believing SEALS would lose to these guys. But 
they know. No one beats a Peterson-trained SEAL. 

These 'wanna-bes' teach one move if an attacker 
swings a fist at you, another if he's got a knife. 

But Jerry Peterson's scientific system teaches 
you why you MUST use the exact same techniques 
-with a weapon or without! What everyone else 
teaches is wrong. Just ask the SEALS! 

The imitators claim they've trained Navy 
SEALS. But Jerry Peterson is the d ~ of 
the~ hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon com
bat fighting system used by the SEALS today. 

He's the only civilian with a Naval Special 
Warfare course number (SCARS-CFC# K-431-
0096) plus a new $2.5 million military facility 
predicated solely on his SCARS training. 

The Navy SEAL 'wanna-be' trainers? They've 
got nothing - no official status, no course number. 

Free Special Report Reveals 
GUN And KNIFE Fighting Secrets 

Jerry Peterson's system is brutal. It has to be. 
Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn. It requires NO 
athletic ability, NO speed, NO conditioning. 

And because his videos offer an unprecedented 
3 camera angles (including a new overhead shot), 
you can learn this scientific system in just days; 
specific t~hniques often in just minutes. 

Jerry has created a Free special report reveal
ing the amazing details about his scientific weap
ons fighting system - the system which has made 
the Navy SEALS an undefeatable fighting force. 

It's easy to get your free copy. Just call 

1-800-600-1420 
24-bours for a Free recorded message to get your 
Free report. International, call 602-921 -8533. 

C Copyright 19i6 Chlll'lton & Co., Inc. 
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For Im.act, Range, 
One sure-fire way gets you 

to~-caliber books-the kind you won 't 
spot in b . okstores. Set your sights on 

This photo-packed A-Z With over 100 photos This fascinating history 
reference gives you an throughout, this lively reveals a hidden ar-
arsenal of information chronicle covers seven senal of miniature and 
on pistols, rifles and centuries of firearms concealed handguns, 
submachine guns. from medieval "hand from the ingenious to 
3160+ $1 9.95 gonnes" to today's the just plain weird. 

powerful automatic Illustrated. 
weapons. 4309 $27.95 
3624 $24.95 

4085 $21.95 2410 0182+ 

The Military Book Club~ 

The hardest-fought "The World's Greatest Gun 
battles of the Waffen- Book" returns with more 
SS explode off the can't-miss coverage for 
pages of this illus- 1997. You 'll find great 
!rated history featuring articles, plus an all-new 
rare archive photos. GUNDEX®. Illustrated. 
3962 $24.95 0356+ $23.95 

T lf li COMPLJI T B .;;.~ 

ARTof ~ 
WAR "; 
'"" "" '"""" ~ 
'"'n>41rtdby :~ 
RALPH D SAWYER ;zi\ 

Updated with illustrations, 
exploded diagrams, range 
test results amd perfor-
mance data. Plus ammo, 
scopes and accessories 
analyses. 
1685+ $19.95 

$19.95 3970 $25.00 3491-9999* $24.95x 0620 

350 rare and recently 
declassified photos take 
you inside the SEALs' 
arsenal for a close-up 
look at their weapons. 
4135 $29.95 

$34.95 0679 $19.95x 

3012 $28.00 1909 $19.95 2683 $24.95 0729 $22.95 4127 $11.95x 0794 $23.95x 2451++$19.95x 3111+$14.95x 1776 $24.95 

4200 $14.98 0174 $17.95x 0497 $20.00 0869 $49.95 2717 $34.95 1628 $15.00 3913+ $19.95 4291 $17.95x 4143 $25.00 

3483+ $16.00 3921 $15.95x 3616 $27.00 1040 $23.00 1065 $34.95 1537 $16.95x 3210 $17.95x 0349+ $7.95x 1859++ $23.00 
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Accuracy ... Use the .98 

The author has tested 100 
combat handguns, and the 
results are recorded here. 
You'll find weapons from 
25 countries, all with pho
tos and performance data. 
1669-9999*+ $40.00 

Coverage (backed by 
hundreds of illustrations) 
includes rifles, scopes, 
cartridges and marks
manship techniques. 
A wealth of data for both 
the hunter and the dedi
cated target shooter. 
3871 + $39.95 

This is the mother lode of 
information in one exten
sively illustrated volume. 
It covers everything from 
Order of Battle to casualty 
reports. 
4598+ $85.00 

A friend 's murder 
brings Marcinko 
to Moscow, where 
he uncovers a 
viper's nest of 
Russian mobsters 
and their govern
ment allies ped
dling blackmarket 

nukes to Mideast terrorists. 
4283++ $24.00 

Over 60 Civil War battle 
maps from the Library of 
Congress are reproduced 
here in lavish color. 
0596 $39.95 

Wade ashore on 
Tarawa, Saipan, 
Guam, Tin ian, 
Peleliu, lwo Jima 
and Okinawa. 44 
photos, drawings 
and maps, plus 
firsthand accounts 
and new Japanese 
translations. 
0190 $28.95 

The assassination 
of the Attorney 
General lights the 
fuse in a blazing 
modern Civil War 
between the U.S. 
Army and west
ern militias. 
0307 ++ $16.95x 

Over 1600 entries, 
maps, photos, 
chronologies and 
precise, cross
referenced facts 
for the serious 
milttary historian. 
1123 $39.95 

4507 $14.95x 4218 $14.95x 1842 $21.95 3996-9999* $39.95 4077+ $15.00 3954 $24.95 0505++ $25.00 3855 $19.95 

0802 $27.50 4028 $27.95 4432 $27.50 4515 $29.95 0653 $24.95 0943 $17.95x 4366 $17.95x 4374 $29.95 5546 $12.95x 

6 REASONS TO JOIN NOW:uoining is easy. Just choose ~~-------~;L ~:"°i-h;"A;;;;;a;B;k-;,u;- - - - "'P1,;e-:r; bc;'0k", 
4 books for 98~. Your bill (including shipping and handling) will come when mem- 6550 East 30th street numbers here: 
bership is confirmed. 2. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you're not happy with P.O. Box 6357, Indianapolis, IN 
your 4 books, return them within 1 O days at our expense. Your membership will be 46206-6357 
canceled; you'll owe nothing. 3. Save up to 30% off publishers' hardcover edi- YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according 10 
lion prices. Just pick at least 4 more books at our regular low Club prices during the risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the 4 
your membership. Take up to 2 years! Then you may resign any time. 4. Extra bonus! BOOKS I've indicated. Bill me just 98~ , plus shipping and handling. 
Take a 5th book now for $4.99, plus shipping and handling, and reduce your mem-
bership agreement to only 3 books. 5. A FREE Club Magazine comes to you up to ~J,~u~~~eun~d~ru~Psign here: 
17 times a year. Each reviews the Featured Book Selections plus dozens of alternate :::::.~:.:::::.:::..::::.::::::..:=============:::; 
books. Some are exclusive Club editions you won't find anywhere else. Every book SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now (write book number) 4 
we offer is a high-quality, full-text edition, sometimes altered in size to fit special and reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me I I I If you select a book that 
presses. Look for up to 2 special issues a year with super selections and more dis- an added $4.99, plus shipping and handling. writ~o~n~~i~;t ~ ~W~~i 
counts. 6. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are sent to you automat- (Books that count as 2 choices are not eligible) 88064 96 the book number in one 
ically. To canceHr order other books-simply mail in your Member Reply Form by Mr./Mrs. row of boxes and 9999 in 
the marked date. Shipping and handling (plus sales tax, where applicable) is added Miss/Ms. __________ __,.,.--..,.,.---------th_e n_e_xt. 
to each order. You'll always have 1 o days to decide. If your Member Reply Form is "''"' ~'"" 
late and unwanted books arrive, please return them at our expense. Address _________________ Apt. ____ _ 

·Counts as 2 choices x Special edition exclusively for Club members + Softcover ++ Fiction City _____________ State ____ ZIP ____ _ 

Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up to 30%. 

Prices shown were current at press lime. 
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In The Great Fly-011e' 
Package Check II 

Shucks, Denver got mentioned bigger ' n blazes on the front
page of that high-roller New York City paper, The Wall Street 
Journal. "A G-7 summit ended after a Denver session attended by 
Russia's president," it said in late June. Leaders of Britain, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and Russia joined President and 
Mrs. Clinton for world-class problem-solving and partying in the 
world 's favorite cowtown. (It used to be Dallas.) 

Seems more 'n more folks from Washington and the Big Apple 
are flying into the Mile High City - which they used to only see 
at 35,000 feet on their way to LA - what with this summit and 
before that, the Oklahoma City bombing trial. And remember that 
A-10 pilot who flew into the Rockies? 

The Clintons certainly needed a break away from DC. With the 
heartland help of national Democratic apparatchik and Colorado 
governor Roy Romer and the Democratic mayor of Denver, the 
Clintons and visiting dignitaries did it up right - even down to buf
falo steaks and microbrewed beer. Used to be that folks out here in 
the Great Fly-over thought that really impo1tant things only hap
pened on the East or West Coast (that's what the national news media 
kept telling us, anyway). But then, it used to be that the sexuality of 

1 6 

Thls ffiatch ~ells ~ut ijuickly! 
• Get Your Reservations 

In Early 
•Limited To 

Only 235 Competitors 
• Don't Miss the 

Opportunity To Compete 
With Some Of The Best 
Shooters in the World 

For Match Information/ Applications Contact 
Michael Horne 

4128 Abbott Drive •Bakersfield, CA 93312 
Enclose a Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope 

the president and fast lady were taboo for public discussion. 
Boy howdy, times have changed. 
Only days after the Supreme Court's decision in favor of Paula 

Jones' sexual-harassment lawsuit, two disc jockeys at Denver's 
KRFX classic-rock station interviewed Gennifer Flowers, who has 
courted publicity as an ex-mistress to Bill Clinton. These DJs mod
estly call themselves "the Masters," have an affinity for Barleys, 
and are buds with bowhunter/rock-guitarist Ted Nugent. They 
asked Flowers over the phone about her relationship with the then
govemor of Arkansas. "Is Hillary a cold fish?" asked one. 

Flowers carefully replied that the Clintons, at least in their Little 
Rock days, had an agreement in their "political relationship" (mar-
1iage): Bill could cheat with other women, and Hillary could cheat 
with other men - and women. There was a rumor around Little Rock, 
Flowers continued, that Mrs. Clinton was involved with another 
woman, a state-government employee. The next time Flowers was 
with the governor, she urged him to "get to the bottom" of that rumor. 

"He just laughed really big . .. [and said] 'Let me put it this way: 
She's eaten more of that than I have,"' Flowers said on Denver radio. 
Ooops. In a re-broadcast of that R-rated interview, the Masters 
reported that Flowers' lawyers had since told her to "shut up." 
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If Flowers is telling the truth, the Clintons must have had the 
perfect ' 60s-style marriage. (The movie version would cast Jane 
Fonda as First Lady - a mature Barbarella with a law degree and 
anti-Nixon Watergate investigator on her resume.) 

The Grapes of Wrath, 1997 

Mrs. Clinton and her husband really ought to read a new non-fic
tion book, Harvest of Rage (Westview Press; 304 pages, hardback; 
$24) for a better understanding of the "antigovemment movement." 
Maybe they will, maybe they won't. Author Joel Dyer is not a think
tank sociologist with a Harvard Ph.D., just a Colorado newspaper edi
tor who got his degree Oate '70s) from Oklahoma State University. 

Dyer has years of firsthand research in Oklahoma, Kansas, and 
Texas, talking to people who literally had lost the farm. Such peo
ple seldom appear on national TV, so imagine a lean man, graying 
hair, honest face - say, a mature Henry Fonda - sitting in a pick
up truck sadly watching an auctioneer sell off his family's land, 
machinery, cattle, and house at a fraction of their worth. Always 
sure that the USDA and his banker would stick by him, the farmer 
had followed their advise: Borrow more money, buy more land, 
farm "fence-row to fence-row." 

Harvest of Rage offers a frightening thesis. The farm crisis of 
some 15 years ago - a Washington-sanctioned restructuring of the 
agricultural economy in favor of multinational corporations -
wiped out tens of thousands of family farms and crippled countless 
rural communities. Ultimately it was far more damaging than the 
worst of tornadoes. Nowadays, many of the survivors of that cata
strophe are a large and bitter audience for anti-Washington groups 
and their NWO conspiracy theories laced with racism and Christian 
Identity. Add to that common-law courts and the "sovereignty" 
movement, a growing acceptance of armed militancy, the Internet, 
and the approaching end of the millennium. 

"As if to underscore rural America's second-class status and 
Washington's lack of understanding of the people who live there," 
Dyer writes, "President Clinton - during his 1997 State of the 

Union address - used the word 'urban' no fewer than one dozen 
times. The word 'rural' came up only once and only then as a sym
bolic gesture. The president proposed idea after idea on how to 
fight the problems of urban America. Not once did he even 
acknowledge that problems exist in rural places . . . . 

"We should learn to view crazy antigovernment conspiracy the
ories as a warning rather than as joke material. If people can, in all 
sincerity, believe that Jewish bankers have ordered the United 
Nations to attack their farms in order to control the food supply of 
Christians and if people can believe that the government has insert
ed microchips into their bodies so that satellites can track their 
every move, then they can also believe that they are supposed to 
blow up a building full of kids," the book adds. 

It is a phenomenon that defies an easy TV sound-bite explana- . 
tion - like trying to get an Okie to predict his wheat crop and the 
weather. It isn ' t just about cities, crime and guns, and militias. ~ 

First the P-11 Pistol. Now the SUB-9 Rifle 

TI1e SUB-9 is a semi-automatic 1-ifle for 
the 9 mm Luger cartridge. By changing 
the grip assembly the SUB-9 wi ll accept 
most double column high capacity 
handgun magazines. 

By rotating the baJTel the SUB-9 can 
instantly be reduced to a size of 16 x 7 
inches.The reapplication of the barrel 
to shooting position can be achieved in 
less than a second. 
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The P- 11 is a semi-automatic, Jocked 
breech pistol in 9 mm Luger. lliuble 
Action Q1Jy, it is still the smal lest and 
lightest full capacity 9 mm ever made. 

Many accessories are now available: 
Belt clip, Tritium sights, trigge1- shoe, grip 
and magazine extensions. 

~-~ == ::::=e= 
Owned Made Parts 

KEL-TEC Q\IC I NC 
PO BOX 3427 
CXXDA FL 32924-3427 

Phone 407-63 1-0068 
Fax 407- 63 1- 1169 
E: aimkeltec@aol.com 
Web: www.kel- tec.com 
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Army buys 31 Russian-made Scud-B missiles and 4 launcher vehi
cles last year from Eastern Europe for theater missile-defense test
ing; 2 already destroyed by Patriots in Pacific test range. • 
Quadrennial Defense Review: DoD report to Congress, on reor
ganization/modernization into 21st century, recommends 61,700 
troops cut - Army: 15,000; Navy: 18,000; Air Force: 26,900; 
Marines: 1,800 - leaving active force at 1.36 million. QDR urges 
54,000 cut from Reserve and National Guard (mostly Army) and 
80,000 from DoD civilians, plus 2 more Base Realignment and 
Closure rounds. Existing aircraft orders overall wou ld be 
decreased; Navy would lose 12 of 128 surface warships, 23 of 73 
attack subs. Savings to help buy new weapons including Air 
Force's F-22 fighter, 3-service Joint Strike Fighter, and Army's dig
itized "Force XXI" corps. Eyeing North Korea's chemwar arsenal, 
SecDef Cohen urges $1 billion extra for CW defense. • Terrorism 
'info superhighway'? Bomb-making information on Internet 
increases domestic-terrorism threat - Cohen. 

Kremlin housecleaning: President Yeltsin fires Defense Minister 
Rodionov for "doing nothing" about military reform, appoints succes
sor: Gen. Sergeyev, chief of Strategic Rocket Forces (which, under cur
rent first-strike doctrine, are backbone of national defense as other 
branches decline). Sergeyev reportedly is non-political, favors further 
nuclear-disarmament negotiations with U.S., and considers restructur
ing military into 3 major services instead of 7. He is 3rd defense minis
ter in 1 year. • Now the hard part: Euphoria over (final) "end of Cold 
War," upon spring signing of NATO-Russia pact, quickly yields to con
troversy over implementation: Moscow wants veto in NATO issues, par
ticularly concerning NATO expansion and its relations with Baltic states 
and Ukraine. • During crisis, Russian ICBMs could be re-targeted 
against America in 5 minutes, CIA director-designate tells Senate. • 

.... ~,• Yeltsin halts controversial plan to downsize Airborne Troops (46,000 to 
34,000) and subordinate them to Ground Forces. 

Verdict in air massacre: Judicial 
investigator concludes that brother-in
law of Libyan dictator Khadaffi ordered 
the bombing of a French UTA airliner 
in 1989. Explosion over Niger killed 

B;1t;tor~;:.L171 aboard the DC-10. 

New round of violence: Defense 
ministry heightens security at mil
itary posts after ETA (Basque sep
aratist) rebels plant 2 bombs at 
infantry base in northeast; 1 
exploded with no casualties, the 
other was defused. Bombing is 
first ETA attack against army 
bases in 6 years. Spring terror 
campaign in Basque region has 
killed 1 policeman and 1 paramili
tary guard. 

Back to civil war? Government troops launch 
offensive against {former) UN/TA rebels; 
renewed lighting in diamond-rich northeast 
threatens power-sharing agreement to end years 
of fighting. Rebels were to relinquish occupied 
areas to new government, but UN/TA leaders 
objected to army advances into their territory 
(estimated at nearly 70% of Angola). Peace 
process also complicated by partisan support of 
opponents in neighboring Zaire's civil war. 

Trimming muscle: In warning to 
Parliament, defense minister 
denounces ongoing budget cuts -
now about 59% since 1989 - as , · 
detrimental to border security, mil
itary support of police (now fight
ing crime wave), and nation's 
involvement in regional security. 
Badly needed equipment purchas-
es are delayed or canceled and 
(short-service) contracts of nearly 
7,000 troops wi ll not be renewed. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
EO out: Government offers Bougainville rebels 
a peace plan: increased autonomy and 
decreased military presence on mineral-rich 
island. Meanwhile, investigators complete gov
ernment-corruption probe of (canceled) $36-
million contract with London 's Sandline 
International to provide (Pretoria-based) 
Executive Outcomes' meres as counterinsur
gency advisers to PNG army. Australian gov
ernment closely follows EO affair. 

At least 300 civilians, soldiers, and 
rebels on Borneo and Timar die in Really big thirst: Rampaging elephants 
violence preceding parliamentary 1m~~I plunder stocks of rum, flour, and sugar at 
elections; 130,000 soldiers and police supply base in eastern Bengal, army 
officers are deployed during polling. reports. Elephants breach base's electri-
lndonesian troops crack down on tied fences with uprooted trees and 
East Timar independence movement, douse barrier fires with water. 
arresting suspected activists. 



AFGHANISTAN 
lslamist juggernaut: Collapse of (and partial 
mutiny by) forces of Uzbek warlord Dostum, 
member of anti-Taliban alliance, plus Taliban 
gains in northern Afghanistan prompt 
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to reinforce borders 
against incursions and flood of refugees. (Gen. 
Dostum flees to Turkey.) Moscow, fearing 
regional spread of Taliban militia's Islamic 
ultra-radicalism, watches warily. • Muj mis
siles: Pushed from Kabul by Pakistan-backed 
Taliban, mujahideen leader Massood (defense 
minister under President Rabbani) reorganizes 
forces in Panjshir Valley stronghold. Massood 
also has 25-30 Scud-B missiles (conventional 
high-explosive warheads) and 2-4 launcher 
vehicles at 2 sites. No reports yet of Scud use 
against Taliban. • Taliban closes Iran's Kabul 
embassy on charges of spying. 

JAPAN 

CANADA 
Laser harassment: Military pilots receive special train
ing, laser-resistant goggles, after incident off 
Washington state: Canadian CH-124 helicopter crew
men and U.S. Navy officer suffer eye injuries while 
observing Russian (spy) trawler as it tracked U.S. sub
marine. Photos reportedly show red dot - probably 
from laser range-finder - on Russian ship's bridge. 
Earlier incident: During late '80s, U.S. Army helicopter 
crewman is nearly blinded by laser from Soviet Mi-24 
Hind flying along East German border. 

CUBA 
Fidel mellowing? Havana no longer actively 
supports armed struggle in Latin America (or 
elsewhere) and likely did not sponsor terrorism in 
1996, but remains a refuge for international ter
rorists and maintains contact with Latin American 
leftist insurgents - U.S. State Department. • 
Navy has only a few operational patrol boats; 
larger vessels rust at anchor. 

SIERRA LEONE 
Nearly 5,000 troops from Nigeria and Guinea • ·.-r.~~· ·' 

occupy key governmental and infrastrucural 
sites after military coup topples President lil8!'''Cl'°.t~;Jl'v'H•~ 
Kabbah's year-old elected government and 
kills nearly 100. British and Middle Eastern air- '""'~;:j;ll\ 
liners remove hundreds of foreign civilians; Ill\~~ 
later, French troops (including legionnaires) 
and U.S. Marines conduct separate helicopter 
evacuations. • Renegade RUF rebels renew 
fighting in violation of '96 cease-fire. 

~~~;f~~ 

MEXICO 
Clashes between army and EPR 
rebels in Guerrero (southern) 
state have killed about 30 
troops in the last year. • 
Gringo air: Government to 
receive 4 U.S. Air Force C-26 
turboprop surveillance planes 
and 73 U.S. Army UH-1 H heli
copters for counterdrug mis
sions. Human-rights activists 
warn such equipment will be 
used against rebel groups 
instead. 

Defense officials suspect U.S. intel agencies overestimate range of North Korea's Nodong-1 bal
listic missiles - at 1,300 kilometers -to compel Tokyo into funding anti-missile programs. (With l'~ill"'4~:i.'?..-.::;..;;i_=.;;;...;;.=.;.;::..=~....;.;~-....;., 
error radius of up to 4 kilometers for 770-kilogram HE or chemical warhead, missile is considered lf!~i'.~~111 
a "terror," rather than strategic, weapon.) • Downsizing's impact lessened: Government lil11'>&i.::«~m 
approves plan creating 15,000-member reserve force for front-line deployment in crisis. This part
ly offsets reduction of 40,000 ordered for Ground Self-Defense Force (currently at 185,000). 



Cutting Corners 
0 ne of the unfortunate but immutable results of construction is 

that it produces a series of structures that are tactically 
unsound. One of these results is corners. Whether in 

homes or offices, or even trenches and bunkers, elements of 
des ign produce angles of varying degrees to enclose structures, 
and constrict and direct traffic flow. Corners can be found in 
hall s, up or down stairwells, overhanging landings, and door
ways that produce two corners: one on either side of the opening. 

In a tactical appl ication, corners are 'a danger area because 
they fo rce you to conform to their intended purpose: traffi c con
striction. Consequently, there is a tendency for the person clear
ing them to work in an area that is confined or compressed as 
well as in close proximity to potential threats. 

Corners generally come in 90-degree fo rmats. They are gen
erally vert ical, but can also be horizontal. Do not overlook the 
overhang in a stairwell , landing or balcony. 

In clearing corners the same general tactical guidelines cov
ered before still appl y. Make every attempt to max imize the 
physical di stance between yourself, the threat and the threat's muz
zle, and the potential threat area. 



Ask yourself a question. What is the farthest point in this room 
from the comer I am trying to clear? Even in a worst case sce
nario, when clearing an area that is ti ght with a doorway that 
opens into a corner into a room, you should make every attempt 
to maximize the distance. 

Also attempt to minimize myself as a target. What is the most 
amount of the threat I can see while at the same time exposing the 
least amount of me? This is the M&M rule: 
Maximize distance to the threat and minimize 
yourself as a target. 

This concept was recently approached 
by Frank James in an article about T hunder 
Ranch ("Long Barrels, Short range," Sept. 
' 96) and the tactics taught here. A problem 
occurs when a right-handed shooter must 
clear a corner by shooting from the left side 
of the corner or barricade. Here, Frank and 
I differ. I sti ll believe the best approach fo r 
most of us "non-experts" is to keep the 
weapon in the strong hand while firing, 
even if it means violating the M&M rule. 
But keep in mind, by clearing off your 
strong side you will expose yourself in 
some corners. 

way as they shoot and trai n, not to mention buying all their ammo. 
I have seen two people in 20 years who could switch from strong 
to weak side without breaking stride. You can do anything well if 
you have enough time and ammunition. Do you have enough time 
and ammo? 

If you have the time and the money, by all means learn to shoot 
fro m both sides equally well. You should make every attempt pos

s ible to develop an opposite-side ski ll 
because your li fe may depend on it. It may 
not be easy, but if it was then everybody 
would do it. But be realistic about your 
capabilities. 

Regardless of which side you shoot 
from, as you move around the corner (from 
the farthest possible location and exposing 
as little of yourself as possible) visually 
slice the area you are clearing. Some refer to 
this as "slicing the pie." Methodically, but 
quickly, slice and look as far into the danger 
area as possible. 

Use any objects in the room that can help 
you clear it: reflections from windows, mir
rors, and light fixtures. Don ' t just look fo r 
intruders. Look for toes, bellies, hat brims, 
arms, legs and yes, especiall y muzzles stick
ing out from where they don ' t belong. 

Here is my reasoning: Most of us don't 
practice enough from the strong side, where 
are you going to get the time to practice 
with the weak hand ? By the time I trade 
sides, reacquire the sight plane, roll out, 
mount, clear and prepare to move, (and that 
is if I don ' t have to fire) I am reall y going 
to confuse the mental and physical issue. 

You may say, well the SpecOps guys can 
do it. Yes, I would hope so because you, the 
general public, are the ones paying their 

As you move around the corner (from the 
farthest possible location and exposing 
as little of yourself as possible) visually 
slice the area you are clearing. Some 
refer to this as "slicing the pie." 

A good exercise is to have someone hide 
a full-length dressing mirror in your house 
and hunt it down. More so with corners than 
any other obstacle, you'll get your money's 
worth right away. What you see in the mirror 
is exactly what the threat will see. And they 
will probably shoot at what they see as well . 

Another variable to always consider is 
the difference between cover and conceal-

Benchmade® 

IF YD U WANT P ROOF THAT THE NEW BENCH MADE 8 3 0 S IS T HE S TRONGEST, 
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SouthOrd Electric Picks 

-~--
The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

E100C (3 volt) ............. ....... ........... ..... .. . 
E100HO (4 .5 volt) ..... ........ ... .. ...... ... . 

SouthOrd Lockpick Sets 

~Iii 
r . 

PXS-14 PXS-17 

$ 99.95 
$129.95 

South Ord 
Brass Knuckles 

~ 
Fully machined and polished 

SIMPLY THE BEST 
KNB-01 ........ $13.50 
KNB-02 (pairl .......... $24.50 
KNA-01 (aluminum) ...... $ 8.50 

Sold as Novelty Paperweight Only 

Sap Gloves 

Six ounces of powdered lead 
sewn into the knuckles of each 

Stamped directly from high quality Swedish spring steel. Each set comes in a top grain 
leather case. Each set includes an assortment of picks, rakes, and tension wrenches. 
PXS-14 . . ............. .. .... ........... . ............ .... .... $29.95 glove. Discreetly effective. • 

PXS-17 .... ... ... ...... ... ... ..... . ......... ... ...•...... ...... ....... ..... $44.95 D-100(deerskin) ...... $69.95 pr. 
PBB-08 .............. .... .................. ............ ...... .. ······· · ... . $12.95 D-50 (cowhide). $39.95 pr. 

Add $4.50 for shipping and insurance VISA MC AMEX OPTIMA CHECK MONEY ORDER 
The Southern Ordnance Catalog, filled with lockpicking tools , books and videos, transmitters. automatic 
knives. stun devices, leather strikers. and much more, only $5.00 (FREE WITH ANY ORDER) 

MUST BE 18 OR OLDER TO ORDER CHECK STATE AND LOCAL LAWS 
By placing an order for lockpicks, the buyer asserts to be a bonofide member of the locksmithing trade. 

The Level Of INTENSITY 
On The BATTLEFIELD 
Depends On Your 

PERSPECTIVE 

Get a new perspective on the world of small arms 
with SMALL ARMS WORLD REPORT 
-the journal from the INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH 
ON SMALL ARMS IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

Write for more information or send US $5 
(refundable with membership) for sample 
copy of SMALL ARMS WORLD REPORT to: 

I~S_A_IS 
6320 Olde Towne Ct., Dept. A 
Alexandria, VA 22307 
(703) 765-9771 
FAX: (703) 765-9773 
IRSAIS accepls American Express 
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ment. Comers provide concealment; they 
rarely provide cover. Rounds will probably 
come through that good old sheet rock! 

In your home you should run dry exer
cises that address specific problems. 
Practice now clearing and searching. How 
will I search my own house? If you have a 
tactical problem in your own house, it is 
your fault. Clear bad comers and halls by 
placing mirrors, chrome-plated vases, or 
additional lighting where needed. Send in 
the dog if you have to. 

Practice now shooting around corners 
from all directions. Work on positions that 
reduce your exposure to the threat. Your 
biggest enemies are leading with the muzzle, 
projecting yourself into the room before you 
are ready, working in too close proximity to 
a threat, and exposing yourself as a target to 
your opponent. Always remember, we don ' t 
learn tactics because we want to use them, 
we learn tactics in case we have to use them! 

Methodically, but quickly, slice and look 
as far into the danger area as possible. 

Inside your own home you should have 
available a telephone for communications, a 
fire extingui sher and first-aid kit. 
Remember the basics of fighting. You must 
be able to shoot. And that means hitting, 
since only hits count. You must be able to 
move to the threat or away from it. And you 
must be able to communicate with the threat 
and more importantly with people on your 
side. If there is a violent action in your 
home, there may be a fire or there may be 
one of your loved ones who are injured. 

When most of my students come to the 
ranch for the first time they are already 
mentally acclimated to the thought process 
that if there is a fight and they bring their 
gun to bare, leaves wi ll wilt, trees will fal l 
and the sky will tum black. When they 
hear from us that what they plan to do may 
not work; that they or one of their children 
may be shot, the room grows quiet. Train 
on as many formats as possible with many 
potential outcomes. Expose yourself to as 
many variables as possible. Shoot right, 
left, in the dark with the flashlight and 
without it. Whatever you are absolutely the 
best at won ' t happen. As with most things, 
fighting doesn't always play out the way it 
is planned. 

Ask General Custer. '9(' 
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SOF BACK ISSUES . . . 1983-1985 

STILL THREE FDR FREE! 
Buy just six back issues of SOLDIER OF FORTUNE MAGAZINE for $30 and we'll throw in three FREE ISSUES of 
your choice. OR buy nine back issues for $45 and we'll send you THREE FREE ISSUES PLUS A BLACK SOF 
BINDER to keep all 12 in. That's a $70 value for just $45. And we'll still give you FREE DOMESTIC POSTAGE. 
(Foreign Orders: add $3 first issue, $1 each additional.) Act Now! Single issues $5 each. Here's just a partial list: 

#68 June 1983: ANGOLA - Update on the war 
in Savimbiland; ELITE UNITS - Aboard the USS 
Ranger; WEAPONS-The 5.56mm and 7.62mm 
Galil. 

nalists tour Afghanistan; ELITE UNITS 
Crests tell r /sol". 1WO.MONTH mr:K IN ANGOl..o\ 

// ,,.so1 .. nnut-',f 
OF FOil' lINI~ 

tacky M16 lookalike. 
#83 September 1984: 

#69 July 1983: ANGOLA - SOF evaluates 
Savimbi 's rebel state; LIBERIA- Special Forces 
jinxed by palace politics and juju; COMBAT RE· 
PORT - On the front line in Central America. 
#70 August 1983: COMBAT REPORT - The 
best men and arms win; COSTA RICA - Country 
attempts to maintain order along its border with 
Nicaragua; WEAPONS - Benelli Model 121 Ml 
Military/Police shotgun. 
#71 September 1983: CENTRAL AMERICA -
New wave of rebellion pushes into Nicaragua; 
U.S. may lose war in El Salvador; WEAPONS -
SOFtests the Russian RPK-74 SAW. 
#72 October 1983: KOREA - SOF joins Team 
Spirit for Cold War games; U.S. presence main· 
tains precarious peace; WEAPONS - The Aus
tralian FAL-lacy. 
#73 November 1983: COMBAT REPORT - SOF 
visits U.S. peacekeep-
ers in Lebanon; CEN
TRAL AMERICA - U.S. 
troops help Hondu· 
rans fight imported 
revolution; WEAPONS 
- Beretta 's 93R ma
chine pistol. 
#74 December 1983: 
AFGHANISTAN 
Mujahideen factions 
join forces; CENTRAL 
AMERICA - SOF rides 
the range in Guate
mala: El Salvador's 
campesinos guard 
against guerrillas. 
#75 January 1984: 
CENTRAL AMERICA -
Update from El Salva
do r: RHODESIA -
Paratroopers hit the dirt: MIDDLE EAST - Jour-

background of French Foreign Legion units. 
#76 February 1984: WEAPONS - The 
knives of Doc Nelson; DOMESTIC AF· 
FAIRS - SOF confronts protesters in 
Denver; CONVENTION - Report from 
Las Vegas; ELITE UNITS - Eskimo 
Guards in Alaska. 
#77 March 1984: SOUTH AFRICA -
Profile of SADF's Bushman Battalion; 
WEAPONS - Combat-zone test of 
Beretta's 70 series; COMBAT REPORT 
- What's next in Afghanistan? VIET
NAM - Marines patrol DMZ paddies. 
#78 April 1984: BURMA - Karen 
rebels fight for freedom; DOMESTIC 
AFFAIRS - Is the Navy C/SAR worth 
saving? MIDDLE EAST - Lebanese 
army slugs it out for Shout Mountains; WEAP
ONS - USSR's M75 grenade. 
#79 May 1984: CENTRAL AMERICA- SOFdocu-

ments Nicaraguan reign of terror; COM· 
BAT REPORT - Confusion in Burma's 
Golden Triangle; DOMESTIC AFFAIRS -
SOF reports on the Vietnam veterans 
of America; WEAPONS - The Czecho· 
slovakian CZ75; Russian body armor; 
#80 June 1984: COMBAT REPORT -
Legionnaire reports from El Salvador's 
war zone: BURMA - Will U.S. aide kill 
the Republic of Kawthoolei? GEAR -
Steiner: professional binoculars. 
#81 July 1984: WEAPONS - Terrorist 
tools of choice; IRELAND - Brits 
hold the line against the IRA; CENTRAL 
AMERICA - On the border with the 
Sandinistas; Rebels on the run in 
Nicaragua. 
#82 August 1984: BURMA - Kachins 
keep fighting while comrades turn their 
backs; CENTRAL AMERICA - SOPs re
port ruins Sandinista propaganda ; 

WEAPONS - S&W's new .45 auto; Taiwan 's 

Yes! Send me (Write In Issue numbers): 
1st issue # $5.00 2nd issue # $5.00 3rd issue 
4th issue # $5.00 5th issue # $5.00 6th issue 
7th issue # FREE 8th issue # FREE 9th issue 
10th issue # $5.00 11th issue # $5.00 12th issue 
O I have enclosed $30 for 9 issues (a $45 value) 
O I have enclosed $45 for 12 issues and a binder (a $70 value) 
O I have enclosed $ for the issues indicated above ($5 each) 
Foreign orders add $3 for 1st issue, $1 each additional issue 
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# 

$5.00 
$5.00 
FREE 
$5.00 --,/lfi, 

Visa or MasterCard orders: Card no. __________________ _ 
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City, State, Zip 
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AFGHANISTAN 
Rebels in mounta in 
and urban acti on; 
ELITE UNITS - Shock 
troops guard Fortress 
Switzerland; LEBANON 
- Israeli paras tackle 
PLO on cross border 
Op; COMBAT REPORT 
- Yankees pay the bill 
in Dominican Republic. 
#84 October 1984: 

' . 

ELITE UNITS - From 
Project Delta to Delta 
Force; SOF jumps with 
Israeli Defense Forces; 
COMBAT REPORT -

SOF catalogs war material from Moscow; WEAP
ONS - Praise for Austria's Glock-17. 
#85 November 1984: CENTRAL AMERICA- Eth· 
nic minorities fight back in Nicaragua; Brits bol· 
ster independence in Belize; Blooding the air
borne battalion in El Salvador; WEAPONS -
SOF tests pocket pistols in Central Americ.a. 
#86 December 1984: DOMESTIC AFFAIRS -
What the Geneva Convention means to you; 
SOF reviews "The Terminator": WEAPONS - SOF 
inspects Atlacatl armory; Britain's best LMG. 
#87 January 1985: COMBAT REPORTS - The 
latest on Lebanon; the private sector and army 
suffers in Central America: reports from Afghani
stan, India and Burma; WEAPONS - Final ver
dict on the M16A2. 
#88 February 1985: MIDDLE EAST - Iran-Iraq 
stalemate drags on; AFGHANISTAN - Soviets 
smash Afghan resistance in Panjsher Valley; 
COMBAT REPORT - Female troops in El Salva
dor; VIETNAM - Haunting memories in Ho Chi 
Minh City. 
#89 March 1985: DOMESTIC AFFAIRS - Viet· 
nam Vets dedicate their monument; ELITE UNITS 
- Rhodesia ' s hard-hitting man-trackers; CEN
TRAL AMERICA - overtaxed pilots and planes 
at war in El Salvador; WEAPONS - Belgium's 
magnificent MG. 
#90 April 1985: DOMESTIC AFFAIRS - The 
Dole Amendment breaks the weapons block
ade; Shootout in the Arizona desert; ELITE UNITS 
- Royal Marines take up martial arts; WEAP· 
ONS - Finland's JATI SMG. 
#91 May 1985: ANGOLA - SOF joins FNLA's 
fight for freedom; WEAPONS - Czechoslovakia's 
VZ52 Battle Rifle; Tyrolean binoculars for pro
fessional soldiers; VIETNAM - True stories of a 
chopper pilot. 
#92 June 1985: DOMESTIC AFFAIRS - SOF 
reviews Rambo: First Blood Part II : AFGHANI· 
STAN - The Panjsher VIII of fensive in the win· 
ter; CENTRAL AMERICA - SOFtraining team in 
Nicaragua; WEAPONS - HK's compact SL6/ 7. 
#93 July 1985: COMBAT REPORTS - Update 
on Cambodia's dry-season offensive; WEAPONS 
- Soviet BG-15 grenade launcher; CENTRAL 
AMERICA - SOFtrains Nicaraguan freedom fight· 
ers; SOF in a Salvadoran 'A' camp. 
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THE NAPOLEON 

Belts, butt-packs, briefcases, book-type organizers and bogus 
beepers - even fa ux wallets and crotch or ankle holsters have 
been used fo r concealed carry. But such gun carriers are now sus
pect as they 
are increas
ing ly co m
mon , and it is 
obvious you 
are ca rry ing 
so mething -
a weapon? 
Few of the 
above rate 
we ll on the 
c omfo r t 
scale. Some 
of the ones 
that do con
ceal well are 
slow to 
a cc es s. 
Conventional 
" co n cea l " 
rigs are 
s o m e ti me s 
di fficult to 
conceal when 
climate or 
style conventions dictate a min imu m of clothing. 

What is needed is a di screet, thoroughl y concealing, comfort
able, quickly accessed concealed carry that would never look out 
of place. Something one could always wear, with a holster as 
handy as a shirt pocket. 

Such a system is The Napoleon, an innovative new concealed 
carry system based on a bell y-band holster, and a series of com
fo rtable all-cotton shirts (from dressy to casual), through wh ich 
you reach (as Napoleon would) to access your weapon. Thi s is an 
effect ive com bi nation of concealment and camoufl age (because 
everyone wears a shirt, although not everyone wears a beeper or 
carri es a notebook), which combines effective co ncea lment with 
instant access in a comfortable rig. Prices are in the same ran ge 
as a simil ar-quality shirt alone. What else could you want in a 
concealed carry system? 

Avail able in a wide range of all-cotton sizes, styles, pattern s 
and colors. Contact Rose & Boone, Inc ., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 
750397, Houston, TX 77275-0397; phone: 7 13-9 10-4077 ; fax : 
7 13-941-5472. 

SLING SOME SHELTER 

When tired, it' s time to halt the trek and hi t the sack, and 
wheth er hunting or patroJling, the last thing a tired troopie 
needs is a hass le gettin g hi s shelter system together. Something 
yo u have with you is good - if it ' s li ghtweight enough to have 
with you - and something that goes up about as fas t as you can 
tie two bowline knots around two trees would be great. 
Especiall y if it offers full pro tecti on fro m all nature of bugs -
and thunderstorms. 

We have good news: the Newell Hamm ock Company has 
co me up with a des ign they ca ll the Blue Ridge Camping 
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Hammock th at do es al l the 
abo ve ye t weighs a scant 4- l/4 

pounds, including full bug screen and full ra in cover. There 
is a ca rrying case fo r th e rain cover, and a mas ter carrying 
case fo r the whole works. 

We wanted to see if thi s unit was Ranger-proof in time for 
those who might need one this fa ll. Our token in-house Ranger 
was otherwise occupied so we did the next best thing: used a 
seven- and a nine-year old, who put it together while Pappy read 
the instructions. All Pappy had to do was help with bowline knots 
to the trees. It went together in seven minutes. The uni t is 
designed for deep wilderness, but we fudged and set it up in the 
backyard - just in time for a series of gully-was hing thunder
storms (serious storms: three neighboring towns had tornadoes). 
It was swinging in intermittent but violent wind and rain for more 
than a week and not one drop of water got inside! The rain cover 
goes on or off in seconds, in case you want to watch the stars . 

It came down and stowed in minutes. The full-coverage nylon 
bug screen was 100% effective, and getting in and out was easy. 
The unit is as comfortable as any hammock, and when in terrain 
with no trees (or in a hurry) it can be used on suitable ground as 
a pop-tent. Aluminum end-poles and overhead ribs are strung on 
elas tic inserts that keep them from getting lost, as when breaking 
camp in the dark . Once you see the unit together, you coul d read
ily put it up in the dark: all the hassles have been designed out of 
th.i s superbl y effecti ve, lightweight uni t. Forest green color; cam
ouflage and white/blue ava ilabl e soon . 

This is far and away the best-engineered hammock we' ve 
seen, at an incredible savings in weight. Every time we examined 
the unit, we were impressed by thoughtful des ign fea tures we 
hadn ' t noti ced before . Anyone used to tbe old GI hammocks will 
have to get one of these (some SpecOps units already have) . 
Having been guinea-pigged on the troops, when you read this the 
Newell Blue Ridge Camping Hammock will be in Alaska on a 
caribou hun t with SOF 's M. E. (when slu ng high enough (12 
fee t], thi s hammock is also bear proof) . 

Contac t Chri s Lawson, Newell ' s Hammock Co., Dept. SOF, 
Box 12602, Raleigh, NC 27605 ; phone: 9 19-829-7076; fax: 
9 19-829-9527. 
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NO SWEAT 

From the heatstroke capital of Arizona 
comes the space-age, no-sweat way of 
keeping your cool - the Cool Tie TM per
sonal cooling device. After a hat and can
teen, the next piece of gear we take when 
prowling and prospecting the Sonoran 
desert is a Cool Tie: because rhey work. 
The Cool Tie contains a non-toxic acrylic 
polymer that with a 30-minute soak 
absorbs 200 times its weight in water, 
which slowly evaporates to keep a cool 
surface in contact with your neck . If you 

have hair, and some folks do, the Cool Tie 
also makes an excellent do-rag. You can 
refrigerate (not freeze) the Cool-Tie fo r a 
cold-start, or even give it 15 seconds in a 
microwave for a soothing moist heat ben
eficial for neck aches and pains, as caused 
by watching nude tennis matches or be ing 
the subject of a botched hanging. 

Avai lable in dozens of colors and pat
terns, including Army green, "Treebark," 
"Mossy Oak," "Real Tree," and chocolate 
chip cammo; plus myriad patterns cele
brating outdoor activities such as hunting, 
fishing , gardening, and various sports 
(when ordering, specify solid color or 
style print preferred). 

This is a valuable but inexpensive 
accessory the old Quartermaster uses and 
heartily endorses. Available to SOF read
ers direct from the manufacturer for only 
$6.95 postpaid (dealers also inquire). Cool 
Tie, Dept. SOF, 190 N. Tegner, Suite 204, 
Wickenburg, AZ 85390. 

.30-06 BELTED 

Title II dealers note: 4- 1/2 million 
round .30-06 available, FN manufac ture 
from late '60s and early ' 70s. Loaded two 
ball/two AP/one tracer in disintegrating 
links; Berdan primed, brass case. Contact 
Alex Imports, Dept. SOF, phone: 6 19-
296-1759. ~ 
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STEINER MILITARY/MARINE 
Battle Tested & Ready For Action. 

They've stood up to some of the toughest conditions in 
the world. That's what makes these rugged. lightweight 
Steiner binoculars the free world's leading military 
binoculars. So whatever action you have in 
mind- whatever environment you challenge
Steiner stands ready with optics that deliver 
sharp, crisp images with German precision. 
The Steiner 8 x 30 Military/Marine. Once focused, it's 

sharp from 20 yards out for last recognition of your 
target. Also available in 6 x 30, 7 x 35, 7 x 50, 

9 x40 and 10x 50 models. 

Pioneer Research 
97 Foster Rd., Moorestown. NJ 08057 
(609) 866-9191, (800)257-7742, Fax: (609)866-8615 
Steiner Optik Canada, Inc. 
52 Chatham St.. West. Suite 300. 
Windsor, Ontario N9A 5M6Canada1519)258-7263 

STEINER~ 
GERMANY 
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' uma Proving Ground, Ariz., is a 
esolate and obscure outpost in the 
·eme southwest corner of the state, 

15 miles from the Mexican border. 
There's not a lot to do in Yuma, but then, 
it wasn't designed to be a large-scale 
military installation like Fort Bragg or 
Fort Hood. Instead, it 's just a very good 
location to test, research, and develop 
Army equipment ... and to jump out of 
airplanes. 

Every winter, thousands of people 
flock to the desert Southwest because of 
the great weather. Yuma Proving 
Ground , or YPG, has also been the win
ter home for the United States Army 
Parachute Team, the Golden Knights, for 
nearly 25 years for the same reason: 
clear blue skies, light winds, and warm 
temperatures. 

On 25 March 1997, YPG was also 
the ideal place for history to be made. 
Former President George Bush made 
the second parachute jump of hi s life; 
this one scheduled. For Bush it was a 
lifelong goa l he had set for himself 
more than a half-century earlier after he 
bailed from his U.S. Navy torpedo 
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z 
bomber over the Bonin Islands in the 
Pacific during WWII. And for me, it was 
also an historic event, one that I will not 
soon forget. 

As a veteran of the Persian Gulf War, I 
respected President Bush, my commander 
in chief, and have always held him in very 
high esteem. To have the opportunity to 
jump with him was an honor. But this was 
a special honor for me because it was 
actually the second time I was able to 
jump for the president: In 1989, three 
teammates and I jumped into the opening 
ceremonies of his inauguration. 

When I first learned that I was select
ed to take part in this jump I was already 
at YPG training and photographing the 
two demonstration teams of the Golden 
Knights. I was one of three free-fall pho
tographers for the president 's memorable 
jump. Civilian photographers Joe 
Jennings and Tom Sanders would join 
me above, below, and around Bush at 
120 miles per hour documenting with 
both still and video cameras. 

We began the preparation several 
days prior to the president 's arrival at 
YPG. Three days before he showed, we 
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After making a "non-voluntai:y" Jump 
during World War II, former Presld6fft> 
George Bush relishes his second 
parachute jump: an 8,000-foot, 120-
mph, 45-second free fall over the 
desert of Yuma, Ariz. The Prez 
showed no fear during his jump: 
Wouldn't have been prudent. 

conducted several practice jumps and 
tested the equipment he was to use. I 
photographed and shot video of the prac
tice jumps that was later used in his 
training. We even had a "presidential 
stand-in" for the practice jumps. It was a 
thrill to see the excited look on the pres
ident 's face while he watched the video. 

President Bush then began hi s five
hour accelerated training for the free
fa ll jump. The training went smoothl y 
and hi s instructors, Sergeant 1st Class 
Andy Serrano , a member of th e 
Golden Kni ghts, and Glenn Bangs and 
Chri s Neede ls from the U .S . 
Parachute Associati on (both form er 
members of the Knights) were satis
fi ed that Bush would do well on his 
jump the nex t day. 

I was particul arly impressed with 
the level of confidence Bush di spl ayed 
throughout the tra ining. It wasn ' t until 
later that evening at dinner that I 
learned why, at the age of 72, he was 
so confident that all would go well on 
hi s jump. "I have complete and total 

Continued on page 71 
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KNIFE FIGHTING 

llBll 
Delta Press offers these 

books &.. more! 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
1-800-852-4445 

ENCYCtOPEDIA KNIFE FIGHTING ENCYCLOPEDIA W. Hock 

-------· .... ·-
"':tMl:tMfi.!§1 .. 

Hochhiem . a 23 yr polic e veteran gives us the ultimate in 
reference books on Knife Fighting. Basic . A dvanced & 
Special t ec hniques are cov ered in this first vo lume. 
Excellent photo s & step-by-step instruc tions hig hlight this 
book! soft-cover. 342 p ages C-9283 ........................ $49.95 

~-!!'!!!!!!l!!![l!!!!!!!!l!!l!!!!!!!lll!!IJll- BUY THIS BOOK, GET ANY ONE FROM BELOW 

MILITARY KNIFE FIGHTING 
- Robert Spear has fi lled this 
book with easy-to-do . but 
effective training for 
military, police & civilian 
knife fighting techniques. 
This is a handy guide for a ll 
interested . 5.5"x 8.5' 
softover. 126 pages 

C-9120 .. ........ .. ..... .. ...... ......... ... $14.95 

PRISON'S BLOODY IRON 
- Here's a book written by 
two guys who know about 
prison & knife fighting . 
Unarmed defenses. creep 
and stick. & all other vi tal 
elements for using a 
' Blade' . 5.5'x 8.5' softover. 
119 pages 

C-636 .. ..................... ......... ..... . $13.95 

UNARMED AGAINST THE 
KNIFE - Devastating self
defense techniques for the 
unarmed target of a knife 
attacker. Simple lifesaving 
moves taught by Oscar 
Diaz-Cobo . chief instructor 
of United States Meta 
Combat. 5.5' x 8.5" softover. 
78 pages 

C-9228 .......... ... .............. .. ..... ... $14.95 

11!1111111111 THE SICILIAN BLADE 
- Vito Quattrocchi presents 
a total & practical program 
on the deadliest and most 
traditional methods of knife 
fighting. This method . 
virtually unknown in the 
U.S .. is the best adapted 
form of knife fighting for 
street survival. 5.5'x 8.5' 
softover. 86 pages 

C-9255 ....... .. .. ..... ......... .. .... .. .... $13.95 

KNIFE FIGHTING: A 
Practical Course -
This book teaches you 
how the pros make 
the b asics work for 
them with insider tips 
on grip . stance. 

~ footwork. and cut & 
thrust . Applying these 
techniques in the real 
world is this books 
greatest asset . The 
training d rills will 
p repare you for any 

kind of street encounter. 8.5'x 11 " softover. 
108 pag es 
C-9144 .. .. ... ....... .... .. .... ..... ... .. ... $20.00 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY 
(MC, VISA, DISC, AM EX) 

CALL OUR 
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 

1-800-852-4445 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 

1 -870-862-4984 1'1 
Add $5.95 S&H to all orders 

plus an additional $3.00 for orders to Canada. 
Other foreign orders : add $12 .. 00 for first item 

and $2.00 for each additional item 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

FAX NUMBER 

1 -870-862-9671 
ALLOW 2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

DELTA 
SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s 

Send $4 for a 72 page , color catalog 
(FREE with an orde r) 

W£,f:.£J'" "WE HAVE THE EDGE YOU NEED" .. 

UNIIlD CUTLERY BRANDS • PERSONAL PROTECTION/MILITARY KNIVES 

'-· / S~dal Agenl 
7 Slitittr 

I 
, /~RG26 

Jf Rigid® Bool Knile 
/,• Dealers &.. Distributors Only: 

~ HUC933S~dal Ops Ulilily Kllile 

- - HUC934 Special Ops IU119le Machele 

To order, or for information on our many other products, contact our Sales Department! 
PH: (800)•548•0835 FAX: (423)•428•2267 

1425 United . Blvd . - Dept. SOF ·Sevierville. TN 37876 
01997U'iro Q:m Qm 
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This year's banquet will include the auction of guns used 
by the LAPD in the bank robbery shoot-out. Auctioneer will be 
a Hollywood celebrity Included in convention packet, Saturday 

night awards ceremony featuring insightful speakers 
and savory cuisine. Dress is casual. 

1997 SOF Convention Pre-Registration Form 
0 Yes! I want to be a part of the 1997 Convention 
0 Check or money order enclosed. $150 must be received by 

Aug. 31, 1997. $175 after August 31. 
Half refund by 8/15/97 • No refund after 8/15/97 

0 Charge $ to my 0 Mastercard 0 Visa 

Card Number I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Exp. Date LLW 
Signature 

Name 

---------- Apt.# ___ _ Address 

City _______ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Phone Number 

T·Shirt Size (circle one) s M L XL XXL 

Mail with payment to: SOF Convention '97 Pre-Registration 
PO Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 
Phone (303) 449-3750 • FAX (303) 444-5617 

SEMINARS NEW topics including: SEAL Actions in 
Vietnam, Room Clearance, Prisoner Search 

and Secure Techniques, Entry Weapons of Choice, C.Q.B., Escape and 
Evasion and more. Learn the truth firsthand from the men who have been 
there. Free admission only to registered conventioneers and shooters. 

SOF EXPO Check out the latest in weaponry, ammo 
and other merchandise from over 400 

exhibitors, including S&W, Ruger, Sig-Sauer, Mossberg, Beretta, Colt, 
Hornady, Brownell's, and Olympic Arms. Runs Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
Free admission to registered conventioneers and shooters. 

Prestige and cash prizes for expert shoot· 
ers and those who aspire to be. 

An awesome display of firepower caps off 
an action-packed day at the range; team 

shootoffs, manufactures' new-product demos, skydiving, big guns & explo· 
sives. All day Saturday - free to conventioneers. 

PARTICIPATORY EVENTS Receive expert training in a large range of 
courses including skydiving, commando 

crawl, IPSIC indoor shoot, interactive automated shooting systems, hand to 
hand combat, one on one training and conversation in an "informal" setting 
with real SEALS. 



0 a jatTing ride in the back seat n of a South Korean army jeep, 
you begi n to appreciate how 

tough it was to fight over these hills nearly 
a half-century ago. The jeep bounces up a 
road carved into dirt and rock in a series of 
hairp in curves from a narrow coastal flat
land that belonged entirely to North Korea 
before the communists crossed the 38th par
allel into South Korea on 25 June 1950. By 
the time you get to the top of Kunbong 

South Korean troops man .SO-caliber M2 
HB Browning machine gun atop Hill 911. 

Mountain, "Hill 911 " in military parlance, 
911 meters above the East Sea, you' re 
amazed that South Korean troops ever cap
tured this region in the extreme northeast of 
what is now the Republic of Korea - and 
then held on to it through three long years of 
the Korean war. 

Lieutenant Colonel Chun In Bum is 
waiting to greet me and my interpreter when 
the jeep finally grinds to a halt outside his 
command bunker. Chun 's batta lion guards 

these hilltops and ridgelines that run fo r a 
few miles (he won't say how many) along 
the "demilitarized zone" that stretches for 
155 miles across the Korean peninsula. 

"You have achi eved so mething not 
many American soldiers and no civilians 
have been able to do," he te lls me in fluent 
American English as we walk to the top of 
the GOP (general observation post) from 
which you can see the shimmering sea to 
the east and the glowering heights of Mount 

Holding The Line 

Text & Photos by Donald Kirk 
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war in the central region. The focal point of 
such trips often is one of the infamous tun
nels dug by the North Koreans, eventually 
discovered by the South Koreans and dis
played to the world as evidence of North 
Korea's desire to sneak men and arms into 
the south in a brand new attack. 

Restricted-Area Privileges 
This time, after the Korean Overseas 

Information Service relayed my request to 
South Korea's ministry of national defense, 
authorities mysteriously decided I could go 
somewhere different, to an area not even 
American military liaison officers have seen 
in recent years. Possibly, they liked my 
description of myself as "a free-lance jour
nalist with a long-standing and well-known 
interest in Korea" - and my promise to 
"offer uniquely interesting material that 
would help to publicize the daily struggle of 
ROK (Republic of Korea) troops along the 
world's most sensitive front line." 

About all the ministry of national 
defense asked was that I bring along an 
interpreter. A young woman named Chang 
Sung Hee was glad to take time off from a 
boring office job in one of those new high
rise towers in downtown Seoul for a look at 
a part of her country she's not, otherwise, 
likely to see. 

South Korean soldier hefts K2 rifle which has long since replaced the M16. 

As it turns out, however, Sung Hee does 
not have that much to do. One reason the 
ministry of national defense has chosen this 
lonely outcropping to visit is that Col. 
Chun, having spent nearly five years in 
New York as a kid and another six months 
at the Armed Forces Staff College in 
Norfolk, Va., speaks American-English like 
a native. Sung Ree's main duty is to trans
late my questions and the colonel's answers 
to a burly master sergeant from the defense 
security command - sent along to shadow 
us and make sure I don't take pictures that 
might give away South Korean positions. 

Keumkang, Diamond Mountain, across the 
DMZ a few miles to the north. 

"You have hit the jackpot. You are the 
first reporter to come here in 47 years," 
since the outset of the Korean war. 

The colonel talks of the obstacles to get
ting here with the pride of a career officer to 
whom this piece of turf is as valuable as it 
was during the war - a barrier to North 
Korean and Chinese units pushing south 
down the eastern side of the peninsula while 
aiming their main thrust in the center and 
west. I tell him that I wrote a letter to the 
Korean Overseas Information Service say
ing I wanted "to describe the activities of 
South Korean soldiers" as they faced the 
North Koreans "from anywhere along the 
DMZ except the Panmunjom area." 

My reason for excluding Panmunjom 
was that I have visited the place at least a 
dozen times since first coming to Korea 25 
years ago. The "truce village" where the 
Korean war armistice was signed on 27 July 
1953, is a tourist attraction. You can go 
there on a tour bus from any major hotel in 
Seoul, the sprawling capital 20 miles to the 
south, get an American military briefing and 
stare at North Koreans soldiers who stare 
back at you from their side of the line. Until 
North Korea re-invades the South, igniting 
the dreaded "second Korean war," 
Panmunjom is a non-story. 

Seldom, however, do South Korean 
authorities, who control the rest of the DMZ 
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on their own, permit reporters to visit South 
Korean army outposts beyond the range of 
America's 37,000 troops in Korea, includ
ing the Second Infantry Division south of 
Panmunjom. When reporters do go else
where along the DMZ, it is usually to areas 
over which American and allied units 
fought some of the toughest battles of the The security people need not have wor-

Sign marks "South Boundary of DMZ;" barbed wire forms Military Demarcation Line. 
Guard posts within 4km-wide DMZ fly U.N. flag. 
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ried about Col. Chun 's reliability. 
Almost from the moment we shake 
hands, he wants me to know the spe
cial place of this particular region in 
Korean War history. "Before the 
Korean War, all this used to be North 
Korean territory," the colonel tells 
me as we survey the landscape of 
craggy hills and valleys through the 
hazy midday sunshine. "Only 
Korean troops fought here. All the 
major battles were fo ught by 
Koreans against the North Koreans 
and the Chinese." 

up the troops manning a couple of 
major guard posts inside the South 
Korean half of the 4-kilometer wide 
DMZ as well as a series of bunkers 
along the barbed wire that forms the 
southern "Military Demarcation 
Line." "It's my job to prepare for 
war," he says. "I have to prepare for 
the worst." 

'What hunger?1 

It was the South Korean army, 
Col. Chun gives me to understand, 
that pushed the North Koreans back 
to the north in this sector after their 
thrust southward to the Pusan perime
ter in the first months of the war. It 
was the South Koreans, with U.S . 
arms and air support, who then 
staved off the Chinese when they 
came to the rescue of their North 
Korean comrades. It was the South 
Koreans who clung fiercely to the 
territory all through the negotiations 
at Panmunjom. "The North Koreans 
and Chinese never held this area very 

Lt. Col. Chun In Bum, 3rd Battalion's commander. 
Another day on the cutting edge. 

A conversation Chun had with a 
North Korean army sergeant who 
defected in October 1996 did not 
exactly imbue him with the feeling 
that North Koreans were giving up or 
even getting discouraged. To the con
trary, the sergeant, Kwak Kyong II , 
gave the impression his erstwhile 
comrades north of tlle DMZ were 
members of an elite sliver of society 
that would survive even while the rest 
of the people were starving. "He was 
really sure of himself," Chun said. 
"He certainly wasn' t starving, and he 
wasn ' t lacking in training. They con
duct training for infiltration right in 
the DMZ. He gave a picture of how 

well ," Chun explains . "Even when they 
went south, our troops were ambushing 
them constantly." 

We walk down the other side of the 
slope from the GOP, toward an M4 tank of 
World War U vintage. It 's sunk into the 
earth. The 85mm cannon, probably not 
fired since 1953, points away from the hills 
above the DMZ where North Korean 
troops are perpetually waiting to strike 
from the other side of the line. "We lost a 
lot of men, but we got this terrain," says 
Chun. "We ' re only about 40 kilometers 
south of the 39th parallel. It's some of the 
roughest terrain in the country." 

The result of back-and-forth fighting 
during the negotiation period made a sham
bles of the scheme devised during World 
War II for dividing the peninsula along the 
38th para llel. The artificial line was estab
lished by the Americans and Russians in 
talks at Yalta and Potsdam and more or less 
maintained until the Korean War began. 
South Korea 's Thunderbell Division, 
including Colonel Chun's battalion, now 
controls a jagged corner of South Korea that 
juts far north of the 38th parallel on the east 
coast; the North controls well south of the 
38th on tl1e west. 

Naive Americans 11Lost" 
Kaesong 

That's because the Chinese and North 
Koreans, devastated militarily, bamboozled 
naive Americans and their "United Nations 
Command" in 1951 into negotiations in the 
ancient capital of Kaesong, just below the 
38th parallel. While talks were dragging on, 
U.N. forces , mostly Americans, were reluc
tant to launch an all-out offensive toward 
Kaesong. Thus, the Americans fooli shly 
accepted a line south of the 38th parallel as 
the western portion of the DMZ and lost 

Kaesong, a strategic railhead and commer
cial center within eyesight of Panmunjom. 

The success of proud South Koreans in 
keeping the eastern sector to themselves 
may partly explain their refusal, until my 
visit, to admit any foreigners except for 
occasional officers from the U.N. Armistice 
Commission who are given proforma brief
ings in the command bunker and sent on 
their way. Colonel Chun also appears anx
ious to maintain an atmosphere of war-time 
tension. He feels that is the only way to rev 
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Republic of Korea (South Korean) flag 
flies proudly on side of Hill 911. In back
ground is headquarters complex. 
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great is their military." 
Astonishingly, Sergeant Kwak even 

demolished the notion that North Korean 
soldiers, like so many of their countrymen, 
are short on food. "Sergeant Kwak said, 
'What hunger? Yes, our rations were cut 
from 800 to 700 grams a day, but it was too 
much anyway."' 

Why, then, did Sergeant Kwak cross the 
line - a dangerous mission in which he first 
had to elude his North Korean buddies, who 
fired at him as he was leaving, and tllen make 
sure he wasn' t shot by South Koreans? The 
reasons were apparently personal. "He was 
discontented with a late promotion," says 
Chun. He was also in deep trouble. He had 
bought some ballpoint pens while on a mis
sion in search of supplies in the North 
Korean capital of Pyongyang. "It turned out 
the pens were made in Soutll Korea," says 
Chun. "He got in a whole lot of shit." He was 
lucky to have gotten out alive. "While be was 
coming over, the North Koreans were com
ing after him. He had an accomplice with 
him. The accomplice wanted to tum back to 
tlle north so be killed him." 

Kwak, who had been with a reconnais
sance unit, had one advantage over civilians 
who might want to come over in large num
bers - that is, if they knew how to get 
through two electrified fences built by the 
North Koreans the length of the DMZ. The 
first of the fences carries a 200-volt charge 
- enough to give a severe warning shock 
but not kill you if you're lucky. The second 
one carries a lethal 2,000 volts. Kwak was 
aware the North Koreans, in an effort to 
save electricity, shut down the power 
through the fences in day time when they 
figure their troops can spot people trying to 
get through them. He sneaked through in 
daylight, then waited for night to try to go 
the rest of the way - and waved his arms 
and declared himself a defector at dawn the 
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next morning after crawling within sight of 
the South Korean side. 

Since Kwak's defection, only two other 
North Koreans have made it through the 
fences to the south along the 15-kilometer 
stretch covered by Thunderbell's troops. One 
of them, a 26-year-old woman, weighed 80 
pounds when she showed up in front of a 
South Korean bunker in February. She looked 
as if she were nearly starving. "They seem to 
have fortified their defenses since then," says 
Chun. "Probably the next guy is having it 
done. They're working all the time. We see 
trucks and people. They have artillery nearby 
in tunnels, right in the Zee" - the DMZ. 

Life On The Zee 
For South Korean soldiers, however, the 

worst enemies are not exactly the North 
Koreans . The terrain, the weather and bore
dom all conspire to make a tour here a 
rough ordeal for young soldiers, most of 
them draftees serving a mandatory 26 
months. A typical battalion puts in only a 
few months up on the Zee, then rotates to 
easier duty down the slopes . 

Colonel Chun estimates 99% of them 
have high school or at least some college 
education - and half of them have finished 
college. He complains, however, that bis men 
don't stay in long enough. "They do 26 

months and they ' re out," he says. "That's a 
problem. The North Koreans say after three 
years their soldiers finish their rookie period. 
They have an expression: They say after 
three years they 'change their fur.' They have 
to stay in for 10 years." Technically, he adds, 
the North Korean army is an all -volunteer 
fo rce. "The wors t punishment a North 
Korean high school teacher can threaten a 
delinquent student is to say he won' t be able 
to get into the army. If he doesn' t go in the 
army, then be can't join the communist party. 
If he isn' t a member of the party, he can't get 
a job. He's nowhere in that society." 

Chun and I, along with the omnipresent 
master sergeant from security, jump in a 
jeep for a ride down the ridgeline from the 
GOP to another guard post. 

Interpreter Sung Hee rides behind us in 
another jeep with a couple of junior offi
cers detailed to monitor my vis it. We drive 
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along the fence that forms the southern 
boundary of the DMZ, then get out and 
walk down a slope to a platoon-sized bar
racks. It 's past noon and the troops are 
cleaning their rifles - 5.56x45mm K2s, 
made in Korea, with three-burst and auto
matic capability - in preparation for an 
afternoon of training and a long night at 
their posts. The master sergeant gives the 
go-ahead to photograph the troops as long 
as we were inside the barracks. 

"We have TVs, VCRs, radios," Chun 
says as the troops snap to attention the 
moment we enter the low concrete struc
ture. A year or so ago, running water and 
flushing toilets were installed, and barracks 
are heated in winter agai nst temperatures 
that sometimes drop to minus-20 centigrade 
- minus-40 counting the winds that whip 
across the mountains. Chun doubts if the 
North Koreans even have refrigerators to 
preserve their food. "They know we live 
better than we do, but they consider us a 
semi-colonial state, and it's their duty to 
' liberate' us. " You can't hear their loud
speakers up here, but day and night, in the 
lowlands by the sea, the message blares 
across the DMZ. 

They'll Pay A Heavy Price 
To an outside observer, the defenses, 

whatever the morale of the defenders, look 
thin . Gazing through the barbed-wire mesh 
of the fence, across the hills , you see the 
Nam River forming the dividing line 
between North and South in this sector as it 
flows toward the East Sea. (Koreans never 
call it the Sea of Japan, the country that 
ruled the Korean peninsula as a colony for 
35 years unti l the end of World War II.) You 
wonder how tough it would be for a sizab le, 
determined force to cross the stream and 
make its way through the heavily forested 
va lleys below us before the South Koreans 
could muster the infantry, armor and air
power needed to stop them. 

"My mission is to delay and warn," says 
Chun. "We don't have electricity running 
through our fences like the North Koreans, 
but we have lights and everything. If they 
come, they ' ll pay a heavy price." 

There are other ways to get into South 

Korea. One is to infiltrate by small boat 
anywhere along the long coastline. That 
method, though, may be as dangerous as 
crossing the DMZ. No one forgets the 
episode last September in which a small 
Nmth Korean submari.ne went aground off 
the coast about 60 miles south of here. A taxi 
driver spotted the marooned sub at night, then 
saw the crew and its contingent of special 
troops looking bewildered as they crouched 
by a dark road. In the end, 24 died. Some 
ki lled each other. Others committed suicide 
rather than risk capture. One surrendered. 

Colonel Chun figures the North Koreans 
"are getting smarter." They can always send 
spies armed with South Korean or fore ign 
passports into the country by commercial 
passenger plane. One way not to enter, he 
firmly believes, is through the hills and val
leys defended by his battalion. Proudly, he 
cites Thunderbell division 's record in stop
ping infiltrators. "They tried coming 
through here seven or eight years ago," he 
says. "We got two or something. They 
haven't tried that way again." 

Chun has learned to expect the unex
pected from the North Koreans, and he 's not 

(above) An assault on 911? These 
machine gunners will respond - with 
their .50-cal. (left) Lt. Col. Chun In Bum 
(on left) in front of abandoned American
made M4 tank, dating from World War II. 
South Korean troops got tank to the top 
of the hill during the Korean war, and 
used it as an artillery piece. 

letting his guard down amid talk of peace 
talks and pleas from Pyongyang for rice, 
much of which everyone knows goes to 
North Korea 's privileged military establish
ment, not the starving civilians. 

Eschewi ng headquarters-type duty, 
Chun took over the battalion two years ago 
after serving in the special warfare com
mand in Seoul- doing just what, he won't 
say. "I volunteered for this job," admits 
Chun, a graduate of the Korea Military 
Academy with 18 years in service. "I love 
what I'm doing here. I hate desk jobs. I 
always feel there could be a second Korean 
war. If I didn ' t feel that way, the whole pur
pose of being in uniform would be lost." 

Donald Kirk has devoted several 
decades to being a war-zan.e correspondent, 
along the way picking up numerous awards 
fo r his outstanding coverage. ~ 
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(top) Indonesia army squad double-times 
in PT session in East Timor town during 
tense spell in early 1992. Soldiers are 
shouldering their Indonesian SS1-V1 
5.56mm assault rifles (in series of 
licensed copies of Belgium's FN-FNC 
rifle), with stocks folded. Rifles do not 
appear to be loaded; troops might have 
ammunition in magazines tucked into 
cargo pockets, just in case. (inset, above) 
Woman sells goods at central market in 
Dili. (bottom) Truckload of Indonesian 
soldiers, lacking any visible weapons, 
rolls through East Timor town. 

esterin 
on ict 

The Complex State Of East Timar 
by Dale Andrade 

E ast Timor isn 't exactly a tourist stop, 
though with a little work it could be. 
Dili , the capital, sits nestled on the 

northern shore, its placid beaches shielded 
from the prevailing winds in tropical splen
dor. The town is small and quiet, the perfect 
place for tourists who want to get away 
from it all. But since most descriptions of 
East Timor usually include words like "war 
zone," "ravaged," and "oppressed," it 's a 
good bet that tourists will avoid it. For the 

past two decades the media have painted 
this little backwater on the eastern edge of 
the Indonesian archipelago as occupied ter
ritory; a captive people crushed under the 
boot of a cruel military occupation. 

On the list of world conflicts it does not 
rank very high, yet continuing unres t in East 
Timor casts a shadow over Jakarta's rela
tions with much of the rest of the world. 
Small though it is , this festering conflict 
will not go away, a fact amply demonstrat-
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CUAM 

Indonesia 

on the sixteenth anniversary of the 
Indonesian invasion of East Timor, then
Portuguese President Mario Soares accused 
Jakarta of canying out "a real genocide" of 
the East Timorese. In 1992, Amnesty 
International claimed that Indonesia 's occu
pation of East Timor was "among the 
world 's worst cases of human rights viola
tions" with atrocities running the gamut of 
"political executions, systematic tortures, 
mysterious disappearances in the middle of 
the night, beatings, imprisonments, and 
unfair tria ls." Actor Mike Farrell, of 
M*A *S*H television fame , said the 
Indonesian military "has tortured and killed 
tens of thousands of innocent Timorese." 
And recently, the U.S. government's annual 
report on human rights strongly criticized 
Indonesia's actions there. 

Indian 
Ocean 

~ 

ed when last year's 
Nobel Peace Prize went to 

two activists from East Timor. 
(See accompanying article.) 

I did not know what to expect as I stepped off the plane in 
Dili. After all, everyone has heard stories about Indonesian 
troops strutting around the island, taldng what they wanted and 
hara sing the locals. But that's not what I saw. 

What I did see was a poor land full of friendly people. 
Fishermen take their canoes out on the placid sea, people come 
and go as they like, and the Indonesian miJjtary - definitely a 
presence there - tries to stay in the background. 

A Complex Issue 
"We only wear uniforms on post," said Lieutenant Colonel 

Sunarko, commander of the Dili garrison. "People get nervous 
when they ee green uniforms." He also points out that his soldiers 
are taught to respect local customs and are punished if they don ' t. 
Something as mundane as a driver running over a pig can result in 
penalties to the soldier to ensure that the locals aren't offended. 
These are small things, but when it comes to taldng concrete steps 
toward bettering Jj ves, Jakarta has backed its words with action. 

In 1974, 90% of the population was illiterate, a legacy of 
Portuguese coloni al rule. There were almost no local doctors and 
few teachers. Almost all of the land was owned by Portuguese, 
along with most businesses. Indonesia, on the other hand, has pro
vided schools and clinics. Most obvious is the network of roads 
bui lt throughout East Timor - even in places where there are 
almost no vehicles. And electricity, once a luxury reserved only 
for d1e colonial masters, is in virtually every house and hut. 

However, the peacefulness of East Timor nowadays masks real 
problems. The reabty of the situation in East Timor is much more 
complex than either side in the debate would have us beJjeve. 

Indonesia claims to have done more for the well-being of East 
Timor than for any other province in its vast archipelago. Activists 
advocating independence counter that these advancements are all 
just tools to make the occupation more secure. And thanks to an 
extensive propaganda network, especially on the Internet, it is the 
activists' position that is most readily heard. There has been a great 
deal of fore ign rheto1i c, too. 

During a visit to East Timor when it was first opened to visi
tors in 1989, the then-Episcopal bishop of New York called it 
"the most repressive place I had ever encountered - and I'd been 
to South Africa, Nicaragua, and the former Soxiet bloc." In 1991 , 
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It doesn' t take a seasoned foreign corre
spondent, however, to realize that some of 
thi s simply is hype - as is the Indonesian 
government 's claim that everyone in East 
Timor is happy to be ruled from Jakarta. 

As in most disputed regions around the 
world there are plenty of bad guys on both 
sides of the issue. The Indonesian presence 

Lt. Col. Sunarko, commander of Indonesian garrison in Dili, poses 
behind Portuguese howitzer captured from Timorese rebels. 
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has not always been benevolent, but 
the left-wing guerrillas of the 
Revolutionary Front for an 
Independent East Timor (the 
Portuguese acronym is FRET/LIN) 
are a brutal group looking for power 
under the guise of nationalism. 

Power Through 
Firepower 

~ and into the interior mountains. On 
~ 15 Jul y 1976, East Timor was 
-~ "incorporated" as Indonesia's 
g. twenty-seventh province. 
B The differences between East 
~ Timor and Indonesia, however, were 

legion. For better or worse, 300 
years of Portuguese rule had left 
East Timor with a unique language 
and a distinct cultural identity, not to 
mention a Catholic faith. 

Civic-Action Emphasis 
East Tirnor falls under 

Jakarta's occupation of East 
Timor was not simply a case of greed 
and expansionjsm, but rather a reac
tion to political realities. 

Indonesian governor's mansion sits in splendor on 
Timor island. 

In August 1975, after electing a 
left-leaning government at home, 
Portugal ran out on most of its 
colonies, including East Timor. Although 
there were several nationalist groups vying 
for power, the Portuguese left the ir 
weapons, including artillery, to FRETILIN 
guerrillas. By no means the largest inde
pendence movement or even the most pop
ular, FRETILIN rose to the fore on the 
strength of their Portuguese guns. After 
weeks of bloody fighting, FRETILIN 
defeated its rivals, killing an estimated 
3,000 people in the process . On 25 
November 1975, it proclaimed the birth of 
the Democratic Republic of East Timor. 

Indonesia's Military Regional 
Command (Kodam) IX, whose 
headquarters is in Bali . Direct com

In Jakarta, President Suharto watched 
these events with trepidation. An avowed 
anticommunist, Suharto would never 

allow a leftist government on his flank, no 
matter how inconsequentia l. Combined 
with simple political geography - the 
western half of the island, a former Dutch 
colony, already belonged to Indonesia - it 
should have come as no surprise that 
Suharto would eventually bring the rest of 
the island under his control. 

On 7 December 1975 , Indonesian 
troops struck. FRETILIN gunners met the 
invasion on the beaches, sinking a handful 
of landing craft as they surged ashore. 
(Their rusted carcasses still rest in the gen
tle surf on Dili 's north shore.) FRETILIN 
forces put up fierce resistance, but after 
several days were forced out of the c ity 

mand of the troops i11 East Ti mor belongs to 
the provincial commander, who has control 
of 10 battalions: Eight rotate in from other 
parts of the arclupelago whj le two, the 744th 
and 745th , are located in the province and 
made up largely of soldiers recruited in East 
Tim or. 

In 1994, Jakarta removed some of its 
troops from East Timor and vowed to 
remove all of its outside battal ions by the 
end of 1995. This has not happened, and 
current estimates place Indonesian troop 
strength on East Timor at about 9,000, with 
about two-thfrds of them co®ng from out
side the province. There are also about 
3,000 police officers. 

Nobe Winners Strange Bedfe ows 
"Belo OK, But Horta? No Way !" 

exclaimed the officjal newsletter of the 
Indonesian embassy in Washjngton, D.C., 
after the 1996 Nobel Peace Prize had been 
awarded to two activists from East Timor. 
The two, Jose Ramos-Horta and Bishop 
Carlos Fi lipe Ximenes Belo, are strange 
bedfellows indeed. 

At first glance the focus on East Timor 
for last year's Nobel Peace Prize seems a 
good way to start a new discussion of thjs 
problem. But the opposite is true: It con
fuses the issue further. Ramos-Horta and 
Belo are so far apart in their outlooks that 
their only common ground is a desire to rid 
East Timor of Indonesian control. 

Ramos-Horta is a textbook militant. He 
has a long past in the Revolutionru·y Front 
for an Independent East Timor 
(FRET/LIN) , the leftist organization that 
took power on the heels of Portugal's 1975 
withdrawal and provoked an Indonesian 
invasion. A former journalist, he was just 
25 when the group came to power in 1975 
but hjs leftist c redentials garnered him a 
job as FRETILIN's secretary for foreign 
affairs. One of the first "accomplishments" 
of this new government was the wholesale 
slaughter of members of rival political pru·
ties in the post-colonial anarchy. When 
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(top) Bishop Carlos Filipe Ximenes Belo, 
right, shakes hands with Indonesian Pres
ident Suharto during 1996 ceremony in Dili. 
(bottom) Jose Ramos-Horta, representative 
of the Australia-based CNRM, displays pho
tos of Timorese victims of police torture. 

Indonesia invaded, Ramos-Horta joined 
other party officials and fled the island, tak
ing refuge in Australia. 

Today he is the "special representative" 
of the National Council of the Maubere 
People (CNRM), an Australia-based umbrel
la organization ofTimorese resistance groups 
that is sometimes refe1Ted to as a "coalition 
government in exile." Ramos-Horta stead
fastly endorses FRETILIN 's "peace plan," 
which calls for a two-year pullback of 
Indonesian troops and an eventual U.N.
sponsored referendum on self-rule. 

"We, the Ea t Timorese, are offering an 
olive branch to Indonesia," he said, claim
ing that this proposal will offer Jakarta a 
face-saving way to regain the respect of the 
rest of the world. The Peace Prize, Ramos
Horta said, should have gone to imprisoned 
FRETILIN leader Jose "Xanana" Gusmao. 

Belo, a Roman Catholic bishop, is cut 
from a different cloth. 

It is perhaps appropriate that he received 
die news of his award while sayi ng Mass. 
His position in the church has allowed Belo 
to remain aloof from the political parties 
that helped bring about virtual anarchy yet 
speak loudly in the interests of the people. 
Unli ke Ramos-Horta, Belo remained in East 
Timor since I 975. 
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This is a formidable force, but 
none of the battal ions is slated for 
combat; their sole mission is civic 
acti on. Divided into small units, 
most no larger than a platoon, these 
soldiers are scattered throughout the 
province. They live among the pop
ulation, wear civi lian clothes, and 
run small-scale civic programs. 

Indonesia has all but wiped out 
the insurgency - a term the army 
refuses to use, instead calling it a 
"security-disturbance movement. " 
All that remains is a force of perhaps 

<t arate attack at about the same time . 
~ The army maintains active com
£ bat patrols on ly in sparsely popular
~ ed areas . This mission is performed 
B by a brand-new unit known as 
jg Rajawali, formed in mid-1995 ••••I specifically for the insurgency in 

East Timor. 

as few as 100 guerrillas confined to Indonesian naval ship, patrolling just off East limor coast, 
is glimpsed through wreck of old Portuguese vessel. the hills in the province's center. The 

guerrilla movement was all but 
decapitated in 1992, when an elite countert
en\)n'i.\ un\\ captured FRETILIN leader Jose 
"Xanana" Gusmao in a house in Dili. 

These "hunter" units are orga
nized into self-contained companies 
with local Timorese serving as 
pathfinders . The Rajawali troops are 
trained in airborne, naval-infantry, 
and special-forces skills, with some 
cross-training, and organ ized in 
teams. There are 12 Rajawali com
panies, each with up to 300 soldiers, 

During the past few years the guerrillas 
have laid low, only occasionally leaving 
their tangled hideouts in the island 's interi
or to make their presence felt. The army has 
offered a general amnesty for resistance 
members who surrender their arms, and has 
begun a program of releasing captured guer
rillas rather than trying them in court. 
According to the official Indonesian news 
agency, Antara, after a recent operation that 
captured three guerrillas the military com
mander in East Timor said they would not 
be charged under Indonesian law since they 

were not high-ranking members of the 
insurgency. Instead they would be granted 
amnesty if they "show regret and want to be 
educated." 

spread throughout East Timor; most are 
divided into 12-man teams operating away 
from population centers. 

If terrori sm ever becomes a problem, the 
army has a special-forces counterterrorist 
unit known as Detachment 81; there also is 
a counterterrorist police unit called Gegana, 
quietly based in Dili. Like their U.S. coun
terparts in Delta Force, the Detachment 81 
troops have relaxed grooming standards : 
civilian clothing and longer hair. As of thi s 
writing, and as far as is known, neither force 
has been called on to use its skills. 

But most of the guerrilJas don 't want to be 
"educated." And despite its small numbers, 
FRETILIN recently showed that it takes only 
a handful to keep the revolution alive. 

Taking advantage of unrest preceding 
parliamentary elections in East Timor, in 
late May a rebel team managed to infil
trate the area around Baukau , East 
Timor 's second-largest city, and ambush 
a police truck, killing at least 18. 
Unofficial reports say at least 50 police 
officers and soldiers have died in six sep- Continued on page 66 

Between 1976 and 1989, the church was the only intermediary 
between the Indonesian government and the Timorese people, with 
Bishop Belo often the only voice from within thls formerly closed 
province. A constant critic of Jakarta 's East Timar policy, particu
larly its ongoing plan to bring non-Timorese migrants to the island, 
he has publicly called for the United Nations to support a referen
dum on the problem. After the Santa Cruz massacre in 1991 , he also 
demanded a committee of inquiry to punish Indonesian officers 
responsible for the killings. 

His vocal protests have angered Jakarta. Belo claims that the 
Indonesian military has twice tried to assassinate him, in 1989 and 
again in 1991.Yet the mild-mannered bishop is the closest thing to 
a moderate to be found in East Timor. He condemns FRETILIN for 
the massacres of 1975, placing the blame squarely on Gusmao. 
Belo believes this savagery is neither forgotten nor forgiven by the 
East Timorese and will haunt the FRETILIN. 

While Belo supports a referendum, he often wonders aloud how 
the vote will turn out, predicting that many people question 
FRETILIN's mandate to rule and might instead choose a continued 
union with Indonesia. Since such a referendum could tum violent 
whatever the outcome, Belo believes that East Timar would be best 
served if Jakarta declared it a province with special autonomy. 

True to his unfailing sense of justice, the bi shop called the Nobel 
Prize "a great responsibility" and said that he was "accepting the 
award in the name of all victims of the East Timar conflict" as well 
as "in the name of the people of Indonesia and those in the world 
fighting for freedom, truth, justice, and peace." 

Jakarta refuses to consider any sort of talks on the province, and 
has condemned the Nobel awards as meddling in Indonesia 's inter
nal affairs. President Suharto refused to even acknowledge the 
awards. Foreign Minister Ali Alatas said he was "astounded" and 
wondered what effect it will have "on the value of earlier Nobel 
Peace Prizes given to such illustrious people like Mr. Mandela and 
Mr. Arafat who have brought peace to real conflicts." 

Antonio Freitas Parada, a member of East Timor 's Regional 
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House of Representatives, said he was "shocked" by the Nobel 
awards. While not thrilled by Bishop Bela's recognition, he was 
outraged by the selection of Ramos-Horta. "Nonsense if it is said 
that he defended the human rights of the Timtim [a local word for 
the natives of East Timar] people," Parada said. "It was exactly he 
who fanned the war which took thousands of Timtim people who 
died suffering." Further, the military deputy governor of East 
Timar said he does not " take Nobel Prizes seriously . ... This is just 
a conscience massage for the liberal West." 

To make matters worse, the Nobel-award announcement came 
at an inopportune time for Jakarta. 

President Suharto would have preferred to stay well away from 
the issue, but he had to make a long-planned appearance in East 
Timar to dedicate a new 56-foot marble statue of Jesus Christ just 
outside the capital of Di Li . The statue is a controversial sign of reli
gious tolerance in Muslim Indonesia. There was no way for 
Suhru1o to avoid meeting with Belo. On 15 October, four days 
after the Nobel announcements, Suharto shook hands with Belo 
during a public meeting. The strongman leader made no mention 
of the Peace Prize or the 2 1-year-old conflict. 

The Nobel Peace Prize is anything but apolitical. As if to prove 
th is point, last December - in an ill-advised capi tul ation to 
Australia-based East Timorese independence groups - the Nobel 
committee invited the sister of Gusmao, the impri soned 
FRETILIN leader, to Oslo to present the Nobel award. 

Indonesia refused to all ow her to attend and announced that its 
ambassador to Norway would boycott the ceremony. Then 
Indonesian officials seized the passports of Bishop Belo and his 
entourage as they were being greeted at the airport by a Norwegian 
delegation. 

This is the sort of heavy-handed intimidation that lends cre
dence to critics' chru·ges against Jakarta. It also has undermined 
any real reforms made by the government during the last five 
years. Indonesia clearly has a lot to learn about public relations. 

-D.A. 
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S 
even hours from Dallas on 31 
December, we were wheels down 
at Jorge Chavez International 
Airport in Lima, Peru, at 0200. If 
I could con, cajole or bribe my 
way in on an expired passport, 

I'd celebrate New Years Eve with my 
Peruvian SEAL mates. Maybe I could feel, 
at least for awhile, as if I were again in Peru 
of the '70s, when terrorism was a problem 
for other places. 

But terrorism had come to Peru. First 
was Sendero Luminoso (SL), led by the 
murderous Abimael Guzman. From 1980 
until Guzman's capture in 1992, SL had 
brought Peru, a nation of 23 million, to the 
brink of economic and political collapse. 
Thanks to serious counterterror ops by the 
"forces of order" - including Peruvian 
Navy SEALs (Fuerzas de Operacions 
Especiales - FOES) SL had been con
tained if not eradicated. Guzman now 
serves a life sentence without parole (Peru 
has no judicial death penalty). 

I felt good about that success because I'd 
assisted in the birthing process of the FOES, 
while serving with the U.S. Military 
Assistance and Advisory Group to Peru 
from 1972-1976. Nine of the 10 Peruvians 
I'd sent to Basic Underwater Demolition/ 
SEAL (BUDS) training in Coronado, Calif., 
had completed this mother of all SpecOps 
courses at a time when less than 30% of 
U.S. trainees could hack it. 

These Peruvians returned home to estab-
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Prelude ta 

Rescue 

by Bill Salisbury 

Lish their version of BUDS, that may well 
be more grueling than the original. The 
training has been validated repeatedly dur
ing combat in the world's most devastating 
guerrilla war of the past 15 years. 

Another group, Movimiento Revolu
cionario Tupac Amaru (MRTA), has busied 
itself since 1982 with assassinations, kid
nappings, bank robberies and extortion 
rackets. (Tupac Amaru was a mestiza who 
led an Indian uprising against the Spaniards 
until they drew and quartered him in 1781.) 
The government, having imprisoned most 
MRTA leadership by 1995, judged MRTA to 
be an insignificant threat. This foolish opti
mism became painfully evident on 17 
December 1996 when 20 MRTA terrorists 
seized about 500 dignitaries celebrating the 
Emperor's birthday at the Japanese ambas
sador's residence in Lima. It was a coup de 
main, netting cabinet ministers, supreme 
court justices, foreign businessmen, several 

ambassadors, army and police generals, and 
a retired admiral. 

Terrorist leader Nestor Cerpa vowed to 
hold his hostages until Peru released nearly 
400 MRTA prisoners , including their 
founder, Victor Palay. Peru 's hard-line pres
ident, Alberto Fujimori , rejected thi s 
demand, and Cerpa soon freed aU but the 74 
most-valuable captives. 

I had come to Peru because one of the 
remaining hostages was an old friend . Vice 
Admiral Luis "Lucho" Giampietri had been 
my counterpart more than 20 years ago when 
we created the core of the FOES (pro
nounced fo-eighs). We'd remained tight 
through the years; Lucho and his family had 
most recently been my guests during the 
annual SEAL reunion in Coronado. Lucho 
distinguished himself many times fighting 
SL, but had never fought MRTA. In fact, he 
had served as military aide to former 
President Alan Garcia, a close friend of 
MRTA's Palay. MRTA despised SL as a com
petitor over lucrative protection rackets in 
the coca region of the Upper Huallaga Valley. 

As I pondered Lucho's predicament and 
the astonishing security lapse that caused it, 
the plane rolled to a stop. I was back in
country. Almost. 

A Hostage of Jorge Chavez 
The cat-eyed immigration official 

frowned. "Sir," she said not unkindly, "this 
passport expired two years ago. I'm sorry 
but you cannot enter Peru. You must go 
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back to the United States without delay. The return 
flight to Dallas leaves in one hour." 

"Can' t we," I pleaded, "make some arrange
ment? Let me pay a fine for my stupidity." 

"I am truly sorry, sir, but your own embassy has 
insisted that U.S. citizens not enter Peru without 
valid passports." Nor could I bribe cat-eye's boss. 
Bureaucratic morality seemed to have come to Peru 
along with terrorism. I did convince the boss to 
allow one phone call. 

Pocho's sleepy voice sharpened when he under
stood my situation. He said, "eres completamente 
jodid, gringo" ("you 're all screwed up"). I gave the 
counter-sign, "but contento." Pocho laughed. "Let 
me speak to thejef e." 

After a whispered conversation with Pocho, the 
boss returned the phone. Pocho said, "he can 't let 
you pass, but I convinced him to let you stay in the 
departure lounge until the 1700 flight - we' ll have 
15 hours to make something happen." 

"Fifteen hours," I groaned. Pocho, hardcore 
BUDS grad that he was, had no sympathy for the 
whiner. "Think of Lucho," he growled, "wouldn 't 
you rather be the hostage of Jorge Chavez [airport] 
than MRTA? I' ll be in touch." 

The -cood"' Terrorists 
From the departure lounge I watched a summer 

dawn come to the southern hemisphere. The sky 
brightened and blue began to bleed through the 
gray sea-mist Peruvians call la garua. 

The newsstand opened and I bought several Lima 
papers and magazines. Garish, multi-colored head
lines in El Chino, Lima's most popular tabloid, quot
ed Nestor Cerpa as warning, "We' ll kill them all!" 

El Comercio, the New York Times of Peru, was 
more subdued and carried a backgrounder on 
MRTA. The terrorists were not aping Castro as 
widely and erroneously reported in the United 
States - especially by the Times' Calvin "Cuban
inspired" Sims. MRTA was homegrown, an off
shoot of the socialist party Alianza Popular 
Revolucionario de America (APRA). APRA had 
been making mischief for Peruvian oligarchs since 
1924, long before Fidel marched from the Sierra 
Maestra to shitcan Batista and send moneyed 
Cubans streaming to Miami. Consider these planks 
in the APRA platform of 1924: 

" (I) Action against Yankee imperialism; (2) The 
nationalization of land and industry; (3) The soli
darity of all Peoples and all oppressed classes." 
Who inspired whom? 

Victor Polay's MRTA was merely the latest vehi
cle for dissidents who believed the party leadership 
had strayed from its revolutionary origins. Before 
leaving the ranks of APRA, Polay had been tapped by 
the aging party founder, Maya de la Torre, as heir 
apparent together with another rising star, Alan 
Garcia. APRA paid for both men to receive extensive 
educations in Europe. Polay and Garcia roomed 
together in Spain and France. 

Garcia became Peru's first APRA president in 

(top, right) God loves the pointman - espe
cially in Peru's FOES, where He gives him a 
South Korean autoloading 12-gauge with drum 
magazine. (right) FOE trainees scramble to 
escape vile waters of the "snake pit." The les
son? Teamwork will get you all out. (inset) 
Combat swimmer with French OXY-NG by 
Spiro-Technique, a closed-circuit oxygen 
rebreather scuba. 
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1985; Polay became a twice-imprisoned ter
rorist. In 1990, he and other MRTA inmates 
tunneled out of a maximum security prison 
less than a month before Fuj imori succeed
ed Polay's old running mate, Garcia, as 
president. Oue coincidencia! cried the cyn
ics. But in 1992 luck and a $300,000 reward 
sent Polay to the newer, nastier, and more 
secure s lammer he now shares with 
Abimael Guzman, hard by the FOE com
pound in Callao. 

Caretas ("Masks"), a slick magazine 
similar to Newsweek, carried an artic le by 
the liberal novelist, anti-militarist and for
mer presidential candidate, Mario Vargas 
Llosa. Vargas condemned the U.S. media fo r 
portraying MRTA as "good terrorists." "This 
distinction between good and bad terrorists," 
Vargas wrote, " is false ... a close friend was 
a victim of MRTA, the 'good' terrorists. 
They kept this e lderly man for months in a 
small cave - a so-called 'Peoples' jail ' -
where he could not stand, could not see, and 
had only rats and roaches for company. 
MRTA tortured his fam ily psychologically 
with daily phone calls and tape recordings to 
destroy their nerves and extort their savings. 

"This fami ly surv ived but many have 

not. If these are the actions of 'good terror
ists,' what could be those of bad? Perhaps 
Sendero Luminoso works on a grander 
scale, but the number of terrorist crimes 
doesn 't determine their vileness, especia lly 
for each victim and his fam ily." 

Vargas, hardly a reactionary, admitted to 
a certain bias against MRTA: They tried to 
kill his wife and children during a 1990 
campaign stop in the jungle c ity of 
Pucallpa. 

I enjoyed a story in the anti-government 
daily, La Repu/Jlica, debunking the specious 
reports in the U.S. press about how the ter
rorists had crashed the emperor's party as 
waiters with weapons hidden under the 
sushi: In reality, they 'd breached a garden 
wall with demo and gone hey-diddle-diddle 
right up the middle. 

As I reached for another paper I sensed a 
presence at my side. Pocho beamed down at 
me in the company of el jefe. I jumped to 
my feet and Pocho left me gasping with un 
a/Jrazo ji1erte. 

"You smell like a hostage. Let el jefe 
stamp your passport. Luggage is outside. 
Don ' t worry about customs." 

This was the Peru I knew and loved. 

The eclectic troops get the eclectic 
weapons: FOES pose with (left to right) 
Singaporean Ultimax 100 light machine 
gun, South Korean 12-gauge autoloader, 
South African AGL 40mm grenade 
launcher. 

The Roadshow 
Few FOES attended the New Year 's Eve 

party. Most, including Pocho, remained on 
station and ready. I did hook up with anoth
er BUDS graduate, Rafo (class 137), who 
said he could get me into the press area a 
block from the Japanese residence. 

"I warn you," he shouted above the puls
ing beat of a salsa favorite, La Latina, "it's 
a real goatf''*k. Lots of religious freaks, 
street peddlers, nervous cops who barely 
recognize the business ends of the ir 
weapons, and journalists fighting over lad
ders and tree limbs to get a better view." 

What Rafo termed the MRTA road show 
was in full swing. In an intersection a block 
from the residenceza a gaggle of journalists 
teetered on stepladders as they aimed tele
scopic lenses toward what experts grimly 
called the "crisis point." Teen-age cops with 

FOES in FAV patrol Peru's 1,400-mile coastal desert, stretching 
from Ecuador in north to Chile in south. 

FOE uses Armson OEG collimating-type sight to find range of 
target for South African Mechem MGL 40mm grenade launcher. 
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.2 green hehnet liners, a white stripe runnin2 riot shields lounged between the journalists 
and the crisis point. 

I was di trncted by an incident taking 
place across the intersection that said much 
about Peru ' woes since the 16th century: 

13 ~ 

11!111""..,,._ .... .. __ ,. ___ ~ fore and aft to identify officers. Seven-man 
~ inflatable boats swayed atop the helmet tin
.I! ers. We were close enough to glimpse agony 
~ etched on exhausted faces. Training wasn't 

Two elegantly attired women had squared 
off against a small band of Quechua sha
mans sacked out in the colorfu l ceremonial 
dress worn to exorcise demons. The women 
screamed at the Indians, brandishing bejew
elled crucifixes as if warding off vampires. 

I noticed two young cops with a Gennan 
shepherd and a Rottwe ile r. T he boys 
grinned and nodded when I asked to photo
graph their charges. The Rottweiler took 
offense and lunged at my throat. His handler 
mercifully yanked the beast back. 

Rafo and I moved off toward a 
quad of DINOES (Direccion 

Naciona/ de Operaciones 
Especiales). fonn ing up across the 
intersection after having dispersed 
the quarreling relig ious groups. 
DINOES had snatched Abimae l 
Guzman during a brilliant, bloodless 
op in another Lima neighborhood 
four years ago; however, this bunch 
didn 't inspire confidence despite the 
black berets, body ann or and other 
SWKJ' accoutem1ents. I couldn't find 
a hard-eyed veteran among them and 
their sergeant probably hadn't seen 
his belt buckle in a long time. 

Rafo, in great shape despite los
ing a leg in a parachuting accident, 
stationed himself by the sergeant and 
motioned me to take a photo. He raised a 
trouser- leg to expose his camm ie prosthe
sis. I rook the shot, - then smiled while 
Rafo photographed me with the squad. 
What fu n. Just like Buckingham Palace. 

I was startled to see a foxy Asiatic lady 
in a min i-skirt close by, speaking earnestly 
into a TV camera. " ls that lovely T V lady 
Japanese?" I asked Rafo. 

·'Oh, no. That 's ' La Monica,' Monica 
Chang. She 's one of Peru 's best-known 
reporters. Works for Frecuencia Larina. 
Knows lots of FOES. Want to meet her?" 

Monica posed wi th the old gringo in 
fron t of her station's logo. After the photo I 
re luctantly sounded a serious note: "When 
and how," I asked, "do you th ink the crisis 
will end?" 

Monica 's garua-gray eyes fl attened and ~ 

her smile faded. "We ' ll be here a long time. ~ 
As for how it w ill end, who knows?" /}_ 

Suddenly the whole th ing made me fee l 
pretty bad. There 1 was smokin ' ' n ' jokin ', 
and having the time of my life while Lucho 
and 73 other poor souls, not all in good 
health, languished in two rooms rigged with 
C-4 ready to crank by kamikaze terrorists 
toting SMGs, anti-tank rockets, flame
throwers, and grenades. To paraphrase my 
fo rmer Ranger guru , the late Charlie 
Beckwith, shame on me. 

I thanked Monica for her time and grace 
and aid to Rafo, "Let 's go, compadre, I've 
had enough." 

Rafo handed me off to Fritz for my visit 
to the FOES. I 'd sent Fritz to Coronado in 

FOES patrol Ucayali river near jungle set
tlement of Pucallpa in Amazon basin. 
Assault craft is powered by twin Evinrude 
140s. (below) Flanked by military brass, 
President Fujimori, in red-and-white sash 
of office, watches FOES pass in review on 
Peruvian Independence Day. 

1974; he was a FOE plank owner (a mem
ber when the unit was first commissioned). 
Now retired, he manages several successful 
businesses and has kept in touch with his 
active-duty mates. As we crossed the nar
row, stinking Rimao river where it emptied 
into the Pacific , Fri tz pointed out impres
sive additions to the FOE compound since 
my last visit: an obstacle course dominated 
by a soaring cargo net just as at BUDS; a 
25-meter pool; a parachute training area 
with a 34-foot tower, swing land-trainers, 
PLF platforms, and suspended harness. 

Training, Arming The Elite 
We drove by double-timing FOE 

tra inees in greens wi th knot-tying lines 
secured to belt loops. The trainees wore 

War is hell (sometimes): author interviews 
Monica Chang, TV reporter for Peru's 
leading station, Frecuencia Latina, in 
press area near Japanese Ambassador's 
residence. 
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getting any eas ier in Peru than in Southern 
Califo rnia - the only tru ly easy day 
remained yesterday. Hoo Yah! 

The FOE admiral, with whom I'd played 
basketball for the Peruvian Navy 20 years 
ago, met us outside a complex of s ingle-story 
buildings painted in camouflage colors, con
structed around a common area. I flashed 
back to the same construction around the 
grinder in the team area on the Coronado 
beach. (Our buildings were haze grey - the 
camouflage was a nice Peruvian touch.) 

The admiral briefed us on the 
5 organization and deployment of the 
~ FOES as we drank thick black cofo 
~ fee in his office beneath the ubiqui-
:g tous portrait of Admira l Miguel 
~ Grau, hero of Peru 's war with Chile 

that ended badly for the Peruvians 
back in 1883. 

Chile was no longer the th reat 
that d rove FOE missions and task
ing . "We ' re faced with both con
ventional and unconventional ene
mies," the admi ral said. "Ecuador 
continues to challenge us on our 
northern border, and of course the 
te rrorists remain a serious prob
lem in the Upper Huallaga Valley 
and the Amazon region of the 

Ucayali River. The cris is at the Japanese 
residence is also serious but limited. This 
city is generally peaceful. 

"We have 12 combat platoons wi th 16 
men each, organized just as your SEALs. 
The Central Group in Lima has eight pla
toons, the Eastern Group in Pucallpa - a 
city on the Ucayali - has two, and the 
Northern Group in Piura - a city near the 
Ecuadorian border - has two. The Pucallpa 
platoons deploy for two months, then rotate 
to Piura for another two months before 
return ing to Lima. We 've increased our 
training classes and have 20 platoons pro
grammed for the year 2000. 

" In addition to our combat platoons, the 
FOE organization includes salvage divers 
and an EOD unit. The terrorists keep EOD 
busy and now we must deal with thousands 
of cheap toe-poppers that the Ecuadorians 
planted when they invaded our territory in 
1995. We drove the monos back but they left 
their little Chicom presents. EOD is clearing 
those few mine fields they can locate, with 
bangalores. The monos left few maps and 
mudslides have scattered the mines." 

We finished our coffee and the admiral 
introduced me to his chief of staff, one of 
the youngest, fi ttest four-stripers I've ever 
seen. The CoS, whom I' ll call Lobo, had 
graduated from a BUDS class in 1981. He 
and several other Peruvians had been sent to 
Coronado by Commander Dave Strong, 
who had fo llowed me to Lima as the FOE 
adviser. Lobo offered to show me around. 

Continued on page 68 
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SOF' s 118ackseat Birdn1an'' Feels The Gs 
ii ir Force Major James A. Harder pulled back on the 
.ft "stick" and sent Thunderbird 7 screaming skyward in a 
maximum-performance climb out of Warner-Robins Air 
Force Base in Macon, Ga. Behind him, I lay flat on my back 
in the rear seat of the needle-nosed F-

yank their aircraft into a tight tum in a maneuver to evade a 
rapidly approaching enemy fighter can pull as many as 9 Gs . 
That pressure can cause neck and back problems; if sustained 
for more than a few seconds, it can be fatal. 

16D Fighting Falcon. In the vertical by Dale B. Ceeper 
climb, the gravitational forces crushed 

The F-16D is capable of speeds in 
excess of Mach 2 (twice the speed of 
sound) but because Atlanta's is one of 

the busiest airspaces in the nation, we only flew at Mach .98: 
slightly below the speed of sound. 

my chest and stretched my face as if it were a rubber mask. 
One gravity or "G" is what everyone feels most of the 

time. As G forces accelerate, body weight increases; mine 
weighed almost a half-ton in the pull-up. Fighter pilots who 
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"Look over your right shoulder," said the pilot. "The big 
air base is getting small pretty quick." I remembered the 
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launch scene in the movie Apollo 13 and 
how fast the Cape disappeared as the astro

nauts rocketed into space. 
"It's the same acceleration and same G 

forces," commented Harder, operations offi
cer for the U.S. Air Force Air Demonstration 

Squadron known worldwide as the 
Thunderbirds. 

One minute and twenty seconds had elapsed 
since Harder toed the brakes at the end of the run

way at Warner-Robins, punched in the afterburner, 
and roared down the runway. The Fighting Falcon 
quickly accelerated to about 500 mph. My body was 

able to absorb the 4G liftoff and I was able to talk 
coherently to Harder up front, although I was breath

ing pretty hard and gulping oxygen. 

Pocketful Of Barf Bags 
Having flown before in an F-14D Tomcat and an 

F/A-18 Hornet, I knew beforehand there would be a 
physical price to pay after an hour or so of "pulling Gs." 
For days afterwards, it is difficult to bend over at the sink 
and wash my face. My neck muscles are as taut as guitar 
strings after supporting a helmeted head that weighs near
ly 200 pounds in a high-G turn. 

No. 7 jet is used as the primary spare for all 
Thunderbird demonstrations, and is used for VIP flights. 
Any F-16 really scoots when it is not carrying ordnance. 

"Our zero-to-60 time is not all that good, but our 60-to-
600 time is pretty phenomenal," said Harder, now in his sec
ond season with the "Birds." 
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A member of the ground crew, Staff Sergeant Terrell 
Murray, earlier insisted I stuff a couple of barf bags in the 
knee pouches of my G-suit just in case my stomach erupted 
- not that I really would need them. I knew better than to 
chow down before climbing into a fighter aircraft. Frequent 
fliers like Harder could eat an Italian sub sandwich with 
onions and hot peppers for lunch and then go flying, but com
mon folks like me should only eat a few saltine crackers 
before such a flight. 

As I walked to the F-16D after Harder's pre-flight brief
ing, I couldn't believe how new the eight-year-old aircraft 
looked: almost in showroom condition. "Just driven on 
Saturdays and Sundays," the pilot said with a chuckle. "But 
at high speed." 

Some Macon firefighters were on the flight line for 
instruction on removal of a pilot from a disabled F-16. While 
Harder and I waited for his ground crew to finish its work, we 
chatted with the firemen, one of whom desperately wanted to 
take my place. 

"I got a Gold Card right here," he said, "and I'll buy the 
ride right now." 

When I asked him what is was worth to him, he replied, "I 
got a $10,000 limit. Name your price." Another man joined 
the bidding war: ''I'll write you a check, any amount you 
want." I politely declined the offers. I told the first fireman 
his wife probably would kill him if he maxed out his Gold 
Card, and the second that his check probably would bounce 
higher than we were going to fly. 

U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds, based at Nellis AFB, Nevada, prac
tice their world-famous precision flying. 
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Harder cou ld not be lieve ] turned down $ I 0,000. I explained there are some 
things in life that are not for sale, and this was one. 

Mother-Hen Crew Chief 
One of the Thunderbird 's most memorable perfomrnnces occ urred last year in 

the skies over Atlanta during opening ceremonies of the Summer Olympics. The 
Birds performed their famous "delta formation ," a six-jeL fl yby, at dusk during the 
national anthem. The F- I 6s fl ew wing Lip to wing tip - a scant 18-24 inche apart 
- over the stadium as the orchestra and chorus reached the crescendo. 

No one was any more excited about the ass ignment than Lieutenant Colonel 
Ronald A. Mumm, the leader of the pack and the pilot of Thunderbird I. 

"There's no way I can describe the level of excitement you experience whey 
you' ve been invited to participate in the opening of the Olympic Games. Jt's a 
worldwide event. It 's also a first for the Thunderbirds," Mumm recalled. "Any 
time you have heads of state watching your perfom1ance. including your com
mander in chief, you want to do the best you cru1. " 

The Birds' demonstra
tion season is long: March 
to November. The winter 
months are spent training at 
the home base, Nel lis AFB, 
Nevada. Twe lve officers 
serve a two-year ass ign
ment with the squadron , 
while the 130 enlisted per-
onnel in support functions 

serve three- to four-year 
tours. Nearly half of the 
team is rotated every year. 

The Thunderbirds per
form 88 shows annually. 
Since the team was formed 
in 1953, more than 280 million Americans and citizens of 55 foreign countries 
have watched the demonstration flights. 

The Thunderbirds have never canceled a performance due to maintenance dif
ficulties, a tribute to the skill and dedication of the men and women who maintain 
the aircraft. Without a doubt, there is a lot of pride on the fli ght line. 

"This is my baby," ' aid No. 7's crew chief as he brooded over h.is a ircraft like 
an old mother hen. "I spend most my day with thi s jet making sure it 's ready Lo 
do what it 's supposed to do. " 

As Staff Sgt. Murray strapped Maj. Harder into the cockpit, he 
joked, "Us maintainers like to think it's our jet: We just loan it to 

these guys to fly around for an hour or so. The rest of the 
time, it's ours ." 

In Case Of Emergency ... 
Major Jeffrey W. Fiebig, who fli e5 the No. 4 

aircraft in the de lta formation 's slot position, 
and Major Scoll E. Cere lli. who flies the 

No. 2 position as left wi ng, flew combat 
mi ssions during the Persian Gulf War. 

Fiebig fl ew 33 missions as an F-4G 
" Wild Weasel" flight leader and pack
age comma nde r. Cerelli flew 36 
combat miss ions with the 33 rd 
Fighter Squadron. After s itti ng in 
the hot sun for fo ur months, Cerell i 
reca lled, it was a re lief when the 
air war finally began in January 



199 J, even if it meant facing sur
face- to-air mi ss iles and antiair
craft artillery. 

"SAMs were launched toward 
us, and lots of AAA," said Cere lli , 
"but no c lose calls for me." 

business is to make sure you have 
a properly deployed parachute. 
"Problems li ke this occur only 
once in a mi ll ion times," 
Hensman said. 

When you climb into the F
l 6D and strap in, one of the first 
thi ngs you do is push a button that 
lowers and rec lines the seat 's 
ang le to 30 degrees, whi ch 
increases comfort and G-force tol
erance - and al lows the canopy 
to close. The F-16 's trim lines and 
high-vi s ibil ity bubble cockpit 
make a passenger feel as if he is 
sitting on the tip of a javelin . 

Two other Thunderbirds, cap
tains Anthony J . See ly, ri ght 
wing, and Matthew M. Moclleski , 
opposing solo, fl ew after the Gulf 
War: Seely fl ew 64 mi ssions in an 
F- 117 "stealth fi ghte r" as part of 
Operati on Southe rn Watch in 
Iraq , while Modl es ki logged 
more than 120 co m bat hours 
patro lling a U.N. no-fl y zone 
over northern Iraq. The remain
ing pil ot, Capt. Russell J. Quinn , 
lead solo, is a graduate of the Air 
Force Academy. 

Soldier Of Fortune's correspondent, Dale B. Cooper, in self
portrait in F-160. 

Amateur Hour 
"Atlanta Center, Thunderbird 

Then there are the occas ional " backseat birdmen." These guests 
will spend an hour or so just gett ing suited up. Once you are cus
tom-fitted for your an ti-G uit, Senior Ainn an Warren Hensman 
lace up the wa ist, thighs, and calves . Hensman can make even the 
paunchiest pas. enger look li ke a 21-year-olcl stud. "I can take you 
from a 42 waist to a 30-inch waist," Hensman said with a laugh. 

Nex t come the helmet (custom-pa inted in "T hunderbird reel"), 
oxygen mask, parachute harness, and life-support equipment. 

To counter the effects of accelerated gravity, fighter pilots wear 
G suits that include garments resembling a cowboy 's chaps but with 
five bladders that automatica lly infl ate under pres ure, forcing 
blood out of the legs and lower abdomen when the Gs begin. Pi lots 
are tra ined to fl ex their muscles as they go into each high-speed 
turn, squeezing the blood out of the ir extremi ties and back into the ir 
heads. (fn tape. of aeri al-combat maneuvers, pi lots grunt like griz
zly bears and breath in short bursts.) 

Hensman spends a fa ir amount of time ex pl ai ning emergency 
procedures to the guests : In the F-1 6, the ejecti on hand le is between 
your legs . Once clear of the aircraft afte r ejection, the first order of 
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7; level one-fi ve thousa nd ," 
Harde r rad ioed as we leveled off and headed toward Bulldog 
Mi li tary Operating Area, a restricted airspace south of Warner
Robins where fighte r pilots do not have to woJTy about intrusions by 
commercial aircraft. 

The F- 16 is a "fl y-by-wire" aircraft: Electrical wires re lay com
mands and have replaced cables and li nkage normally associated 
with fli ght controls. For easy and accurate contro l of the aircraft 
during high G-force combat maneuvers, a side-stick contro ller is 
used instead of the conventional center-mounted stick. Even the 
slightes t pressure on the s ide stick sends e lectrical signal s to actua
tors of fli ght-control surfaces such as ai lerons and rudder. In a roll , 
the more pressure applied to the stick, the fas ter the aircraft screws 
itself into the sky. 

"All ri ght," Harder said to me, "you 've got the aircraft. Ro ll 
right, then ro ll left. " 

No problem; a piece of cake. 
"Point the left wing toward the ground," he continued, "and you 

can see wherever you let the stick go, the aircraft will stay in that 
attitude." 
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(top) Whether flying in 
formation over Nevada 
desert or off Daytona 
Beach, Fla. , Thunder
birds' wing tip-to-wing 
tip intervals allow no 
room for error. (above) 
Data flash on heads-up 
display of SOF corre
spondent's Falcon dri
ver, Maj. James A. 
Harder, during takeoff 
from Warner-Robins 
AFB, Ga. (right) Thun
derbird 7's course: 087 
degrees; altitude: 14,880 
feet; air speed: 450 
knots (518 mph). (left) 
Beside backseat bird
man's left leg is plaque 
thanking passenger for 
flying "Thunderbird 
Airlines." 
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Ground crews performing maintenance and repairs to the F-
16Ds are the unsung heroes of the Air Force demonstration 
team. Here, Technical Sgt. Carey Shoff makes final check of F-
16D's landing gear. (right) Thunderbird pilots and senior ground 
crewmen await the start of another breathtaking performance. 

Talk about fingertip control, this was it. Very little pressure is 
needed to turn the F-16 on a dime. As we cmised toward the 
restricted airspace, Harder sounded like a father teaching his son 
how to drive. 

"You can look at all of the gizmos back there," he told me, "but 
don ' t touch anything." 

Under Pressure 
What a great day for fly ing. The clouds billowed up to 20,000 

feet. The sky was blue and the sun was bright. Moisture streaked 
off the wing tips as I jinked through the ca11yons of clouds like a 
fighter pilot trying to shake an enemy plane off his tail. 

"Drop-dead gorgeous is what it is," said Harder, who has 
logged more than 3,300 hours in the F-16. After giving me three 
or four minutes to blow the dust out of my head by rolling up on 
the wings and letting the nose drop, Harder demonstrated a few 
combat maneuvers. 

A full 360-degree aileron roll will get the juices pumping. As we 
transitioned into a tight left-hand turn, I felt the four Gs pump up 
the gear I was wearing. 

Harder executed a couple of turns of 5 or more Gs to test our 
bodies and got the adrenaline flowi ng for more demanding 
maneuvers. 

Picking a line on the ground, he executed a loop. Turning on the 
smoke, Harder pointed the Falcon's nose up into a 4G pull. It felt 
like my abdomen was being run over by a Humvee as the "chaps" 
automatically inflated and shoved my stomach into my chest cavi
ty. I really felt the load as we went straight up before easing off and 
going inverted (negative G) before screaming down the backside 

. , " 
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and cutting the smoke trail. 

Looking down I could see the smoke as we sliced through it. 
Doing a high-speed loop is not as difficult as it looks as long as 
the pilot does not lose sight of the smoke as he accelerates down 
the backside. 

The clouds flashed by even though we were flying at only sub
sonic speed in the restricted air space. After Harder's maneuver I 
picked out one particularly tall spire of clouds off in the distance 
and put about 30 degrees on the nose and drove us through God's 
car wash. The effect was like punching a hole in the cloud (a beau
tiful sight to see on the flight videotape the Thunderbirds give each 
backseat birdman). 

As our F-16 slid into the landing pattern ahead of a U.S. Navy P-
3 patrol plane, I could not help but recall the firefighter who offered 
me $10,000 to take my place. The way I felt when the F-16 pulled 
back into its assigned space on the flight line at Warner-Robins, I 
would not have sold my seat for any amount of money. 

Dale B. Cooper is a long-time contributor to SOF. His areas of 
coverage have included the Persian Gulf War. ~ 
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RPG-7 

Poor Man's 
Artillerv 

RuchnaiPraUuatankauy 
Granatamyat 

bv Charles Q. Cutshaw 
PHOTOS FROM AUTHOR'S COLLECTION 

7i-J IE ubiquitous RPG-7 has 
been with the world 's 
mili tar y and paramili tary 

fo rces since 1962. Rare ly in modern 
times has a weapon enjoyed such a long 
service li fe , and such w idespread use . 
Indeed , the RPG-7 has been a party to 
virtually every confli ct on the g lobe s ince 
its introductio n. 

During the Vietnam unpleasantness, we 
put up wire mesh screens to detonate PG 
rounds fired by the Viet Cong and North 
Vietnamese forces. The chain link fencing 
was effective not only against rounds fro m 
the older RPG-2 (Chinese Type 56) used by 
our adversaries, but also the RPG-7 of the 
time. The chain link fence either detonated 
the warhead or caused it to dud by shorting 
the firing circuit. Needless to say, this fault 
in the PG-7 warhead was corrected long ago. 

Despite its shortcomings, we found the 
RPG-7 to be a serious threat in Vietnam, not 
only against ground targets of all types, but 
against helicopters, as well. A typical VC or 
NVA tactic was to wait un til the chopper 
flared to land, and then fire an RPG at it. 
This was Very Bad News. 

The Sov iets learned the same lessons 
in Afghanista n when the Mujahideen 
turned RPG -7 ' s into antihe li copter 
weapons. Twenty- fi ve years after we faced 
it in Vietnam, the RPG-7 sti II so ldiers on 
m fro nt-line service , not on ly in the 
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R uss ian mi litary, but in armed fo rces 
world-wide. W hy the RPG has remained 
viab le over the years and how it has 
evolved to meet modern armor th reats is 
the subject we will exp lore. 

The RPG-7 was an improvement on the 
earl ier RPG-2, which itself was derived 
from the World War II German Panze1fa usl 
antitank weapon. The concept is si mplic ity 
itse lf: The launcher is li ttle more than a tube 
with gri pstocks and a sight. The RPG-2 was 
fi tted with rudimentary iron sights, but the 
RPG-7 improved upon thi s by adding a sta
diametric optica l sight to aid in hi tting mov
ing targets. Load ing and firing the weapon 
is as simple as the overall RPG concept. Its 
cardboard booster tube is screwed onto the 
rocket grenade base and the assembly is 
then inserted in to the launcher tube fro m the 
muzzle end. An index notch on the launch
er 's muzzle engages a stud on the grenade 's 
rocket motor to ensure that the booster 
primer is aligned with the launcher 's fi ring 
pin . The fi ring mechanism is mechani cal 
with a single-action hammer that must be 
cocked to fire the PG-7 grenade. The ham
mer strikes a firing pin , which impinges on 
the booster's primer, fi ring it by the age-old 
percussion method. 

Once the booster fires and ejects the 
grenade from the launcher, the rocket motor 
igni tes after the grenade has traveled about 
J 0 meters downrange and ca1Ties it to its 

The RPG-7 (Ruchnoi Protivotankovy 
Granatomyot - Hand-Held Anti-Tank 
Grenade Launcher) here with optical 
sight, is actively exported by its Russian 
makers, and various other former 
Warsaw-Pact countries. 

maximum range, which varies depending 
on the type of round being fired. Most RPG-
7 rockets have a max imum range of approx
imately 500 meters, but are effective only to 
about 300 meters, given a competent gu n
ner. Most rounds self-destruct after five sec
onds. Because the warhead itself is external 
to the launcher, its diameter is not critical as 
is the case with weapons like the M72 LAW 
which have the entire rocket inside the 
launch tube, thus restricti ng the warhead 
d iameter to the inside di ameter of the 
launcher. Weapons li ke the RPG-7 can use a 
warhead of almost any reasonable size, as 
we shall presently see. 

The original RPG-7 launcher was sl ight
ly di ffe rent than current versions, but it was 
modified shortly after its introduction and 
redes ignated the RPG-7V. It has conti nued 
without further signi ficant modification to 
thi s day. Jn 1968, an airborne version was 
introduced. Thi s vers ion could be disassem
bled when the airborne gunner jumped and 
is designated the RPG-7D (Desanl) . Both 
the RPG-7V and RPG-7D wilJ be fo und 
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worldwide. The only real difference 
between the two variants is that the RPG-
7D can be broken down for jumps. 

Standard Variations 
Both have a bore diameter of 40mm and 

both are the same length in firing mode. The 
latest version of the RPG-7 is the "modern
ized" version, designated the RPG-7Vl. 
The folding airborne version is designated 
the RPG-7D l. Just how these weapons dif
fer from their predecessors has not been 
made clear by the Russians. Presumably, the 
new versions employ modern materials for 
increased reliability and possibly to fire new 
types of ammunition. Lengths and weights 
for both new and old versions are identical 
and the older RPG-7V and RPG-7D contin
ue to be listed in Russian catalogues along
side the new weapons. The new launchers 
fire all earlier PG-7 warhead variants, lend
ing credence to the theory that they are 
intended for new types of ammunition. 

The overal l simplicity and excellence of 
the RPG-7 design is reflected by the fact 
that it has been produced not only by 
Russia, but by Bulgaria, China, Iran, Iraq, 
Pakistan and Romania. It is in such wide-

spread use throughout the world that listing 
the countries and conflicts where is might 
be found is pointless: The RPG-7 may be 
expected anywhere in the world. It contin
ues in production today and is available. for 
sale by virtually any of the many manufac
turers listed above, not to mention gray and 
black markets. 

An "improved" version of the RPG-7, 
the RPG-16, showed up in a few Soviet 
units in the early l 980's. The RPG-16 has a 
launch tube diameter of 58mm which prob
ably gives it somewhat greater range that 
the RPG-7, but just how valuable more 
range would be for a weapon of this type is 
questionable. Time of flight of the warhead 
is also probably somewhat reduced, but 
again, it probably is not significantly better 
than the PG-7 ammunition. It is no surprise 
then, that the RPG-16 has not supplanted 
the RPG-7 either in Russian or fore ign mil
itary use. The RPG-16 has never been pro
duced or marketed outside Russia. The 
RPG-7 conti nues to be actively marketed by 
the Russian defense industry along with 
improved warheads. No such activities have 
been observed regarding the RPG-16, 
which may well no longer be in production 

as it is not shown in the recently published 
Russian Defense Catalogue, a comprehen
sive listing of every weapon available from 
the Russian military-industrial complex. 

Up-Gunning A Classic 
The original PG-7 high explosive anti

tank (HEAT) rounds for the RPG-7 had a 
diameter of 85mm. By the late l 970's the 
original PG-7 round had become ineffec
tive against modern tanks and was sup
planted by the PG-7M round. Although 
this improved round had a smaller (73mm) 
warhead diameter than its predecessor, its 
performance against modern armor was 
greatly improved. 

The PG-7M warhead was itself updated 
in the l 970's with new explosive and fuzing 
to give even greater armor penetration. This 
improved round was designated the PG-7N. 
At about the same time that the PG-7N 
reached troop uni ts, a new propelling charge 
was also introduced. This new propellant 
raised the initial velocity of the PG-7M/N to 
140 rn/sec. During this time, the versatility 
of the RPG-7 was becoming appreciated by 
the Soviets, as they began fielding other 
types of warheads for the weapon. One of 

The salient feature of the PRG-7 is its ability to fire a variety of ammu
nition to accomplish a variety of missions. From left to right are 
shown Bulgarian export versions of the PG-7V round with AT 
grenade PG-7, the PG-7VN round with AT grenade PG-7N, the PG-7VL 
round with AT grenade PG-7L, the PG-7VM round with AT grenade 
PG-7M and the OG-7V round with frag grenade OG-7. 
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these is the OG-7 antipersonnel round. This 
round can easily be distinguished from 

. HEAT rounds by the fact that the blast-frag
mentation warhead is the same diameter as 
the launch tube - 40mm. This antiperson
nel round has a range of 1000 meters and 
carries a charge of 210 grams of hexogen. 
The OG-7 continues in production by the 
Russians and Bulgarians. 

In the 1980's, though, armor develop
ments on both sides of the iron curtain 
made even the PG-7N round obsolescent. 

lb lllW' 1 
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The TBG-7 thermobaric round (top) and PG-7VR 
round comprise leading-edge upgrades. The TBG-7's 
FAE is an effective weapon on buildings and 
bunkers; the PG-7VR two-stage round is intended to 
defeat new developments such as reactive armor. 

One of these was explosive reactive armor 
(ERA), fielded by the Israelis and a few 
other countries to some extent, but enthusi
astically adopted by the Russians. ERA has 
been fitted to every type of tank in the 
Soviet/Russian inventory and it defeats all 
unitary shaped charge warheads. ERA was 
one of several Soviet "nasty surprises" for 
the West when it appeared in the Group of 
Soviet Forces Germany (GSFG) in 1984. It 
rendered every NATO HEAT warhead 
obsolete overnight and caused a panic 
development of countermeasures such as 
TOW-2B. Of course, technology is a dou
ble-edged sword, and the ERA that the 
Russians put on their tanks also made all of 
their unitary shaped charge warheads obso
lete as well , including the PG-7M/N. The 
other armor improvement that forced the 
Russians to develop new ammo for the 
RPG was the introduction of "Ch ob ham" 
high-performance laminate armor in the 
West on vehicles such as the Ml Abrams 
and Leopard II tanks. 

Tandem Trouble 
One way of defeating ERA with a 

shaped charge is to employ tandem war
heads. In th is type of warhead, there are two 
shaped charges, a small precursor or "tip" 
charge, usually about 50mm diameter, fo l
lowed by the main charge of substantially 
greater diameter. The RPG tandem warhead 
for use against tanks and other vehicles with 
ERA is the PG-7VR. This ungainly appear
ing warhead is also claimed by the Russians 
to be effective against advanced armors, 
such as that on the U.S. MIA! main battle 
tank. This claim is questionable, but the PG-
7VR will probably defeat standard ERA, 
such as Israeli Blazer. The tandem warhead 
functions by having the tip charge detonate 
the ERA, followed "very shortly" (a matter 
of microseconds) thereafter by the main 
charge. Contrary to popular myth, ERA 
does not function by "breaking up" the 
shaped charge jet; it works by throwing 
"flyer plates" up into the jet's path, essen
tially making the jet have to cut its way 
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through a continuing mass of metal, thus 
dissipating its energy before it can get 
through to the main (base) armor of the 
vehicle. The tip charge not only cuts into the 
flyer plates, but al so detonates the ERA, 
which causes them to get out of the way 
before the main charge detonates. The 
Russians publicly state that the overall 
armor penetration of the PG-7VR is only 
325mm behind ERA. This is puzzling, as 
both the RPG-27 and RPG-29, which use a 
l05mm tandem warhead that is apparently 
identical to the PG-7VR achieve a armor 
penetration of 650mm "behind" ERA. 

The 650mm figure for the RPG-27 and 
29 may be optim istic, but 325mm is 
extremely poor performance for a modern 
shaped charge warhead of 105mm diameter. 
Current shaped charge technology can easi
ly deliver four to five "cone diameters" of 
armor penetration, thus the PG-7VR should 
reasonably deli ver at least 450 to 500mm 
penetration behind ERA: 325mm penetra
tion from a I 05mm warhead is no better 
than the original PG-7V round in terms of 

PG-7V 260mm 350 
PG-7VM 300mm 300 
PG-7VN 400mm 300 
PG-7VL 500mm 250 
PG-7VR 550mm* 200 
OG- NJ'. 16 
TBG-7 N/A 350* 

(Thermobaric?) 

shaped charge performance and is suspect, 
especially in light of other PG-7 ammuni
tion developments discussed below. 

A second new RPG-7 warhead is the 
PG-7VL, a 93mm unitary shaped charge for 
use against tanks without ERA or Ml-type 
special armor, armored fi ghting vehicles 
and bunkers. The Russians state that the 
PG-7VL will defeat some 600mm of armor, 
approximately six cone diameters. For a 
grunt weapon , this is very impressive per
formance if the claims are true. One of the 
tradeoffs of increased diameter, however, is 
increased weight, and the PG-7VL has an 
effective range of only 250 meters, 50 to 
l 00 meters less than the older PG-7V and 
PG-7M/N warheads. 

However, the PG-7VL is claimed to pen
etrate 500mm of steel armor, a 200mm 
increase over the PG-7M and I OOmm better 
than the PG-7N. This new addition to the 
RPG weapons family has seen extensive 
service by both sides in Chechnya, along 
with the PG-7VR. These two new warheads 
were so effective against Russian tanks that 

500 120 85mm 3.06 
500 140 73 m 
500 140 73mm 5.48 
300 112 93mm 
300 110* 50/105mm 5.24* 
1,000 152 40mm N/A 
700 110* 105mm N/A 

90mm 

OG·ZBG HE-Frag~N~/At-__ 3::<>0""'0 _ __,5,,,,0"""0---'1'-'4"""0 _ ___.,,5=0m=m,,,__ __ -=~-i 
• Meters Per Second 
* Estimated 
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At international arms bazaars, former 
Warsaw-Pact manufacturers hawk a wide 
variety of rounds for the RPG-7; this dis
play was from a Bulgarian company (also 
offering furnaces, ball-bearings, and 
grinding wheels). 

Marshal Grachev, Chief of the Russian 
General Staff publicly stated that Russian 
tanks were junk! While the marshal's state
ment may be somewhat overblown, the fact 
remains that these warheads make the RPG-
7 lethal against modern tanks. Neither will 
probably defeat an M lA 1, Leopard II, or for 
that matter a T-80U across the frontal armor, 
but if the grunt uses good tactics and 
engages from the side or rear, even an 
MIA2 will probably fall to the PG-7VR. 

One Weapon, Many Missions 
But antiarmor is on ly part of the picture 

relative to the versatile RPG-7. For some 
time both the Russians and other former 
combloc countries, especially the 
Bulgarians, have produced antipersonnel 
warheads for the ubiquitous RPG-7. One 
such warhead is the OG-7 discussed above. 
Another is the TBG-7 thermobaric war
head. This is a late addition to the RPG 
ammunition fami ly and is currently pro
duced only by the Russians. The TBG-7 
has not received the widespread advertis
ing of the other warheads on the interna
tional arms market, but it has shown up at 
a few arms shows, and should be a very 
effective antipersonnel/antimateriel round. 
The warhead is based on the RPO-A cate
gory 3 fuel-air explosive (FAE) concept 
that was used with great effect by the 
Soviets in Afghani stan. A category 3 FAE 
weapon creates its own fuel front as the 
deflagrating cloud expands, and while its 
overpressure is less than conventional 
explosives, its "duration" is much longer, 
thus making it far more effective in 
enclosed spaces than conventional-blast 

warheads. This characteristic makes a ther
mobaric warhead capable of destroying 
bunkers or entire buildings with a single 
round. With the TBG-7 warhead, thermo
baric weapons are now avai lable to anyone 
with access to RPG-7 launchers. 

The RPG-7V, left, and the RPG-70, right, in production by many armories, became the 
ubiquitous small-unit "heavy" weapons during the past few decades. Thanks to their 
adaptability, they will soldier on well into the 21st Century. 
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Aside from the Russians, probably the 
most innovative producers of RPG-7 
upgrades are the Bulgarians. The Bulgarian 
SOPOT Company has been showing a num
ber of advanced warheads for the RPG-7, 
most of which are unique. SOPOT markets 
a tandem warhead for the RPG-7 which 
they designate the PG-7LT. We have already 
discussed how tandems work, but the PG-
7LT is different than the Russian PG-7VR. 
First, the main charge appears to be identi
cal to the 93mm PG-7VL with an approxi
mately 50mm tip charge added to clear 
ERA. Estimated performance figures for 
this round may be found in Table 2. 

The remainder of the Bulgarian RPG-7 
rounds are antipersonnel or dual-purpose. 
The KO-7 is an approximately 50mm 
HEAT/ APERS round which combines 
shaped charge and fragmentation warheads. 
This round is probably intended for use 
against Light armored vehicles and bunkers 
where the shaped charge penetrates the 
armor, allowing the explosive warhead to 
enter and then detonate inside. 

Against troops in the open, a similar 
round is the OG-7BG HE-Frag. Thi s 
appears to be nothing more than a K0-7 
warhead without the shaped charge. The 

Continued on page 70 
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Police-State Tactics Keep Ex-SF NCO In Federal Slam 

As you read this, Keith Idema 
may be on the street or 

dead. More likely, howeve 1; he 
probably remains incarcerated in. 
Milan Federal Prison, Milan, 
Mich., con.vicled of wire fraud (an 
offense he insists he did not com
m.it andfor which nobody does this 
much tim.e) by elements of an out
of-control federal agency which 
knows damn well he is innocent 
(see "Loose Cannon. On Target," 
March '95 and "Spiking a Loose 
Cannon," April '95). 

He's enduring the fourth week 
of a 55-day hunger strike protest
ing not only his confinement, bur 
also the appalling prison condi
tions (for all inmates) which he 
states in.elude "severe and preva
lent human rights abuses, constitu
tional violations, health risks, 
overcrowding, and brutality. " 

At a time when the Bureau Of 
Pri sons is bending backwards to 
j etti son murderers and career 
dru g dea lers onto America 's 
streets, Keith Idema has been 
denied hi s early out for entirely 
specious reasons. 

Idema screwed with the sys
tem ; the federal law-enforcement 
and investigative agencies tasked 
to investigate and prosecute trea
son. He walked into a storm when 
he reported that Russian nuclear
sm ugg lers, ex- and active-KGB 
types and hardcore Russian mafi
osi had moles inside CIA and FBI. 

by Jim Morris 
Photos courtesy Keith Idema 
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The monument at the Special Forces Chapel at Fort 
Bragg, a gift from John Wayne, 1968. To Keith Idema, 
more than words cut in stone. 

cooperation. They wanted the 
names of his assets who knew the 
extent to which CIA and the FBI 
had been infected. Idema refused, 
believing that within the FBI 
lurked traitors who would get his 
people killed . Had he ratted them 
out, the KGB officers with the 
courage to warn the West about 
nuclear weapons proliferation 
from pilfered former USSR stock
piles would have soon received 
nocturnal visitors with murder on 
their minds. 

For that "crime," Keith has 
sacrificed six years of hi s life, his 
marriage, and $400,000 of his 
fami ly's money battling bogus 
criminal charges in a va liant effort 
to save the FBI from its cancer 
within. Gratitude and plaudits, 
however, were not handed out. 
What Idema got was a federal 
groin kick, in spades. 

Idema was the Special Forces 
soldier responsible for a US News 
& World Report story detailing 
North Korean, Iraqi and Irani an 
receipt of Russian nuclear contra
band . (This piece was awarded 
the Investigative Reporter's 
Association's ' 95 award .) 

60 Minutes did a culmination 
segment on nuclear smuggl ing, 
broadcast on 15 October 1995, the 
information coming almost entire

ly from Idema, via his assets. 

Keith also developed active KGB sources in Russia who to ld 
him that both CIA and FBI counterintelligence were infiltrnted. 
Mind you, Gary Scurka, then a CBS producer, has Keith on tape 
with these claims before Aldri ch Ames or Earl Pitts, the former CIA 
and FBI counterintelligence agents who were KGB infiltrators, 
were arrested. 

Prior to ace-mole, Al drich 
Ames , bei ng unearthed , Idema 
warned CIA of Soviet penetration 

and fingered the FBI as having been in.filtrated. 

60 Minutes Of Elusive Fame 
Keith, however, did not origina lly give thi s story to CBS entire

ly from the goodness of hi s heart. He had a selfish (if not under
standable) desire: Get the hell out of jail. He wanted assurances that 
they would do his story as well as the nuclear-smuggling expose. 
He hoped this would result in hjs being released without giving up 
his sources. But, after shining him on with vague implications of 
guarantees that hi s bio would be aired, 60 Minutes stiffed him, fear-

11What We Have Here 
Is A Failure To Communicate" 

Keith could have walked at any time by giving the FBI hi s ful l 
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ing his imprisonment (albeit on trumped up charges) wou ld destroy 
his credibility and muddy the waters of their true focus and interest: 
nuclear smuggling. 

One might expect the FBI to spring him from prison, let him devel
op his contacts for them, and utilize them to ferret out other infiltra
tors. But, apparently, that isn ' t the way this bureaucracy operates. 

Rather, they have decided to break the guy, and the mere fact that 
he's been proven right time after time is not enough to alter their 
thinking. The key players who led the charge to put him in jail and 
keep him there have, themselves, been transferred and demoted. But 
the FBI and the Bureau of Prisons are still trying to crack him, 
maybe out of inertia, maybe because the story is so embarrassing that 
it threatens the very existence of the FBI; maybe because the "I" and 
Agency know there are other moles within their ranks. 

No doubt about it, Keith is a hardass, but a true patriot, a man of 
courage and inviolable honor. He has taken his stand because - he 
thought - it was in the interests of the United States that he punch 
the alarm button. 

Crime Lab Follies 
Keith is the perfect poster boy for the FBI crime Jab investiga

tion. The lab is organized in four branches, and botched tests on 
Keith 's case in all four; not merely botched, mind you , but falsified. 
The tests clearly proved his, and his wife Dawn 's, innocence. FBI 
Special Agent John Strong went on the stand and testified that eid1er 
they proved his guilt or were inconclusive. 

At issue was a fingerprint on a 3x5 card. Special Agent Strong tes
tified that the print proved Keith's involvement on the wire fraud 
charge. Keith testified that he only touched it when Strong asked him 
to identify it after his arrest. The test, if evaluated properly, would have 
shown that Keith only touched the card when Strong gave it to him. 

Another test centered round a signature on a letter, of which the 
FBI had only a photocopy. An FBI witness claimed that Dawn had 
signed it. Then Strong testified that the lab couldn ' t prove who had 
signed it because it was only a copy. Keith had it tested by the most 
respected independent lab in the country, run by the former chief 
investigator for the Treasury Department. That lab 's conclusion was 
that clearly Dawn had not signed the letter - and there was an 85% 
chance that it was signed by the witness against her. 

He can also prove that faxes sent by the real perps did not come 
from his machine, as the FBI claimed. 

Finally, during the entire time of the alleged perpetration of wire 
fraud, Keith 's business was under ATF surveillance, and wire
tapped. They were desperate to put him in jail for something. This 
surveillance and wiretap elicited no evidence of wire fraud. 

Why are they doing this? Why did they put Keith on "diesel ther
apy," running him around from prison to prison faster than he could 
get phone privileges, or get his stuff together to pursue his freedom ? 

He called me once from the pen in E l Reno, Okla. As it hap
pens, the Dean of the OU Law School, David Swank, is a former 
major in the Special Forces reserves. He called the pen for an 
appointment. Keith was gone by the time he got there. This went 
on for months. 

Are they just trying to break him now? That's what I think. But 
he's not afraid of pain, and he's not sweating death. It 's never 
occurred to the guy to yield; never crossed his mind. 

I suppose the issue is that the FBI wants to keep a lid on the 
nuclear-smuggling story. 

If Keith is right, Saddam Hussein has six backpack nukes, each 
of which would easi ly fit in a bus terminal locker in any major city 
and pulverize 50 city blocks. The North Koreans have another six. 
The Lithuanians intercepted another shipment of six. 

But as horrific as that is, it pales beside the fact that the land of 
the free and the home of the brave is fast being converted into 
another Third-World hellliole with an out-of-control secret police. 

Almost every reader of Soldier Of Fortune has at one time taken 
the oath to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States. 

That remains ldema's sole mission. 

Major Jim Morris (Rer..) has authored the books War Story, The 
Devil 's Secret Name and Fighting Men. Currently, he's involved in 
motion picture screen.writing and production. '9( 
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An American at St. Basil's, Red Square, Oct. '91, three months 
before the red flag came down. (below) Keith Idema conducts a 
management seminar (note Special Forces crest on left lapel) 
before his world crashed and burned. Though wounded, he's 
still fighting in the arena. 
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"I should never have left Montauban ... " 
Waist deep in a the muck of a Zairean 
swamp, bitten by mosquitoes th rough 

his heavy Yugoslav BDUs, under mortar 
fire and pursued by Laurent-Desire Kabil a's 
rebels, the French mere fo rged onward as 
best he could . He was heading straight north 
fo r Faradje near the Sudanese border, as far 
as he knew not yet in rebel hands, to ren
dezvous with other mere-led Zairean gov
ernment units. 

He had been at Watsa, an outpost off the 
road from Kisangani to Bunia, which was 
being held by three French meres, Alex, Titi 
and Carlson, along with some 150 Katangan 
troops they were shepherding. 

The rebels had infilled Watsa before the 
Europeans were aware, and they attacked at 
noon , on 30 January. Encircled, the govern
ment fo rce was able to withdraw to the 
nearby town of Durba, he ld by the rest of 
Group Alpha comprising 14 mercenaries 
led by Charles, one of Bob Denard 's associ
ates, and some 150 Zairean paratroopers. 

Predictably, the rebels appeared at the gates 
of Durba that evening. 

The meres tried to organize a defense, by 
regrouping the 150 routed Katangans, then 
trying to keep in the fi ght as many as possi
ble of the fleeing Zairean paratroopers. 

For themselves, the mercenaries moved 
out to hold the airport. 

The 11Experts In Warf are" 
The engagement of these "experts in 

warfare ," as they were dubbed by the 
Zaireans, began in France before Christmas, 
recruited through the old-boy ne twork. 
Rendezvous points were in bars , restaurants 
and even at the monkey cage of the zoo. 
Most knew where they were going and what 
was expected of them. Some, including 
some pilots, however, were told of an oper
ation to save the white rhinoceros. 

All were told to move with the hi gh
es t di scre tion . "Bring the minimum kit, 
and nothin g military. Everything will be 
provided! " 

On 26 December 1996, one group of 
French meres left Brussels for Kinshasa via air, 
followed by a second which routed from 
Brussels through Lisbon. Both fl ights were to 
atTive the next morning about three hours 
apart. On the tannac at Kinshasa, Zairean sol
diers tried as best they could to spot the French 
meres and get them discreetly onto a bus. 

This operation was repeated a few hours 
later with the arrival of the fli ght through 
Li sbon. At I 000 hours local time, the meres 
boarded an Antonov with Russian pilots, for 
the 3-1 /2-hour fli ght to Ki sanga ni. At 
Kisangani they refueled and took off aga in 
for the one-hour fli ght to Watsa. At Watsa, 
unarn1ed except for 17 just-issued and still
greased AKs on the fl oor of the aircraft, the 
19 meres, still in civv ies, deplaned under 
the bewildered stare of local villagers and 
soldiers. Alex, a French mercenary, and 
Floribert M'Poyo, a Zairean army colonel 
who had been sent ahead to reconnoiter 
(sans radio) informed the new arri vals that 
rebel forces were close, and they shoul d not 



hang around - whereupon the Russian 
pilots lost their nerve. 

The runway being too short and the air
craft too heavily loaded to take off, the 
meres ' supplies - rations, ammo, weapons, 
spares, cooking equipment - were aban
doned. "The enemy can have quite a party," 
remarked one mere. 

The now-empty Antonov was rushed by 
hopeful passengers - Zairean soldiers 
(officers in front, with wives) leading the 
charge. Finally, only the meres and several 
Zairean officers with two wounded boarded 
for Kisangani. 

During the first operational phase, 
French meres under Belgian Colonel 
Christian Tavernier (see sidebar) used 
Kisangani as their main base. They subse
quently retook Watsa, which they held until 
30 January. 

Arms From Serbia And Egypt 
When the French meres arrived in 

Kinshasa, Zaire was still under an arms 

embargo. Nevertheless, on 29 
December, the first cargo plane, 
a Boeing 707 belonging to the 
Skyair company, landed at 
Kisangani from Serbia with a 
load of military gear, arms and 
ammunition. A steady stream of 
aircraft followed, from Serbia 
and Egypt, delivering arms and 
ammunition of all types: 
M70B I and M70AB2 rifles 
(Yugoslav versions of the 
AK47); Serb heavy sniping 
rifles (the Snajperska Puska 
Kalibra 12.7mm); M53 machine 
guns (Serb copy of the MG-42); 
Serb-made Dragunov-type 
sniper rifles; 60mm mortars; 
RBR-M80 64mm LAW and 
RPG-7-type rocket launchers; 
CZ Zastava 9mm pistols and 
appropriate munitions. 

From their commander, 
Charles, the French meres 

francophones' 
Last Stand 

In Zaire 

With very little functioning infrastructure, air routes 
offered only remaining supply for mere-led forces, 
and even this was complicated by uncertain fuel 
stocks and sporadic payment for commercial flyers 
and their aircraft. Here, all hands hustle to unload 
supplies from a Filair Andover at Nagero. 



received green berets with badges from the 
Comoran Presidential Guard era of Bob 
Denard , with the motto "Orbs Patria 
Nostra" (" the world is our homeland") - a 
crib on the legion 's "legio Patria Nostro" 
("the Legion is our home"). 

The meres were short of wheeled trans
port, having only three license-built 
Indi an Mahindra Jeeps (one red and two 
white!). Since promised Unimogs never 
arrived, they commandeered locally what
ever they needed. 

The first group of French meres to arrive 
in Zaire were designated Group Alpha -
Denard 's men, most of whom made the 
1995 Comoros coup. Since Denard and 
Marquez, his number-two man, were for
bidden by court order from leaving France, 
Charles, another Denard associate, was in 
charge. This group began with 17, and 
ended up with 23 . All were French, except 
for one Italian. 

Cheap Labor 
Their salary was 30,000 French Francs 

($5 ,280 U.S.) per man, per month, on a 
three-month contract, all payable in 
advance. By comparison, Serbian merce
naries hired by Zaire were paid $ l ,000 per 
month. "Strike-breakers!" concluded a 
French mere, "At that price, they will soon 
be the only ones on the market!" 

On 24 January 1997, the 10 meres of 
Group Bravo an·ived, commanded by Pierre 
with the help of Belgian mere Roger Bracco 
- same salary, same contract. Aside from 
one Portuguese and one Chilean, they were 
French. The groups ' mission was to orga-
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n.ize and lead the Zairean army and, if things 
got ugly, to fight - something they had to 
do many times after the routs of the Zairean 
army and the Katangan "Tigers" [sic] -
Angolan troops hired by the Mobutu 
regime, even while Angolan and Rwandan 
governments were lending substantial sup
port to Kabila. 

More than once the meres found them
selves alone in the field against Kabila's 
rebels. The rebels suffered heavy casualties 
in the action against meres at the Nzoro 
bridge in early February, with the meres' 
60mm mortars and Dragunovs decimating 
the rebels , but to their surprise this did not 
prevent the well-disciplined rebels from 
continuing the.ir steam-roller advance. 

Through binoculars and rifle scopes the 
meres watched rebel soldiers without 
weapons come from behind, take weapons 
from the dead and continue the advance. 
This atypica l reaction by the rebels was 

Katangan Tigers were armed predomi
nantly with Chinese small arms, wore typ
ical African mix of uniforms: (inset) NCOs 
and officers typically wore improvised 
red-ribbon rank designators. 

unexpected and, threatened with encir
clement, the meres withdrew. 

Having decades of experience as a guer
rilla fighter (he was a former associate of 
Che Guevara), and with considerable out
side support, Kabila and his forces repeat
ed ly proved they were well-train-:d in com
bat techniques. The French were repeatedly 
ambushed. Twice their leader, Carlson, 
barely escaped: One bullet tore off the brim 
of his cap, another cleanly cut a strap on his 
LBE. With a fatalistic smile he told me, 
"That wasn't my day." 

RPG Vs. Andover 
Meanwhile at Durba, on 30 January, 

rebel mortar shells fell throughout the night. 
At dawn, on 31 January, Group Bravo com
manded by Pierre - eight men plus two 
from Group Alpha - left Nagero on a 
Pilatus headed for Durba. The plane hit a 
tall, adobe-like termite hill on take-off and 
damaged the port landing-gear. Because of 
the damage the pilot returned to Nagero, 
crash-landing on the runway. 

The plane was out of action but no one 
was hurt. The only air assets available to the 
meres were this Pilatus Porter and a civilian 
Andover belonging to the Filair company, 
that had been hired to ferry cargo and 
materiel to various bases occupied my the 
French meres during their short stay. Up 
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until this acc ident, the Pi latus Porter had 
been the maid of all work , used for recon, 
troop transport, freight - even bombing. 

Pilot of the Andover was an American 
Vietnam vet and fom1er chopper pilot named 
Roland. Although not a mere and not con
nected to the French mere forces, his service 
to them was more effective than that of the 
Serbs who had been hired to provide mi litary 
air support. Early that afternoon, the Andover 
an-ived at Durba with 35 Zairean soldiers of 
the Military Action and Information Service 
(Se nice d' Au ion er de Renseignements 
Militaires - SARM) lead by Marc, a French 
mercenary of Group Alpha. They drew fire -
several AK rounds - as they landed. 

Next, the Andover went to Nagero to get 
the eight men from Group Bravo and the 
two from Group Alpha. In the late after
noon. with these I 0 meres on board, the 
Andover c ircled the fie ld at Durba. It 
appeared calm - no incom ing rounds - so 
the meres on the ground were assumed to be 
still there. 

As the plane touched down all hell broke 
loose. With rounds flying all over, Roland 
tore the plane off the runway, and just as he 
banked to the left he saw an enormous ball 
of fire in front of the plane - they he had 
drawn fire from an RPG! 

Common uniform gear worn by Katangan Tigers was the gris gris amulet about the 
neck to ward off misfortune such as incoming rounds. The common version is at left; 
at right is a stylized model depicting a soldier. (below) Zairean Army "regulars" strike a 
pose with Colts, Kalashnikovs and a Chinese-made 75mm recoilless rifle. 

Mere Work Zaire 
The medi a loungi ng in Kinshasa 's 

hate.ls greatly exaggerated the number of 
meres in Zaire. In fact, there were never 
more than about a hundred Serbian meres, 
all based at Kisangani , and 33 meres of 
French and other nationalities (Italian, 
Chilean and Belgian). Although mere 
forces were training in South Africa for use 
in Zaire (on which side is not clear), they 
were not committed, and there were no 
South African mercenaries involved. 
Israelis running the DSP were not really 
meres but long-time military allies of the 
Mobutu regime. 

Among the French meres, all former 
soldiers , were a great variety of personal
ities. For most this was not the first con
tract. Most had already "made" the 
Comoros - more than once. Others had 
met in Burma. Most were on their third, 
fourth or fifth contract in all latitudes, 
1 ike Martin who had made Rhodesia, 
Benin wi th three times on the Comoros; 
or the famous Titi , who came from 
Burma to the Comoros by way of 
Cambodia and is considered one of the 
most competent of meres. 

They were to find out after they were 
already in country that they were not on the 
side of the "good guys" (i.e. of Laurent
Desire Kabila), but with the "bad guys." 
Having said this, as they had all repeated 
many times and as all who had been pre
sent when the French forces intervened and 
shut down the Comoro coup in October 
1995, had sung: "Non , rien de rien, nous 
ne regrettons rien!" ("No, nothing of noth
ing, we regret nothing! ") - T.C. 
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Nine rounds zipped through the fuselage 
- no casualties - as Roland headed for 
Kisangani. That was the good news: The 
bad news was the rebels were already in 
Nagero in force, and the runway was encir
cled when they had attempted to land. 

If the plane had not returned with Group 
Bravo and if the rebels had not opened fire 
at the moment of landing, the meres there 
would not have known of their presence. 
This mistake by the rebels saved the meres 
awaiting pickup, who immediately headed 
straight north toward Faradje through the 
swampy lowlands. 

In scattered groups, avoid ing main 
roads, the meres, Zairean paratroopers and 
Katangans moved on foot, under the fire 
and the ambushes of rebels for four days 
and four nights. The 18 meres, dead-tired 
but with good morale, got out. 

On 3 February, they linked with Group 
Bravo, coming overland in vehicles to get 
them. By 1000 hours on 4 February, every
one was back at Nagero, the main base. 

Ghost Town Nagero 
Under continuing pressure, towns fell, 

one after another, generating a flood of civ il
ian and military refugees - choking the 
roads and carrying off everything possible. 

At Nagero, civilians had evacuated sev
eral days earlier, to seek refuge in the bush. 
The huts were all empty. A few days before, 
local authorities had arrested two men not 
recognized as locals, on bicycles. 

Each carried a bundle of rags on their 
baggage racks - and inside were two disas
sembled AKs. Such was the rebels' technique 
of infiltration: arrive in civvies, arms disas
sembled, and mingle with locals, explaining 
they had fled the rebels (neve1theless, noting 
that in the places occupied by the rebels, peo
ple get paid, that there is food to eat, etc.). 
Having infiltrated enough fighters, at the 
appropriate moment they appeared under 
arms and by then it was often too late. 

With advancing rebels from Manbasa and 
Wamba in the south, and from Faradje in the 
east, the meres' main base at Nagero was 
indefensible. The road north to Central 
African Republic was the escape route of 
choice. Going to Sudan was out of the ques
tion, as the Sudanese of John Garang's SPLA 
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were hosti le over aid given the Khartoum 
regime, which enabled them to bomb SPLA 
rebel positions in southern Sudan. 

In the end, Roland and his Andover once 
more pulled the meres' chestnuts from the 
fire. In two lifts - the runway at Nagero was 
too short to take off with everyone - the 
Andover brought the men to Isiro. From 
there, the runway being longer, Roland 
boarded all 33 meres. They first headed for 
Bangui, but aborted when Paris forbade the 
meres from landing in the Central African 
Republic. This left Gbadolite, Mobotu's 
"Versailles," as their destination - but the 
Presidential Guard (DSP), and even Mobotu, 
contacted by telephone, was disinclined to let 
them stay in his fief, probably because their 
presence might complicate negotiations for 
his eventual abandonment of the kleptocracy 
he had run for decades. They finally went to 
Kisangani, the third largest city in Zaire after 

(left) French mere instructors and 
Zairean soldiers unload Jugoslav AKs 
and RBR M-80 LAWs from license-built 
Indian Mahindra Jeeps - promised 
Unimogs never arrived, so transport 
was supplemented by commandeering 
locally. (below) Colonel Floribert 
M'Poyo, of the Zairean Army, was sent 
ahead to reconnoiter Watsa (sans 
radio), informed meres on arrival that 
rebel forces were close, and they 
should not hang around - whereupon 
the Russian pilots lost their nerve. 

Following The Finances 
Mere operations in eastern Zaire were on a limited budget. Planes chartered from com

mercial companies were kept on the ground more than once under pretext of repairs, 
sometimes for several days, until overdue bills were paid by those running the operation. 

Money didn't flow, it dribbled. The powers that be were not stingy with purchases, but 
such were made by people without experience on the ground and who never consulted the 
users, resulting in enormous waste. For example, no doctors or medics were recruited -
but a cook, complete with white jackets, chef's caps and white gloves, was. 

As to where the money came from, there were many theories: money from Kuwait in 
thanks for Zaire's support during Iraqi invasion? Mobutu's money? From Mr. Jean Bemba 
Saolona, the leading businessman in Zaire and owner of airlines and major businesses? 
From Seti Yale, rich businessman and member of the presidential circle? Of his financial 
involvement there is no doubt, but it is also clear that acting alone he could not have sup
ported an operation of this size and type. 

Rumors and press reports abound of involvement by French intelligence on one side, 
and by multi-national interests on the other. The truth? Probably al l the above. 

Informed speculation points to at least partial funding of the French Meres by the 
French DSGE (Direction General de Securite Exterieure, equivalent to the U.S. C.I.A.). 
The Meres' stealthy exfil/infil via Belgi um was because the French DST (Direction de la 
Surveillance du Territoire, equivalent to the U.S. F.B.l.) did not approve of the Mere 
involvement, and was also the agency sensitive to Comoros vets not staying in France as 
per court order. 

As for the Serb mercenaries, groundwork for their involvement began when two French 
flyers were shot down over Bosnia. The Serbian colonel who became the French DSGE 
contact during negotiations for the flyers' release was to be the contact for DSGE to arrange 
for Serbian meres, aircraft, pilots, weapons, uniforms and ammunition to be delivered to 
Zaire to protect French and - where they were coincident - Mobutu's interests. 

Cherchez la.femme? No: Cherchez la buck. - T.C. 
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One of two Pilatus Porters available to French meres crash-landed at Nagero after hav
ing struck a concrete-like termite mound on takeoff. There were no injuries, but meres' 
transport situation was made even worse by loss of plane. 

(above, left) French meres test-fire Yugoslav caliber 7.92mm M53 GPMG. Nearly all arms 
supplied were made in Serbia; ammo came from Egypt. (right) French mere checks out 
Zairean soldier on new-in-the-box Yugoslav M76 sniper rifles. New weapons, new lead
ership proved of little avail in stopping well-disciplined rebels. 

Kinshasa and Lubwnbashi. 
Kisangani was nearly abandoned: 

Women and children had already disap
peared, and the few remaining civilians 
were hurrying to wind up affairs. Zairean 
soldiers were everywhere, with barricades 
and check points. They had also comman
deered all civilian aircraft. 

Serb-Zairean Relations 
Strained 

The two airports at Kisangani, civil and 
military, were held by roughly a hundred 
Serbians who had arrived on 14 January. 
Commanded by a colonel, they took orders 
from Zairean headquarters (General 
Mahele) and not Christian Tavernier, head 
of the French meres. 

The Serbs ' mission was to protect air
ports at Kisangani and everything on them, 
and to provide air support. 

About 25 January, an Mi-24 helicopter, 
with several Serb meres aboard, put down at 
Walikale while trying to recon the front 
lines. On exiting the men came under rebel 
fire - even though Zairean HQ said the 
place was still in government hands. The 
butcher's bill : one Serb killed, two wound
ed. Thereafter, the Serbs kept their distance 
from the Zaireans. 

A clear animosity grew between them, 
and a number of Zaireans found themselves 
with a pistol at their head for straying too 
close to the Serbs' hangar. Even though the 
Serbs came with full logistics - they 
lacked nothing, especially alcohol, slivovitz, 
of course - they were not spared local diar
rheas and malaria (early February, the Serb 

colonel was hospitalized with malaria). 
As for providing air support for French 

meres, the Serbs were mostly noted for their 
absence. Zairean headquarters promised the 
French meres air support in difficult situa
tions, but these air strikes never happened, 
even though the Serbs had access to three 
Mi-24 Hinds and three single-seat 
Aermacchi MB-326 K light-attack aircraft. 

Unfortunately, the Serbs and the Zairean 
army had a miscommunication over fuel 
supply. During the battle for Nzoro, while 
French meres were holding the bridge 
against Kabila 's rebels, the French request
ed an air strike. Zairean headquarters final
ly authorized the Serbs to intervene with 
their Aermacchi. They were supposed to 
take off from Kisangani and refuel at Isoro, 
but it didn 't work out - the airport at Isiro 
did not have facilities to start the 
Aennacchis after they were refueled. 

In addition to almost never having air 
support, the French meres' task was further 
complicated by events quite predictable in 
this type of conflict, but which had not been 
considered. Radio equipment provided the 
meres didn 't work well. Batteries ran down 
very quickly and there was no recharging 
apparatus. They had improvised antennas, a 
transmitting radius of only five kilometers 
- and then on frequencies everyone could 
intercept, with no encryption. 

Not the least handicap were the Zaireans 
alongside whom they were fighting: Most 
Zairean soldiers only loved to strut around 
in military uniform, new if possible, dis-

Continued on page 67 
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Support Your 
Local F.A.Z. 
The Zairean Army was a paper tiger, 

even at a strength of 100,000 (military and 
paramilitary, including 25,000 Civil Guards 
for security and riot control). Many troops 
had not been paid for eight months. Even 
when paid, they didn 't get much: A lieu
tenant in the FAZ (Forces Armees Zairoises 
- Zairean Armed Forces) gets three dollars 
a month (a pack of local cigarettes costs a 
dollar). 

Without fuel and transport, materiel did 
not reach troops at the front, leaving soldiers 
to fend for themselves - the cause of loot
ing and rackets. Communication barely 
existed, troops felt abandoned. Officers 
were no longer obeyed. Morale was low. All 
the troops wanted was peace, and to get 
back to their families. 

The Zairean is not a warrior. To moti
vate and raise morale, Zairean HQ hired 
French meres to lead. New weapons and 
uniforms were issued, and rations; troops 
were finally to be paid. 

Tons of weapons, ammunition and other 
materiel were delivered to the Zairean army 
and the Katangans at Watsa and Durba, but 
with the rebel advance the Zaireans and 
Katangans cleared out and left everything 
behind. 

All the rebels had to do was take, and use. 

The ''Elite" Units 

SARM 
(Service d' Action et de Renseignments 

Militaires Military Action and 
Intelligence Service) a force of several 
thousand, comprised Mobutu 's Praetori
an guard. 

SNIP 
(Service National d' Information et de 

Protection - National Information and 
Protection Service). 

DSP 
(Division Speciale Presidentielle -

Presidential Special Division), formerly 
BSP (Brigade Speciale Presidentielle) -
comprised 12,000, trained and led by 
Israelis, represented Mobutu's only truly 
operational troops. The DSP was recruited 
from the Ngbandi, a tribe from the 
Equatorial Province (Gbadolite), home 
province of President Mobutu. 

The DSP were particularly well paid, 
while the regular army was severely 
neglected - poorly paid or not paid at all, 
and often without arms and ammunition. 
The base at Tshatsi (near Kinshasa) was HQ 
for the DSP. Commanders were all closely 
connected to Mobutu's family - the DSP 
was thus an elite force committed to guard
ing Mobutu. Israeli instructors were paid 
directly by the Office of the President; also 
source of pay for DSP troops. - T.C. 
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One 11Striker"' 
Jlnd You're Out 

Text 8 Photos by 
Peter G. Kokalis 

utomatic grenade launchers were almost an unknown commodity 
prior to the Vietnam War. Their development was closely related to 
the increased use of small boats and helicopters in that conflict. 
The 40mm Mark 19 machine gun was developed at the U.S. 

Naval Ordnance Station, Louisville, Ky., during 1966-1967 to provide the Navy 
with more effective firepower for riverine patrols in Vietnam. Its high-velocity 
grenade was based upon the high-low pressure round developed for the shoulder
mounted M79 grenade launcher. While literally tens of thousands of M79 and 
M203 shoulder-fired grenade launchers were employed during the Vietnam War, 
only 810 of the Mark 19 Mod 0 version were produced, although they were used 
in combat with impressive results. 



Vektor's new Striker 40mm 
AGL was designed to pro
vide the infantry with an 
integral component in 
the modern army's 
small-arms mix. 
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(top) When employed in the ground role, the Striker will 
usually be mounted on the M3 .SO-caliber Browning 
machine gun tripod. Note the test-bed cradle interfacing 
the AGL with an M3 tripod. (above) The Striker's direction 
of feed can be varied from the left or right in the field by 
simply replacing the feed assembly. (left) When required, 
the Striker can operate reliably from a vertical position. 
The last-round hold pawl was designed for this purpose. 
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A Product Improvement Program (PIP) 
resulted in the Mod 1 and ls in the earl y 
1970s. Both Israel and South Korea have 
produced the Mark 19. Other high-velocity 
40mm grenade machine gun s were 
des igned dur ing thi s time frame by 
Ho neywell , P hilco-Ford , Maremont, 
Hughes Tool Company, Aerojet and the 
Naval Ordnance Station, bu t were never 
placed into series prod uction. The Mark 19 
Mod 3 vers ion appeared in 1980. A con
tract was awarded to Saco Defense in 
1983 . By now, more than 15,000 have been 
produced. However, the des ign is complex 
and thus somewhat di ffic ult to produce. 

The Russ ian response to the Mark 19 
was the AGS-17 30mm grenade machine 
gun introduced in L975. It achieved promi
nence duri ng its employ ment in 
Afghan istan (see "Raiders Of The Lost 
Grenade Launcher," Feb. '83). However, 
the AGS-17 does not use a high-low pres
sure round. The Chinese make a version of 
this weapon, as well as the Type W87 
grenade machine gun which is smaller and 
lighter than the AGS-1 7, but fires a larger 
35 mm round fro m a drum magazine. Russia 
recently introduced a much simpler and 
lighter 30mm automatic grenade launcher 
called the TKB-722K, which appears des
tined to replace the AGS-1 7. There is also a 
Romanian grenade machine gun, derived 
from theAGS-17, but firing an odd bottle
necked 40111111 round. 

As grenade machine guns have by now 
been incorporated into the weapons array 
employed by infantry throughout the world, 
a number of high-velocity 40mm grenade 
machine guns, known as Automatic Grenade 
Launchers (AGLs), have been developed in 
recent years. Santa Barbara's L AG 40 SB-

M l AGL is currently in service with the 
Spani sh and Portuguese armed fo rces. 
Chartered Industries, of Singapore, devel
oped the CIS 40-AGL, which is fielded by 
the Singapore armed forces and by 
Indonesia, where it is made under license. 
Heckler & Koch's 40mm GMG (Grenade 
Machine Gun) has only recently reached the 
advanced prototype stage. Both Germany 
and the Netherlands have expressed interest 
in the GMG. 

One of the most intriguing of the new 
40mm AGL designs is the South African 

When deployed from either vehicles or in 
the ground role, the Striker 40mm AGL is 
commonly equipped with a manual trig
ger and spade grips. 

Striker 40mm AGL, which I was able to test 
and evaluate during my most recent trip to 
South Africa. This weapon was originally 
developed as the AS88 by ARAM (Pty) 
Limited of Pretoria and introduced in proto
type only in 1992. The patent rights fo r the 
original AS88 were purchased from ARAM 
by the LIW division of Denel. All of LIW's 

STRIKER 40mm AGL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: 40x53mmSR high-velocity, high-low pressure grenade. 
Operation: Long recoil, locked breech. Fire from the open-bolt position . 

Feed: Belt-fed from either right or left side with linked belts of 20 rounds. 
Disintegrating links stay with cartridge case and are ejected with the 
empty case after firing . 

Firing mechanism: Manual trigger with spade grips or solenoid. 
Cyclic rate: Maximum of 425 rpm . 

Weight: 64 pounds c2g kilograms). 
Length, overall: 33.9 inches (860 mm). 

Height: 9.8 inches (250 mm). 
Width: 15.8 inches (400 mml. 

Barrel length: 11.8 inches (300 mml. 
Barrel: 18-groove with square-cut rifling and a right-hand twist of one tum in 48 

inches. 
Sights: Iron, optical, laser or night vision available. 

Manufacturer: Vektor division of LIW, Dept. SOF, 368 Selbome Avenue, Lyttelton, P.O. 
Box 7710, Pretoria 0001 , South Africa; phone: 27-12-620-2103; fax: 27-
12-620-2407. 

T&E summary: A weapon type now considered to be an integral ingredient of the modem 
infantry's small-arms' mix, exhibiting the excellence of design execution 
and reliability customary of all LIW defense products. 
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(above) The bolt is now driven forward by a single multi-strand spring, not the two nest
ed recoil springs shown on this test prototype, wrapped around a guide tube and the 
buffer assembly. (below) The barrel recoil mechanism is wrapped around the Striker's 
barrel. There is also a finned barrel protector, made from an aluminum extrusion, over 
the barrel spring tube. 

The method of operation is long recoil 
and locked breech, although firing is 

from the open-bolt position to inhibit cook
offs. During the recoil stroke, the ba1Tel and 
bolt stay locked together until they impinge 
upon the recoil buffer at the rear of the 
receiver body. Both move slightl y fo rward, 
then the sear engages the unlocking mecha
ni sm on the bolt, which releases the barrel. 

The barrel is then driven forward by a 

process has been completed, two springs 
under the feed plate return it to its ori ginal 
position. Meanwhi le, the bolt is still in the 
rearward positi on and the grenade is in the 
extract positi on on the feed tray, which is 
above the feed plate. 

When the barrel is full y fo rward, a lever 
at the bottom of the receiver body depress
es to release the left-hand sear in the trigger 
box. However, the bolt remains in the open 

MetLod Of Operation 
barrel spri ng housed in a tube which guides 
the spring and has a threaded collar that inter
faces with threads on the outside of the bar
rel. This barrel recoil mechanism is wrapped 
around the barrel. There is also a finned bar
rel protector, made from an aluminum extru
sion, over the ban·el spring tube. 

The feeding of another round takes place 
during the recoi I stroke. An actuator roller 
on top of the barrel engages the feed plate's 
first guide groove, at which time the first 
one-third of the feeding process is accom
plished. During this sequence of events, as 
the barrel and bolt reach the buffe r, the actu
ator roller pushes the feed pl ate away and 
momentarily stops. As the feed plate retmns 
to its original position, the barrel unlocks 
from the bolt. During the counter-recoil 
stroke, the actuator roller travels fo rward 
through the second guide groove on the feed 
plate, at which time the final two-thirds of 
feeding process occurs. Once the feeding 

positi on until the tri gger is pressed. At that 
moment, the right-hand sear is released and 
the sear carrier pivots downward in to the 
trigger housing, releasing the bolt. The bolt 
is driven forward by a multi-strand recoil 
spring wrapped around a guide tube and the 
bu ffe r assembly. When the bolt moves for
ward and its locking Jugs engage the lock
ing recesses in the barrel extension, the fir
ing pin protrudes from the breech face and 
stri kes the grenade's percussion primer. 

In para llel to breech locking, the bolt 
depresses th e las t-ro und hold-pawl 
(whi ch was des igned fo r verti cal fi ring of 
the weapon), so the grenade and its link 
are released fro m the belt fo r (bottom) 
ex traction. The extrac tor claws on the bolt 
are then forced open and snap over the 
case 's rim . 

The grenade drops downward for cham
bering duri ng the recoil stroke. The firing 
pin actually ignites the primer while the 

small-arms products, fro m handguns to 
automatic cannons, are marketed by their 
Vektor division ( 368 Selborne Avenue, 
Lyttelton , P.O. Box 77 10, Dept. SOF, 
Pretoria 0001 , South Africa; phone: 27-1 2-
620-2 103; fax: 27-12-620-2407). 

The Striker 40mm AGL fues the same 
ammunition as the Mark 19 Mod 3. 
Weighing about 64 pounds (29 kilograms), 
the Striker has a barrel length of 11.8 inches 
(300 mm). Made fro m rolled stock, its EN24 
(a high-quality ordnance steel) barrel has an 
18-groove bore with a right-hand twist of 
one turn in 48 inches. The barrel's rifling is 
of the square-cut type, whereas that of the 
Mark 19 Mod 3 is of the so-called "saw
tooth" type. Overall length of the Striker is 
about 33.9 inches (860 mm), with a height of 
only 9.8 inches (250 mm) and a width of 
15 .8 inches (400 mm). 

The Striker's direction of feed can be 
varied from the left or right in the field 
without requiring addi tional components . 
The maxi mum rate of fi re is 425 rpm. When 
ground-mounted on the M3 .50-caliber 
Browning Machine Gun tripod or on a vehi
cle, the Stri ker AGL is provided with spade 
grips and a manual trigger. However, these 
con1ponents can be removed and replaced 
with a faing solenoid fo r aircraft/helicopter 
applications. 

breech face is still a short distance away 
fro m the grenade on the feed tray. The bolt 
and barrel then continue to move forward a 
short distance until the recoil stroke com
mences. This important design feature both 
absorbs forward inertia and reduces rear
ward inertia. As a direct consequence, the 
Striker 's recoil impulse is relatively soft. 
This, in turn, enhances the system's accura
cy potential. In addi tion, there is also a bar
rel buffer that stops the barrel 's forward 
movement and dampens the forward travel 
of the bolt. 

When the grenade and its link are pulled 
from the belt, a slide running in the center 
of the bolt is pushed downward by a lever 
which moves in the top cam slot on the right 
side of the receiver. This pushes the grenade 
about one-third of its way dow nward 
toward the chamber. At that poi nt the bolt is 
still on the recoil buffer. The bolt 's forward 
travel forces the grenade down the fi nal 
two-thirds of the way as the lever moves 
now in the bottom cam slot. Tbe grenade is 
then in a l.ignment with the firing pin. 
Toward the end of the lever's forward 
movement in the bottom cam slot, both it 
and the slide are forced upward again . 

Two hooks on the bottom of the breech 
face prevent the loaded grenade from drop
ping down through the ejection port when 
the bolt is open. When the bolt is released 
from the sear canier, a spring-loaded toggle 
in the bolt pulls back the two hooks and the 
empty case is ejected. As the new round is 
brought down, the two hooks move forward 
again to grab the rim. - P.G.K. 
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The Striker used in Soldier Of Fortune's 
test and evaluation was equipped with iron 
sights that, in my opinion, will provide an 
effective combat range of no more than about 
1,500 meters. However, optical, laser and 

40tntn Higlt-Velocily 
Higlt-low Pressure Atntnunition 

night-vision sight options will be available. Development of low-velocity high-low pressure ammunition began in the early 
As both mortars and AGLs are area- tar- 1950s under the U.S. Army Ordnance Department, headed at that time by the infa-

get weapons now commonly deployed with mous Colonel Rene R. Studler. His deputy, Jack Bird, created a crude, spring-loaded 
the infantry, a comparison is in order. In launcher with which he proceeded to fire golf balls in the center courtyard of the 
general, mortars are high-trajectory Pentagon. Since the golf ball's trajectory was reminiscent of that produced by a No. 9 
weapons in which the recoil force is passed golf club (the so-called "niblick"), Bird suggested the project be called "Niblick," and 
directly to the ground through a base plate. that, indeed, became its code name. 
They are mostly muzzle-loading, smooth- An unusual high-low pressure system was employed to launch the new warhead 
bore and fire fin-stabilized bombs. developed for this project at the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) at 

Maximum range of the 40mm high- Aberdeen Proving Ground. The launching method itself had been developed in 
velocity grenade is about 2,200 meters. Germany during World War II. An aluminum cartridge case with a brass powder-
Light mortars will reach out to about 1,800 charge cup in front of the percussion primer is used to hold about five grains of M-9 
meters. Most 60mm light mortars weigh flake-type mortar propellant (an enhanced, fast-burning Bull's-eye-type powder). The 
about 40 pounds. Medium mortars (such as propellant/high-pressure chamber has six sealed holes around its circumference. When 
the 8 lmm), which have a maximum effec- the launcher's firing pin strikes the primer, the resulting primer flash ignites the pow-
tive range of about 5,500 meters, weigh der within the high-pressure chamber. 
between 75 to 150 pounds. The Striker The burning propellant creates a pressure of close to 35,000 pounds per square inch (psi) 
AGL weighs only 64 pounds, however, the within the chamber, forcing the gases to rupture the vent holes and bleed into the larger (low-
M3 tripod on which it must be mounted for pressure) chamber of the cartridge case itself. When the gases enter the larger chamber, the 
infantry deployment weighs 44 pounds. pressure drops to no more than 3,000 psi, which is sufficient to propel the grenade through 
Mortar bombs, which weigh considerably the launcher's barrel and to the target, and yet generate a low enough recoil impulse to 
more than 40mm high-velocity ,-~~_,~llJ(lll permit firing from a shoulder-mounted weapon. 
grenades, provide, even in the smallest The projectile's muzzle velocity is only 250 fps; 
envelopes, a greater casualty radius. rounds can easily be seen sailing down range. 

While the Striker AGL can be fired 
effectively from a vertical position, the 
mortar 's high-trajectory munitwn 
makes it more suitable for firing from 
defilade. In fact, indirect-fire capabili
ty is one of the mortar's most salient 
characteristics. 

While the ease of loading a mortar 
provides for a high rate of fire, even a 
mortar platoon cannot match the firepower 
of a single belt-fed AGL firing at 425 rpm. 
Clearly, within the limitations of its effec
tive range, an AGL provides greater sup
pressive fire. Because mortars transmit their 
recoil impulse directly to the surface under 
the base plate, they cannot usually be suc
cessfully mounted in helicopters (further
more, thei.r high-trajectory and manual
loading precludes such an application). 
Early on in Vietnam, 81 mm mortars mount
ed, at first, on the decks of small riverine 
craft played havoc with both the boats' 
decks and hulls. Although mortars have 
been successfully mounted in such military 
vehicles as the Ml 13 APC, AGLs can be 
attached to armored fighting vehicles with 
far greater versatility. 

Automatic grenade launchers have 
become an integral ingredient in the mod
ern infantry's weapons' mix. The South 
African Defense Force is keenly anticipat
ing an early conclusion to the Striker's 
final developmental stages and the trials 
process, as they are eager to adopt an AGL. 
No defense contractor on the face of the 
earth has a more well-deserved reputation 
for excellence of design and reliability of 
product - over an array ranging from pis
tols to self-propelled artillery - than LIW. 
Their new Striker AGL is destined for a 
favorab le reception far beyond the conti
nent of Africa. ~ 
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Swartklip high-velocity 40mm grenades are 
supplied in M16A2 linked belts of 20 rounds, 
with a pitch of 55.5 mm. The links stay with the 
cartridge case and are ejected with the empty 
case after firing. 

The launcher's rifling imparts a spin of about 
3,700 rpm on the grenade to provide the required 
accuracy and to arm the impact-type fuze. 

This low-velocity round is known as the 40x46mmSR (Semi-Rimmed). 
The high-velocity M384 40mrn grenade round developed for use in the Mark 19 auto

matic grenade launcher was the result of research conducted at Picatinny A.rsenal and else
where in the 1960s. The overall design and operating principle of this munition remain the 
same as that employed by the 40x46mmSR grenade. However, the cartridge case of the high
velocity equivalent is longer (53mrn) - to prevent chambering in a shoulder-mounted 
grenade launcher and more robust to safely accommodate the larger propellant charge weight 
which drives these grenades at a muzzle velocity of 794 fps (242 mis) to a maximum range 
of 2,200 meters. Initial pressures for this round are between 45,000 to 50,000 psi, dropping 
to 16,000 psi in the low-pressure chamber. While the U.S. series of high-velocity 40mrn 
ammunition can be employed in the South African Striker AGL, initial testing and develop
mental work was conducted with 40mm high-velocity grenades supplied by Swartklip 
Products, a Division of Dene! (Pty) Limited (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 977, Cape Town, 8000, 
South Africa; phone: 27-21-376-6702). 

Swartklip high-velocity 40mm grenades are supplied in Ml6A2 linked belts of 20 
rounds, with a pitch of 55.5 mm and fed from either an ammunition box or feed chute. 
The links stay with the cartridge case and are ejected with the empty case after firing. 
There are four munition types available with an accuracy potential that will place 25 out 
of 30 shots through a 300mm square at 150 meters. The standard High Explosive (HE) 
grenade consists of three components: the cartridge case, fragmentation assembly and the 
fuze. The projectile, which has copper driving bands, is spin-stabilized by the launcher 
rifling, which also provides the setback and rotational forces needed to arm the fuze (arm
ing distance is 14 to 61 meters). On impact, the firing pin initiates the detonation train 
which causes the main charge of HE to detonate and fragment the projectile. The explo
sive employed is 45 grams of RDX and the casualty radius is 12 meters. While principal
ly an anti-personnel round, it is also effective against light vehicles. 

The HE Hollow Charge round includes a copper cone for penetration purposes and 
will penetrate a minimum of 50 mm of arrnor plate. It bas an explosive charge of 32 grams 
of RDX with a casualty radius of 5 meters. 

The Practice round launches an inert aluminum projectile with ballistic characteristics 
similar to those of the HE and HE Hollow Charge rounds. There is also a Target Practice 
round carrying a projectile with an arming mechanism that upon impact sets off a flash 
composition charge in the projectile body that produces a visible flash with smoke and an 
audible bang. - P. G. K. 
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Indonesia's Conflict 
Continued from page 37 

A Brutal Reputation 
A military presence is only part of the 

security picture. Si nce the earl y 1980s, 
Jakarta has poured money into East Timor, 
paving roads, bringing electricity to rural 
villages, and building schools and housing. 
More developmental money has been spent 
per capita in East Timor than in any other 
province. The fac t that these improvements 
alone have not eased the ill fee lings of many 
Timorese irritates Indonesian officials. 

"They [officials] honestly believe that 
civic action will turn the East Timorese into 
their fri ends," says a fo rmer military advis
er. "My response is that building roads and 
irrigation projects is fine, but the psycho
logical problem is still there, and it will take 
a long time to heal." 

Make no mistake about it, Indonesia 
does have a sometimes well-deserved repu
tation for brutality, and this will indeed 
color the situation in East Timor fo r a long 
time to come. 

The U.S. State Department recognizes 
that the Indonesian government "continued 
to commit serious human-rights abuses" in 
East Timor as well as in the rest of Indonesia. 
This is an important point to remember: 
Jakarta has a human-rights problem through
out the country, not just in East Timor. 

In fact, the soldiers on the ground in East 
Timor are implementing a policy of ci vic 
acti on that exists throughout Indones ia. 
Rather than doing what armies regularly do 
- defend against outside aggression -
Indonesia's military is designed primarily 
for internal security. More than two- thirds of 
its troops are spread throughout the country 
in terri tori al units that function alongside the 
civilian administration. Like police, they 
maintain public order, but they al so keep a 
watchful eye out fo r political parties, reli
gious groups, and labor groups that might 
mobilize in anti-government opposition. 

There is a military presence all the way 
down to the vill age leve l throughout 
lndonesia and it will intervene and squash 
any potential opponents to the government. 
This policy is called dwifun.gsi: a weaving 
of the mi litary into the soci al fabri c. On the 
one hand, it has allowed Jakarta to extend 
benefi cial "nation-building" to the most 
remote corners of the archipelago; on the 
other, it sometimes creates an atmosphere of 
repression. 

Massacre Inspires Reforms 
In November 199 1, the world saw a 

glaring exampl e of thi s when soldiers 
opened fire on thousands of pro- indepen
dence demonstrators at Santa Cruz ceme
tery in Dili , ki lling dozens. A Briti sh news 
crew was on hand to record the carnage. 
The videotape was shocking. 

The military at first denied there were 
any ki llings, then admi tted that 60 people 
died. Human-rights groups put the fi gure at 

closer to 150. But it was the callousness of 
the military's response - as if it was only 
natural to kill unarmed civilians - that out
raged the world. General Try Sustri sno, 
Indonesian armed-forces commander, 
reportedly said in the wake of the massacre 
that those who want independence are 
"delinquent people [who] have to be shot, 
and we will shoot them." 

That's hardly the sort of statement that 
leads people to believe the massacre was 
an aberration. But underneath Jakarta ' s 
defensiveness came the begi nnings of 
meaningful reform . 

"It fi nally dawned on the [Jakarta] gov
ernment," observed one U.S. State 
Department analyst, " that there mi ght a bet
ter way: One that would get better resul ts on 
the ground in East Timor and at the same 
time deflect some of the criticism they were 
getting in the world press." 

Several mid-level army officers were 
court-martialed fo r their role in the Santa 
Cruz killings, and for the first time in its his
tory the Indonesian military held several 
senior mi litary leaders responsible fo r their 
subordinates ' actions. This new attitude was 
not a radical change in the way the 
Indonesian military operates in East Timor; 
rather, it was a subtle series of steps which, 
many experts believe, point to a new phase 
in Jakarta' s pacification program. This is 
particularly evident in the top officers cho
sen to command troops in East Timor. 

"They have had two commanders in a 
row now that have been trained in the 
Uni ted States," observed one fo rmer U.S. 
adviser to the Indonesian mili tary. "They 
both speak English and they both under
stand the foreign interests and pressures 
about human rights." 

He was referring to Colonel Mahidin 
Simbolon, commander of military fo rces in 
East Ti mor between 1994 and late 1996, 
and the man currentl y holding the job, Col. 
Harry Pysand. Both are special-forces offi
cers who attended the U.S. Army' s 
Command and General Staff College as 
well as other U.S. military schools. These 
officers are steeped in counterinsurgency 
doctrine ~ nd they know that the guerrill a 
war in East Timor will be di fficul t to 
resolve complete ly. 

But no matter what happens, Indonesia 
will never give up control of its newest 
province. This position was made clear as 
recentl y as las t December when Konis 
Santana, the current head of FRETILIN's 
military wing, told Portuguese radio that 
" if Indonesia agreed to freeze the ceaseless 
mi grati on of its nationals to East Timor, 
and reduced its military presence in East 
Timor the guerrillas ... would declare an 
indefi nite cease-fire." 

Indonesian Foreign Mini stry spokesman 
Ghaffa r Fadyl simply replied, " If you talk 
about a cease-fire there must be a war, but 
there is no fighting." 

Dale Andrade is a long-time contributor 
to SOF specializing in coverage of elite 
units. '9( 
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''Rumble In The Jungle11 

Continued from page 59 

playing a whole panoply of weapons, the 
more sophisticated the better, even if he had 
no idea how to use them. 

King Snakes 
But after the first shots were fired -

most of the time, even just rumors of shots 
fired - the "soldier," whether paratrooper 
or commando, dumped hi s equipment 
except for his individual weapon (for shake
downs on civilians during his flight, in 
civilian clothes, in a westerly direction 
towards Kinshasa). 

More than once, men from SARM, SNIP 
or DSP - the principal "elite" forces (see 
sidebar) - asked meres for compasses "so 
we can go home to the Bandundu!" When 
the French pointed out that Bandundu is a 
long walk, they replied, "It's all right if you 
take tlu·ee months to get there! Look, all of 
us came here to Isiro on foot ... " 

The third weak point for the meres was 
the distances and logistics involved. Zaire is 
five times as large as France, with no real 
roads. Existing dirt tracks are in bad shape, 
impassab le during the rains. Air routes are 
disorganized, with few airfields capable of 
handling large aircraft. Even fo r small 
planes there must be a regular system for 
refuelin g and mechanical maintenance, 
which is cruelly lacking in Zaire. Given the 
absence of commo and logistical infrastruc
ture, the French meres had to fend for them
selves on the ground. 

The mere made do with one of the two 
aircraft available, the Pilatus, before it 
crashed on the runway at Nagero. There was 
a bombing mission on 30 January, using 
120mm mortar shells dropped into rebel 
positions by hand. Benoit piloted and, in the 
cabin, Titi dropped the "plums" while hang
ing out the door with Charles holding onto 
him. Huddled on the floor, gray with fear 
and staring at the cei ling, was Colonel 
Anecho of the Zairean army, sweating pro
fusely. One other time they conducted a 
bombing mission by dropping hand 
grenades on a rebel column. 

Until the bitter end, the Andover 
remained the Meres' guardi an angel, carry
ing supplies and troops, providing radio 
relay when they were encircled or otherwise 
in straits, even flying recon missions. The 
meres were always glad to hear the arrival of 
Roland 's Andover. His aircrew, Louis, Alain 
and Chri stian, were not chatty; Roland even 
less so. Nevertheless, they were extremely 
effective and saved the meres more than 
once. The Andover's crew were the only 
ones who dared to go in places where the 
French were, and did so right to the end of 
their campaign in late February. 

loyalties Ride The 
Tides Of War 

The rebels were very active in areas they 
occupied. From the Pilatus, Meres fo llowed 
the foot movement of men along the power 

lines, and occasional vehicle traffic arriving at 
the front loaded with fighters , returning empty 
to get more. Two light 4x4 vehicles had 
12.7nun machine guns and didn 't hesitate to 
engage the Pilatus (fortunately, out of range). 

The rebel camp, however, had been 
forged from a sometimes shaky coalition, and 
loyalties weren' t always solid. Thus, the 
Mayi-Mayi, a tribe of east Zaire, were initial
ly associated with Kabila's rebels , but later 
broke away and set up a pocket of resistance 
within the "liberated zones." Further, 
Commander Claude, Kabila 's second in com
mand, was ki lled by the Mayi-Mayi, who, 
nevertheless, refused also to join Mobotu. 

Also, troops from Uganda took advan
tage of the Zairean debacle to hunt down a 
resistance movement composed of support
ers of former Ugandan president Idi Amin 
Dada, who were operating out of Zaire. 

The rebels' capture of Kalemie on 2 
February blew a wind of panic through the 
Zairean army at Ki sangani , as rebels were 
now active on two fronts simultaneously. 
Baffled as they were preparing for the 
reconquest of the lost territories, the 
Zaireans took a few days to react. 

Zairean response came down on 17 
February with the bombing of Bukavu, 
Shabunda and Wali kale by three Aermacchi 
MB-326 K aircraft with Serbian pilots. 
Other operations were conducted in the 
north around Isiro, where the Aermacchi 
and Mi-24 helicopters used napalm and WP 
against rebel positions. These operations 
did not, however, cause the expected panic, 
as the rebels were habitually well dispersed. 
Furthermore, given the altitudes at which 
the aircraft were fl own, accuracy was poor. 

Rent Some Troops, 
Buy Some Time 

Beginning in mid-February, the French 
mercenaries were pulled back from the 
" front" and remained on stand-by at 
Kisangani . They were later ordered to 
Kinshasa and from there, discreetly and in 
smal l groups, by Air France, Swissair and 
Sabena, back to France, ending the pre ence 
of French meres in Zaire. 

Given the size of Zaire, a small merce
nary force would be expected to be of limit
ed significance. However, in spite of limit
ed numbers and armament, they were able 
to slow advancing rebels, who were dramat
ically more numerous and helped by outside 
forces, and to gain several weeks ' negotiat
ing space for their ultimate employer, 
Mobutu 's Zairean government. 

Applying the standard of what these sev
eral weeks could signify on the chess-board 
of world politics, their presence in Zaire 
appears to be genuinely consequential. 

Belgium-based photo-journalist Thierry 
Charlie1; born and raised in Zaire (then the 
Belgian Congo), was in Zaire from Decem
ber 1996 lO February 1997. He knew many 
in this slot)>, via earlier associations from the 
time of Bob Denard's Comoros coup of 1995 
(see "Counting Coups, " Feb. '96). He is a 
frequent contributor to Raids magazine. ~ 
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Held Hostage! 
Continued from page 41 

Our fust stop was the ordnance depart
ment to view a steel smorgasbord of inter
national weapons. They issue an eclectic 
mix including Israeli 5.56mm Gali! assault 
rifles; Singapore 5.56mm SR-88 assault 
rifles (slated to replace the Gali! as the 
FOES basic weapon); Belgian P90 5.7mm 
personal defense weapons; 7 .62x5 lmm 
scoped sniper rifles; South Korean USAS 
12, automatic 12-gauge shotguns with 25-
round drum and l 0-round banana mags for 
point men; South African 40mm grenade 
launchers (see separate story, this issue); 
South African Armbrust 60mm AT rocket 
launchers; Russian RPG-7s. 

After the heavy stuff, Lobo displayed a 
silenced Beretta. I told him it reminded me 
of the silenced .22 Rugers we used in 
Vietnam on barking village dogs. "We 
called the weapon," I said, "a hush puppy." 

Lobo laughed and said, "Let me show 
you our hush puppy." Out came a bolt-action 
.50-caliber sniper rifle complete with HE
tipped rounds accurate to some 1,500 meters. 

Water Warriors 
After ordnance, Lobo showed me their 

commo, boats, and dive gear. The basic FOE 
manpack raclio is the British HF RACAL 
with burst transmittal and throat mike. 

FOES use French inflatables: Zodiac 
F470a and 380s. They prefer the smaller, 
four-man 380 because it is fully inflatable, 
rather than having a rigid component, and 
accepts air as well as C02. The 380 is easier 
to handle aboard submarines during wet
deck launches. FOES also have a number of 
four-man ocean kayaks. 

FOE combat swimmers use a French 
Spiro-Technique rebreather but are dissatis
fied with its cheap construction. They prefer 
the Draeger's LAR-V that U.S. SEALs use, 
but the Spiro-Technique costs half as much. 
They believe, however, that Peru manufac
tures a limpet mine and timer superior to the 
U.S. model. (It was designed by Fritz: The 
mine impressed SEALs a few years ago and 
they wanted it, but were frustrated by our 
"buy U.S." policy.) 

I was introduced to officers in charge of 
FOE basic and jump schools, graduates of 
BUDS class 143. We'd never met, but I 
knew of their class: Some 116 trainees 
including 16 officers started the course and 
12 finished. This was an astronomical attri
tion rate, even for BUDS, and all U.S. offi
cer-trainees quit. Only Zorro and Aguila 
could hack it. 

When I mentioned this, they laughed and 
Zorro said, "Yeah, that caused some prob
lems for the instructors who use the senior 
trainee for admin duties. The instructors were 
pissed because we were the only officers left 
and they couldn't use - in their words - a 
'f-l<*king foreigner' as senior trainee." 

I cringed at the instructors ' Ugly 
American comment but Zorro and Aguila 
didn ' t seem to take offense. In fact, they 
delighted in calling each other a "f**king 
foreigner." 

Lobo suggested I tour the training areas 
with Aguila while Zorro rounded up some 
operators to show off the gear a FOE pla
toon uses to shoot, move, and communicate. 

I noticed a 4x6-foot concrete pit barely 
large enough to hold the three trainees who 
clawed at its slick walls to escape. A foul odor 
issued from the pit. Aguila passed it without 
comment. I later learned this horror chamber 
was called the "snake pit," a purely Peruvian 
innovation with no BUDS' equivalent. 

We came to a more benign and familiar 
object: a ship's bell gleaming in the sun 
above a neat row of helmet liners - the 
infamous quitter's bell that trainees had to 
ring when they' d had enough. Count the 
helmet liners, just as at BUDS, to determine 
the number of quitters in a class. 

Aguila said he 'd heard BUDS stopped 
using the bell because some admiral said it 
was too humiliating, violated the trainee's 
human rights. "Actually," I replied, "it was 
a general who removed the bell. SEALs 
are opcon to a joint command headed by 
the army." 

"Well," Aguila said, "you tell BUDS that 
trainees in Peru have no human rights." 

We paused briefly at the swimming pool 
where trainees were fending off panic as they 
suffered the rigors of "drown-proofing." 
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With hands and ankles tightly bound, 
trainees negotiated the length of the pool sev
eral times and then floated using controlled 
breathing. Many trainees nearly drown dur
ing drown-proofing. It's a real bell-ringer. 

Airborne 
As we checked out the jump-school area, 

Aguila modestly told me something of his 
background: more than 2,000 free-fall jumps 
and training in tandem ops at an elite French 
school. He is a member of Peru's champi
onship skydiving team and has competed in 
many countries, including the States. 

Aguila is proudest of the FOE jump 
school that has both basic and advanced 
courses. He designed and supervised con
struction of the training areas and has been 
the school's only CO. Students have made 
more than 4,000 jumps without a fatality or 
serious injury. 

We returned to headquarters to find 
Zorro with several shooters in full combat 
gear. I looked beyond the cammie war paint 
into those machine-gunner eyes and 
thought, these sailors are the real deal. 

After a short, good-humored dog-and
pony show Lobo arrived and we met Fritz 
for a final Joto de amistad - a photo of 
friendship. Before Fritz and I left, I gave 
Aguila, who is Lucho's nephew, a jug of 
Crown Royal. We agreed the jug would 
remain unopened until we could share with 
Lucho. Lucho was the only Latin American 
I know who prefers Canadian to Scotch 
whiskey. He was unique in so many ways 
and I missed him. 

I wondered when I would again see 
him. The hostage situation at the Japanese 
Ambassador 's Residence was deadlocked. 
President Fujimori publicly and flatly stat
ed the government would never cave to 
terrori sts . In an idiotic episode that 
reminded me painfully of Waco, the 
DINOES had blared music at the residence 
for hours, circling the compound with 
armored cars while screaming insults and 
flipping off the terrorists. MRTA ended 
this dangerous nonsense by bouncing sev
eral rounds off the armored cars. 

Cooler heads prevailed. The Japanese 
government, a significant contributor of aid 
to Peru, pressed for negotiations. Friends of 
Peru in the international community dis
creetly offered SpecOps and intelligence 
assets. While the circus outside the com
pound distracted the attention of the terror
ists and world media, what would become 
the hostage rescue of the century began to 
take form under the leadership of Peru 's 
elite, capable FOES. 

I returned to San Diego to renew my 
passport ... and wait. My gut told me it 
wouldn ' t be long before Lucho, his fellow 
FOES and I would split that bottle of 
Canadian rye. 

Next month: an action-packed inside cri
tique of the daring raid and incredible intelli
gence assets that freed the hostages and elim
inated the terrorist hostage-takers, including 
exclusive photos and interviews. ~ 
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SAFTA: NAVY SEAL FIGHTING SYSTEM 
New Navy SEAL Video Featuring Lew Hicks 

Fear No Man! Protect yourself in any situa
tion using the fighting system created by the 
Navy SEALs' top hand-to-hand expert. Un
satisfied with Black Belts he holds in Okina
wan Shorin-Ryu, Aikido, Kung Fu-San Soo, 
and his mastery of Free style and Greco
Roman wrestling, Lew Hicks created for his 
Navy SEAL Teammates, SAFTA - Scientific
ally Applied Force Training of America. Learn how to command total control 
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"SAFTA: Navy SEAL Fighting System" features step by step instruction 
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legendary Navy SEALs. This training 
is not available ji"om any other source. 
Don't miss this chance - SAFTA is the 
real thing! Meditation and psychology 
won ' t dispel the fear of . being attacked. 
Only knowledge can conquer fear - by 
understanding anatomy and how the 
body responds when the skeletal struc
ture is manipulated. This film is guar
anteed to arm you with this knowledge. 

Fear No Man! Two Hours VHS Only $79.95 + S&H 
Endorsed by lap SEAL Commanders & Elite Law Enfo rcement Tactical Units 
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Located in the Rocky Mountains of Northeastern New 
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Poor Man's Artillery 
Continued from page 51 

warhead is probably preformed fragments 
and therefore is about as effective as mod
ern 60mm mortar rounds. A larger 
Bulgarian antipersonne l round is the 
approximately 85mm OG-7V. This round 
also incorporates what appears to be pre
formed fragments for increased antiperson
nel effectiveness. The final Bulgarian AP 
round is the OG-7VE. This rmmd bears a 
striking resemblance to the Russian TBG-7 
thermobaric round and may thus be similar. 
It is unlike any of the other newly-devel
oped Bulgarian AP rounds, which leads to 
the conclusion that it may be thermobaric. 
As with tandem warheads, we have previ
ously discussed thermobaric munitions. 

A Weapon For The 21st Century 
As to the future, the RPG can easily be 

converted into a bargain-basement antitank 
guided missile. The lsraelis have already 
developed a laser guidance system that can 
be adapted to virtually any light antitank 
weapon. In the case of the RPG, the stan
dard VP-22 point-ini tiating, base detonating 
(PIBD) fuze is replaced with a "smart" fuze 
which incorporates a thermal battery, a laser 
detector, a piezoelectric generator and guid
ance canards. A new laser-designator sight 
is fitted to the RPG-7 launcher which con
trols the flight of the PG-7 "missile." All 
that is required of the gunner is to hold the 
laser designator on target and the PG-7 
" missile" will fly to the point of aim. At 500 
meters, the probability of hi tting a tank is 
ra ised from vi rtua lly nil to 80%. At closer 
ranges, the probability of hit ri ses. Of 
course, the probability of ki l l directly 
relates to the type of PG-7 warhead being 
used, but this Israeli development demon
strates once again the innate versatility of 
the RPG-7 system. 

The versatili ty of the RPG-7, of course, 
lies in the ability of the weapon to be adapt
ed to virtually any new warhead technology, 
as demonstrated by the PG-7VR and TBG-
7 rounds and the "quick and dirty" ATGM 
conversion developed by the Israelis. Thus 
the RPG-7 maintains its viabi lity and effec
tiveness while other infantry antitank rock
ets and "bunker buster" weapons are out
paced by technology. Another advantage of 
the RPG-7 is the fact that every RPG-7 
launcher is capable of firing every PG-7 
rocket. The simplicity of the RPG-7 concept 
is not only what has kept it viable for over 
30 years, but this simplic ity of concept is 
what will keep it soldiering on into the 
future, well into the 2 1st Century. 

Former head of technical intelligence 
for the Marine Corps, Charles Q. Cutshaw 
is now Associate Editor of Jane's In fa ntry 
Weapons, Editor of Jane's Ammunition 
Handbook, an.d Contributing Editor fo r 
Small Arms al Jane's International 
Defense Review. '1: 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 27 

confidence in my instructors," Bush said . 
"The Golden Knights are great." 

Tuesday, 25 March 1997, 0800: At this 
point the level of excitement was increas
ing. I had checked, double-checked and re
checked my camera equipment making sure 
everything was ready to go. 

President Bush arrived on time. After an 
additional hour and a half of training he was 
set to go. In a small room in a hangar at the 
Army airport at YPG, President Bush and 
his wife, Barbara, relaxed and waited while 
last-minute preparations were made to the 
airplane. In these few minutes before the 
jump, I seized the opportunity to have a 
photo made of myself with the former pres
ident and first lady. After all, I would be on 
the other side of the camera during the 
jump, and I wanted a picture for myself, too. 

We boarded the plane and began the 
ascent to 12,500 feet. Again, I was 
impressed at the calm displayed by the pres
ident. He looked very comfortable and sev
eral times laughed and joked with hi s 
instructors on the way up. 

After one last check of the president 's 
equipment, the instructors stood him up and 
made their way to the rear of the plane 
where they would exit. Bangs asked the 
president, "Sir, are you ready to skydive?" 

"Ready to go!" Bush yelled. "Up, down, 
arch!" and away they went. 

I was directly in front of Bush and the 
first to follow him out the door. Serrano and 
Bangs held the president by his harness and 
hands at first but soon released their grip 
and let him fly. 

The president was stable and very much 
in control. He was relaxed and several times 
smiled for the cameras. 

Bush opened his chute at the appropriate 
altitude and after a successful descent under 
the rainbow-colored canopy he touched 
down softly and landed standing. 

When asked by a member of the news 
media immediately after the jump for a 
comment, Bush simply replied , "The 
Golden Knights are the best. " Asked how 
he felt, Bush gave a thumbs-up and said, 
"Like that." 

We returned to the room in the large 
hangar to watch the video of the jump. The 
president and Mrs. Bush were both elated. It 
was clear that the president felt a sense of 
accomplishment. 

Since my 1989 jump at the Lincoln 
Memorial I have often been asked, of all my 
jumps, which one has been the best or meant 
the most to me. I used to say that one - the 
one for President Bush at his inauguration. 

But if asked now I'll say, the jump I 
made with President Bush onto Phillips 
Drop Zone, Yuma, Ariz. 

Staff Sgt. Ken Kassens is the official pho
tographer for the U.S. Army Parachute 
Team, the Golden Knights. ~ 
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"NAVY SEAL BUDS 
TRAINING VIDEO" 

Altho there are many men physically 
strong enough to be SEALs, few have the 
mental toughness to go with it. Identifying 
those few is what BUDs training is al l 
about. Witness the harsh physical & 
mental training programs that conditi on 
SEALs to prevail under any type of 
pressure. See motivation & self control 
tested to the limit as trninees endure the 
tortures of Hell Week. Di scover mind 
control techniques used by SEALs to 
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modern Navy SEAL. A LOT! Group fi lm. 

Only $19.95+S&H 

"NAVY SEAL 

INDUSTRIAL 
STRENGTH PT" 
featuring C.J. Caracci 

When you perform at an optimum level, 
the mind and body are one. At those 
times even the most strenuous tasks seem 
easy. Combat survi val frequently depends 
on thi s developed toughness. The role of 
phys ica l training ca n "t be over 
emphasized. SEAL veteran & tactical 
training expert C.J. Caracci conducts thi s 
fast paced one on one session . This 
concentrated series of SEAL exerci es is 
guaranteed to deliver twice the results in 
half the time. Thi s new accelerated total 
body workout is the answer to those 
requiring maxim um results in minimum 
time. This video has all the vigorous 
physical conditioning needed to ach ieve 
optim um level performance A LOT! 

Group fi lm. Only $19.95+S&H 

Videos $ 19.95+$3.00 S&H per order. FL 
res idents add 6% tax. Send to: LOTI 
GROUP 15720 SUNSET DRIVE 
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F'or more inrormaLion or to inquire about 
mernbersllip, contact: 
The Law Enforcement Alliance of America 
7700 Leesburg Pike, Suite 421, Dept. 7GSOF 
Falls Church, Virginia 22043 

Or call toll-free 1-800-766-8578 

When you take the ca ll and head into the darkened sta ir
well, you have the authority of law to back you up - and 
the option of dead ly force. Yet too often, you face the 
threa t of the ultimate sacri fi ce in the line of duty. 

And what if you're off-duty? 

LEAA - Protecting Your Life with H.R. 218 

Only the Law Enforcement Alliance of America is devoted 
to enacting H.R. 218, the Communi ty Protection Act. 
H.R. 218 wou ld allow qualified retired and off-duty law 
enforcement officers to carry concealed firearm s nation
wide. Simply put, LEAA believes that your life and the 
lives of your loved ones are worth protec ting 24 hours 
a day - wherever you may be. 

LEAA - Protecting Your Livelihood 

Where were the other national police groups when 
Congress passed the disastrou s "Lautenberg Amendment?" 
This provision is now forcing many departments to di sarm 
their own officers - on and off the job - for misde
meanor domestic incidents. no matter how long ago they 
occurred. LEAA was the only nationa l police group to 
vigorously and publicly oppose this misguided law, wh ich 
is now taking good cops off the street. and in many places. 
putting cops in the unemployment line - stripped of their 
jobs and their right of se lf-protection . 

LEAA - With You 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week 

The fact is, most national police groups aren't very con
cerned about issues beyond the workplace. How many 
times have the national bosses stood aside while libera l 
social engineers enacted another feel-good idea that hit 
cops the hardest? LEAA says: Too many. 

• That's why LEAA is pushing for the "Weight Ban·· 
bi ll at the state and federal level that bans 
inmate access to muscle-building free weights. 
and martial-arts training. 

• That's why LEAA is pushing for the "D isarming 
Bill" at the state and federal level to increase 
pena lties for disarming or attempting to disarm a 
law enforcement officer. 

• That's why LEAA strongly supports "Peace Officer 
Bi ll of Rights" legislation, and is also pusl1ing to 
mandate AIDS/HIV testing for high-risk suspects 
and inmates. 

IF you believe that the sa fety and security of law enforce
ment - on-duty, off-duty and retired___:_ (:lre more impor
tant than playing poli tica l games in Washington, it's time 
For you to join LEAA. 
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personal sound alarms, burglar alarms and much more. 
We specialize in offering the best security products at 
the very best wholesale prices . 
We can meet or beat an rice on the market. 

141:~/o Peppe~ 
Fogger ~ 

Key Chain Sprayer 
Retail $22.95 Reta il $19.95 
Sam le $6.25 Sam le $4.25 

Electronic Stun Guns 
Security Plults.. Security Plus® 
I 00,000 Volt , 300,000 Volt 
Straight or : · Curved Only 
Curved · 
Retail $69.95 ~ · Reta il $139 .95 
Sample $22.25 Sample $45.95 

security P1us" 160,ooo volt Ba to~ ··c; ... , > • ; .· 
Retail $1 29.95 J • r ua. 
Sample $4 3.95 . ; •· ... 

-.£ALL OR WRITE TODAY~ 
~ we are committed to your success. ~j@. 
~ Crime does not wait, will you' ~ 

ONLY 
$19.95! 

Prepaid-Add $7.00 for S&H COD $9.50 

Call today for FREE parts catalog! 
P.O. Box367 
Avondale Estates, GA 30002 
Order Line 1-800-858-0809 

F rom t ime to time, we make our list of cus
tomers' names and addresses available to care
fully screened companies to send announce

ments of their products or services. 
I f you prefer not to receive such mai lings, and 
want your name on our subscriber l ist only, 
please w ri te us, enclos ing your mai ling label. 
Please address your request to: 

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 
P.O. Box 348 

Mt. Morris, IL 61054 
Attn : Customer Ser vice 

of a twig snapping 

under a 

~ Siluer Creek 
INDUSTRIES 

A Sound Advantage 

Wide range of sound amplifiers for hunting 
& surveillance 

1-800-533-3277 
P.O. Box 1988 Manitowoc, WI 54221 

~ .~ :s ... , 
G , . . · ~ 
0 ' - . 
I ~ 

MECHANICAL = 
Pho,;-;;r-;;:,d for FREE 100:-;;a;-catalo~ 
Silverman's (SOF). Mile End, London E1 4PS 
England Phone 011-44-1717-900-900 

Fax 011-44-171-791-0008 

When calling 911 
just won't do ... 

TIMBERSHEPHERD~· 
-"The Mercedes Benz of 
executive protection dogs.· 

-"The Premium K-9. • 

-SOF Magazine 

Pups and Trnined Adults Available 

LR R P K-9 SERVICES 
Box 1620-MA 

Aiken, SC 29802 
(803) 649-5936 

This product is to be taken orally. 
100% Natural. No harmful side effects. 

S&K Labs Dibencozide! 
Can greatly increase your Muscle mass strength 
and size. Greatly enhance your physical appear
ance literally sculpting your own body with huge 

healthy, hard muscle. Most people say the 
effects from Dibencozide are more than equal to 

Dianabol'". the "illegal Steroid." 
Get that Lean awesome body builder physique 
now with one 2 month cycle for only $22.50 ! 

II you are not completely satisfied with the growth 
you obtain within 15 days return it for a full refund. 

Money back guarantee! 
To get your super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K Labs -
lc.o.o.1 Order Now!!! $22.50 +Shipping .=... 

Cash On Delivery Welcome ~ 
1-800-275-7822 w 

Special Buy 2 Bottles, Get 3rd bottle FREE 
Call Toll Free-24 Hrs. a day-7 days a week 

_____ ~r_S_:~d-~_:~k_o~ ~~n_:~ ~'._d~r_T,9 : ____ _ 
S&K Labs 2637 E. Atlantic Blvd .. Suite 101 
Pompano Beach. Florida 33062 

__ One bottle (2 month cycle) 
$22.50 + S4.00 S&H 

__ SPECIAL BUY 2 BOTTLES GET 3"'BOTTLE FREE 
S45.00 for 3 bottles+ 54.00 S&H 

__ Add $10 for Priority Mail 
Out of Country Orders + an Additional 25% C.O.D. U.S. Onlv 

Name ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



THIS PRODUCT IS TO BE TAKEN Orally. 
100% Natural, No harmful side effects. 

S&K LABS Boron 
Can greatly increase your muscle, mass, strength and 
size. Indus try claims Tes tosterone levels up to 300%! 

Greatly enhance your physical appearance literally 
sculpUng your own body with huge, healthy, HARD 

MUSCLE! 
Get that Jean awesome body builder physique now with 

one 3 month cycle for only $14.95! 
If you are not completely satisfied with the growth you 

obtain within 15 days return it for a full refund. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

To get your super anabolic growth cycle from: 

S&K LABS 
514.95 + S&H C.0 .0 .'s WELCOME! 

Use your personal check over the phone or order by cash on delivery 

¢ ORDER NOW!!!t-800-275-7822 ii 
[El] M?.~~~H~£~ ~~~f!.~f!~~E . 

Call 24 hrs a day 7 days a week o r send check o r money order to: 

_ One Bottle (3) Month Cycle 
$14.95 + $5.00 S&H 

- ffgEfJ-'!\~'ilo ~mottles Get (1) FREE! 

_ Add $10.00 for Priority Mail 
_ International orders add 25%. c.o.d. 's U.S. only 
_ Yes, I would like a catalog with my order. 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
VHF/FM TRANSMITTER 

W/ RECEIVER & RECORDER 
VOICE 

,--~.-- TRANSMITTER 
Size - 2"x 3" 

2000' range (line of sight) 

170 MHZ - range 

Sensitivity: 
85 db spl@ ±7khz FM 

8 Channels available 

Freq. Response: 
100-10,000 hz 

Battery life: 
9V Alkaline•12 hrs. 
9V Llthium=20 hrs. 
Transmitter compatible 
with any programmable 
scanner. 

~ FCC APPROVED 

Transmitter: $150.00 +$7 shipping 
MlcroRecorder, 4hr. Vole• Activated: $150.0D +$7 shipping 

Programmable Scanner: $150.00 +$7 shipping 

For comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro 
Video, Telephone Surveillance Devices, Long 

Play Recorders, Surveillance and Counter
Surveillance and much more send $3.00. 

For more information ca/1407-725-1000. 

U!il CORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 · Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

ON THE INFORMATION 

SUPERHIGHWAY! 

OwEB™ 
For as little as $20, your ad can run 

the OMEGA GROUP • 
SOLDIER OF FOR TUNE Internet 
site. There's no site on the web like 
it. Need to get the word out on your 
own Website or Internet address? For 
only $25/month, list your URL + 10 
words in our new "WEBSITES" 
section in the Soldier of Fortune 
Classifieds. $20 more lists it on our 
site. E-mail your ad to: advert 
@sofmag.com for $10 off. 
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ADVERTISING POLICY: Publication of 
any advertisement in Soldier Of Fortune 
Magazine is not an endorsement of the 
advertiser of the product(s) or service(s) 
advertised, either by SOF Magazine or 
by the Editor and Publisher. · 
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1997 ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
ISSUE AD DEADLINE ON SALE DATE 
December 29 AUGUST 97 4 NOV 97 
Classified Rates and Policies now located on page 81 ! 

On-line: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

SKELETON KEY 
Works With Most Locks 

Amaze Your Friends 
With a Lock Picking Demonstration. 

You get 3 sized tension keys, the slide pick, 
precise instructions, & More. Note: this device 
~to be used for demonstration purposes only! 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full Refund; 2 weeks delivery. Visit 
us on the internet at http://www.imall.com/stores/safemarket 
Gel th~ exciting device, Send NOW Only $8.95 + $2 S&H to: Safe Marketing, 

113 N. Washington St. No.366SF, Rockville MD 20850 

SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 

• Hidden Video Cameras I Systems 
•"Smallest" Pinhole Board Cameras 
• Transmitter Kits • Voice Changers 

• Bug and Phone Tap Detectors 
• Shotgun Mies • Micro Recorders 
• Vehicle Tracking • Locksmithing 
• Telephone Recording Systems 

• Telephone Scramblers 
•Much More ... 

Catalog $5.00 
~PY f)utlet 

P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 
(716) 691-3476 I 695-8660 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER 
KIT-$14.95 

See all the premium and 
pay-per-view channels. 

Why pay hundreds more? 
800-752-1389 

I :l1l1J ({j:I "'l :J ! M:' i l1J: ~i 
RUSSIAN BENCH PRESS PROGRAM 
Steroid like results! DROP AND GIVE ME 100 
PUSHUPS! State of the art program from man 
who trained NASA astronauts. Send $5 per 
course to AFS, POB 65472-SF9, St. Paul , MN 
551 65 

Q WEB ™ MEN OF ACTION AND ADVEN
TURE - Paladin Press has been described as 
"the most dangerous press in America." 
Millions of satisfied readers disagree. 
Outrageous and controversial books and 
videos on firearms, exotic weaponry, new iden
tity, creative revenge, espionage and investiga
tion, privacy, action careers, and more! Our 72-
page catalog describing over 750 titles is 
$2.00. PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307-7GST, 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION 
If you a.re between 17 -4 5 of age and 
good health come join the super army. 
You can be a professional mercenary, 
part of the best mm y in the world. Earn 
up to $ 150,000 first yem· minimum 
$80,000 paid cash monthly, no French 
taxe . Contracts 1, 3 or 5 years. Free 
unjforms, meals, lodging and medical 
care. Travel around the world: Europe, 
Asia, Africa, South America. No 
French required. This is opportunity of 
a lifetime. After the service in FFL earn 
great job in USA working for Special 
Services. Send $29.95 for superpackage 
of information. Possibility of a physical 
test and you will ta lk to ex-FFL 
Legionnaires. Send check or money 
order for $29.95 to: 

M. Czerw • PO Box 3044 
Cookeville, TN 38502 

r. ---------------------------~ 
I I 
I t 
I Easy step by step instructions on how to build it. I 

: Anyone can do it. Send money order $9.99 + : 
t $ 1.00 S/H 10 A & D Enlerprises, Newpon 1 
I Financial Cen1er, 11 3 Pavoni a Ave. # 183, Jersey I 

: City, NJ 073 10. Warning: Silencers and silencer : 
I equipped firear111s 11111st be registered with I 

LCe:J.'!.!.q_l_a!!tJ!f!!"!!i:.'i.!. ~ !Yf.A_ 0'!_e!. !!J!P!.X ... - - - - _ J 

Boulder, CO 80306, 1-800-392-2400. E-mail: 
pala@rmii.com. Web site: www.paladin-press.com 

V' SOUUEll 01' l' Oll'l'UNE Magazine Binder. 
Holds 12 issues, $12.00 plus $4.00 P&H. 
VISA/MC accepted. No coo s. SOF BINDER, 
PO Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306. 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination 
research materia ls; Videocassettes, pho
tographs, books, unpublished manuscripts. 
Catalogue: $3.00. COLLECTOR'S ARCHIVES; 
Box 2, Beaconsfield, Quebec. H9W 5T6 
(Canada). 

V' MILITARY/INFO PUBLISHING. Twenty 
unique books on Military Science and 1200+ 
manuals. Catalog $5.00: Military/Info, P.O. Box 
27640-SF, Golden Valley, MN 55427 

Q WEB ™ S OUHEll OI' 1' 01l1'UNE RUSSIA! 
Collectors item, published in Moscow. Various 
months. Invaluable resource for researchers, 
military and intelligence professionals. Printed in 
Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add 
$10 for Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 
Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 
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CABLE T.V. 
DESCRAMBLERS 

AND TEST CHIPS 

All major brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCB ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

-:.------- iE-A 1ocT<sMi11if1 
Home study. Learn locksmithing for a great I 

career. or to start your own at·home business. I 
~~E LITERATURE:~:0:~2-3~--~-542 , 

The School of Locksmithing, Dept. LKK171 ,· 
PCOI. 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta. GA 30328 ' 

... -------
TRAVEL GUIDE FOR SINGLE MEN. Meet 
the beautiful women of Thailand, the 
Philippines, and Vietnam. Free catalog. 310-
393-8596. 

V' KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! The Feds have 
a file on you ! Use the FOIA to get that fi le ! 
Send $10 for complete kit to : A.L. Rapier, 3647 
Sunset Ave. #130, Rocky Mount, NC 27804. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILI
TARY MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, 
Tactics, NBC, more. Cata log $5.00. 
llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, Alpine, TX 79830 

VIKINGfTEUTONIC RELIGION alive and well ! 
Send $4 for warrior spirituality booklet, $3 for 
magazine sample. AFA, PO Box 445, Nevada 
City, CA 95959 

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR. 75-year 
tradition of quality book publishing, promotion, 
distribution. "Author's Guide to Subsidy Book 
Publishing" 1-800-695-9599. 

Who's really running the show? " DARK 
MAJESTY," $14.95, Natzal Books, Box 4193 
Dept. B, Terre Haute, IN 47804. Non U.S. add 
$7.00 for S/H. 

COLLECTORS 
QWEB™ MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATA
LOG 1900 TO PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON 
MILITARIA, P.O. Box 8663, San Jose, CA 
951 55. Call 408-295-1136 or fax 408-288-
6350 (mailing charges: foreign $8.00, domestic 
$5.00) credit cards accepted, U. S. Militaria 
wanted! 

BRITISH/SCOTTISH MILITARIA COLLEC
TORS. Regimental insignia and accessories of 
elite Regiments; including SAS; Paratroops; 
Royal Marines; Black Watch ; Guards, etc. 45-
page illustrated Import Catalog $6.00. 
BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS, PO Box 37, 
Palm Harbor, FL 34683 
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re'E i P"Aii'LEGALI- - , 
I Attorney-instructed home study course, Train I 
I 

now for one of Amenca's fastest growing careers. 

Free literature: 800-223-4542 
l :;ellSS Phooe( ) I City/State ~,,-_~_-_-_-_-

school of Paralega l Studies, Dept. LLK171 
I PCDI. 6065 Roswell Road. Atlanla. GA 30328 
... ______ _ 

PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much More! 
Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 

1-702-471-4444 
M.P.C. 

ARMY BASIC TRAINING SKILLS 
AITENTION RECRUITS: lnside- lnfomiation can give you 
"the edge" to SUCCEED and get PROMOTED! ·l, 

Free il~formation! Request by mail: 

T r ai n ing Sk ills Suite # 270 
12605 W. North Ave. 
Brookfield, WI 53008 

Request by voice-mail: (414) 570-8529 

20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fishing, backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1 ·800-592·5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

21 O Milwaukee Street, Dept. S 
Deer Lodge, Montana 59722-(406) 846-1000 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I 
mail a list of Vietnam War Militari a six times per 
year. Lists are $4.00 each. Insig nia are pic
tured so you know what you are buying. I 
always have a nice collection of original patch
es, insignia, books, maps, uniforms, fi eld gear 
etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I also buy singles 
and collections of Vietnam War souvenirs. 
100% guarantee from me. Buy with confi
dence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123 . 

WWII RELICS ! German , Japanese and 
American WWII relics! Flags, daggers, uni
forms, medals, helmets, insignia. Four bi
weekly illustrated catalogs, $10. Telephone: 
612-689-1146. MILITARIA, Box 261 -D, 
Cambridge, MN 55008. 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN 
badges, medals, and uniforms to sale. For a 
list send $2 to KAPLANS, Box 890638 , 
Lyndhurst 2106, South Africa. 

V" SOLDIER OF FOR'l 'UNE RUSSIA! 
Collectors item, publ ished in Moscow. Various 
months. Invaluable resource for researchers, 
military and intelligence professionals. Printed 
in Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $ 12. 
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Overseas, add $1 O for Priority Mai l. SOF Back 
Issues, 5735 Arapahoe Ave. , Boulder, CO 
80303-1 340. 

• Did this get your attention? It 's a 
"Dingbat." So are V" and e. Add them to your 
SOF class ified ad for $5/each. 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics avail
able! 306-page cata log-rush $2. 00 . 
Research , 11322 Idaho, #206EX, Los 
Angeles, CA 90025. TO LL-FREE HOTLI NE: 
800-351-0222 or www.research
assistance.comm 

ACCREDITED CORRESPONDENCE 
Bachelor - Ph.D.: Business, Criminal Justice, 
Police Science, Security, etc. Free Catalog . St. 
John 's University, 31916SF University Circle, 
Springfield, Louisiana 70462. 

QWEB™ Internet ads are now available on the 
SOUUllll Ol1 l'CHl'l'UNll web site WWW .SCU' 
iUAG. C: OiU Classified advertisers : Pay $20/ 
month in addition to your print ad charge. Free 
QwEB™ tag for your print ad included. Display 
advertisers: $50/ month surcharge for B&W 
ads, $100/ month color. Limited availability; 
some restrictions apply. Prices subject to 
change. 

EMPLOYMENT 
CALL THE LAW ENFORCEMENT JOB LINE: 
Get all the information needed for a job in Law 
Enforcement, continuously hiring departments, 
much more. Call 1-900-622-8258 ext. 8255 , 
$2 .99 min, must be 18 or over, Touch tone 
required. 

PONDEROSA PRODUCTS 
M RE'S (Meals Ready to Eat) wi th heaters 
$57/12 assorted $53/12 (10 cases or more) 
M RE Entrees (Assorted) $125/72 
M RE Heaters $10/12 $150/288 
USGI Camo Kevlar Ballistic Vests 
(Medium $150, L arge $200, Ext. Lg. $250) 
USGI Kevlar Camo Helmet complete $100 
BFM (Balanced Food M ix) $36/12 
BSM (Bean Soup M ix) $36/12 
SSM (Survival Stew Mix) $36/12 

Free shipping (USA) CATALOG $2 
PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 

6854 Highway 55 (208-793-3121) 
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

I 
LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET A J..fQdJ. I 

~~~~~g ~~~Nus: i~~~°w~~~~ I 
EVERYTIME REGARDLESS OF YOUR I 
PAST RECORD. 100% GUARANTEED. : 

FOR SOME VERY R£VEAl ING INFORMATION/ I 
I QUALITY RESEARCH, DEPT. 59 : 

'4111••••••P.;.~~~~l~-~~~q_L!'!!~~~~_tl~.!-~J2i1.:~ •• -' 

IS YOUR EMPLOYER STEALING FROM 
YOU? 'How To Get The Job You Deserve' w ill 
show you the secrets you need to know to 
open the door to the job of your dreams ! This 
tape describes the best way to package your 
unique talents. Send $10.95 plus $1.50 S/H 
to: Radio America, POB 832146, Richardson, 
TX 75083-2146 or call 800-527-2000. 

PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOCIA
TION (Employment Notice) All US ci ti zens 
with Po lice , Milita ry, or Security experience 
who attend a training course with th e PBA, 
w ill be offe red some form of employment 
contract afte r their tra in ing. For full details, 
send a large Se lf Addressed Enve lope with 
either $2 or 2 International postal reply 
co upons to: The White House, 24 
Cumberland Tee , Willington, Co Durham, 
DL15 OPB, ENGLAND, UK. 

ESPIONAGE/ 
COUNTER-ESPIONAGE 

50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactical Q uads, 
Travel, Politica l. Vietnam, Bos nia, Ohio, 
Anyplace! 7700 Air Photos. Catalog $3.00 
(refundable). MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, 
Phoenix, AZ 85080. 

FINANCIAL 
• " GIVE ME LIBERITY or give me death" -
Patrick Henry. Are you currently shackled to 
your job, your creditors, and your government? 
Develop a secondary Offshore income, 
Sheltered & Tax Free! Your offshore income 
can be automatically placed in your Offshore 
checking account & accessed through an 
Offshore Visa Card - No Paper Trai l! Free 
Info. (800) 832-8879 ext. sot. 
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1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"1"~ 
~ .Ii.!"'"' Men: 1" 
1" Move to 1" 
; Paradise! ; 
1r' Want to live in ~ 
f" paradise? f" 
1"' You cm1! ~ 

,_. In this exciting new ~ 
.lllr- book you'll discover .-, 
l ~ ways that you can I~ 

f" enjoy a fabulous 1" 
f" tropical lifestyle! f" 
f" Contains EVERYTHING YOU NEED including: f" 
1" "Female" lnfonnatloo- "Can't miss" paradises for 1" 
1" siz2ling romance. Enjoy hot romance with beautiful 1" 1"' foreign women· regard.Jess of your age, income or looks! 1"" 
t' Bu1lne11 information - Best business opportwtlties ~ 
1' and sources of tinancini!. Get rich while having fun I 1" 
.llli- Job tnformatloa - Great jobs and how to get them. No .lllr-
1 • degree or foreign language required! 1 • ! Passport&. Visa lnfonnattoo - lnsiders' secrets to ! 
I· getting visas and keeping them current! I· 

f' Others are doing II and'" can you - Order now! 1" 
1' Mention this ad & save $5 off the regular price of $24.95 1" 
1' Now only $19.95 + 56.00 Shipping & Handling 1" 'f'" Visa/MC/Amex/Discover orders Call (800) 460-50.56 1" 
_. or Mail check or money order to: Alexander&. Watso~ .-. 
I' P.O. Box330155-Suite7051,Ft.WorthTX76163. I' 
t° FAST SHIPPING• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 'f'" 
"/f • Cannot be found lo book stores. • ~ 

1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 

New Surveillance Devices ! 
Smoke Alam Ultra miniature video cameras hidden in smoke 
and Tobie Clock alarm 0< alarm clock-;ourchoice. Wide field of view 
Video Cameras and super .1 lux low light sensitivrtyl Undetectable! 

F SC-600 TC-70 Higti quality B/Wwi\11 420 lines of 
- resolution for ultra sharp images. 

... '~==·=\ =~~~i~. $189.95•• 
Best price on surveillance cameras anywhere! 
Telephone Transmitter Kit h idden in dual modular adaptor 
Transmts both skies of conversation to any Av1 radio up to 1/ 4 } 
mle."SnapKit- tedlnolog;. Uses phone line for power and~ fr,;.. 
arnenn r Goes completely unnoticed. MA-100 $25. 9 5 ,2. 

Higl1 quality cassette deck plugs 
1 

directly into telephone jack! Records up to 
I"'<~~~~~- 12 hours of oonversations on a sirf)e cassette. 

THR· 1 R~rd1ng starts and stops automaticallywtien 

:;,~~~on•$99 9ph0ne isused! Visa/MC (800)594-1047 
Recorder • 5 Meesh~rg! Olfd</f\<t()QtesllonUre: (972) 255-74 

Seymor-Radix Inc. Box 166055-SF lrving,TX 75016 
Now you cao visit us on the internet at http:/ /\.'MW.why.netjhome/sr/ 

• Did this get your attention? It's a 
"Dingbat." So are ti' and e. Add them to your 
SOF classified ad for $5/each. 

FREE 
ti' 8 PAGE CATALOG IS FREE - Shipping is 
$2.00 Military/Education Diplomas, 
Certificates, Awards any High School, College, 
University, Gov't Dept., Euro. Coat Arms. 
COUCH POTATO PUBLISHING, 4211 Little 
Rd. Ste 9, New Port Richey, FL 34655. 

BEST QUALITY UNIVERSITY DIPLOMAS, 
CERTIFICATES OF TRADE SCHOOL, MILI
TARY, LAW. FREE CATALOG. PO BOX 6188, 
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92646 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge 
discounts! Free List. KNIVES PLUS MAIL 
ORDER, (800) 687-6202. 

TEXAS BOWIE FIXED BLADE (11 'Ii') w/gen
uine leather sheath. $60 (add $5 ea S&H). 
Free Price List. Echo Canyon, 235 East 
Colorado, #393-SF, Pasadena, CA 91101. All 
credit cards. 

INTERNATIONAL DRIVERS PERMIT 
LEAGOE Of NAT\OtlS OPEAATORS ~ 

SEE OUR CATALOG ON COLOR VIDEO• We have the most 
com lete stock of WWII German bad es, caps, etc. in the U.S . 

GERMAN M-43 CAP (postpaid w/ video) 
(TAKE DOWN) Grey-Green 
wool with proper patch and 
buttons. State S, Mor L. 
Enlisted-$38, Otticers-$42 
(same cap for S.S. 
BLACK- same prices) 

W.W.#2 LTD. Box 2063-F, ST. LOUIS, MO 63158 

r-----------------, WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles: 
jeeps, tanks, HMMWVs, ~~~~ 
military trucks, more. 
1 OO's of ads, tech tips, 
how-to, articles, event 
listings, much more! 

HILITARY ~ VEHICLES 
IIU/Aflli'l'!I 

1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18, Canada $28, (Sample $5) 

12-L2 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L-----------------~ 

Tht World'! MMt Powerful Blo•1un1 
att DOWS & DIRTY! 

\\"rift or C•ll for lmmedi•tt Info. 
J .W. McFARLIN COMPANY 

P.O. Box 209. Lake Havasu City. AZ 86405-0209 
Tel. (520) 855-8095 

MILITARY EVENTS. 
AIR SHOWS, REUNIONS 

QWEB™ Attention Military, Veterans: SOL
DIER OF FORTUNE will run a 30-word notice 
here and on our Internet site for one month, 
half price, for any legitimate reunion, military 
base open-house, air show, battle re-enact
ment, firepower demonstration or similar mili
tary event. Non-commercial events only; stan
dard rate applies to for-profit events. 
WWW .SOFMAG.COM 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ti' INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF MERCE
NARIES Membership Coin. Free registration 
with order. $15. ea. plus $3. S&H. John 
Langley, Box 804, Nokomis FL 34274. 
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BE PREPARED! HELPFUL TIPS & PRODUCT 
FACTS HELP YOU FACE THE FUTURE WITH I 
CONFIDENCE - NO MATTER WHAT! I 
YOU OWE IT TO YOUR FAMILY TO HAVE THIS I 
INFORMATION - FOR YOUR FRH 1 YEAR I 

SUBSCRIPTION . SfHDTOUR NAME. ADDIUS& PHOH! 1.I 

u•io\l SomAndy SURVIVAL TIMES NEWSLITTER i 
·•Jit!i~'f \ ~·;.~;>~B!!.1~1/~~;~F~1~.~~~~I~~~!o~~# 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course tells a ll ! Want 
a li fe of intrigue, excitement, 
adventure?! Quickly learn from 

the experts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss! 
• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations. 

Skiptracing & SurveiUance! 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detective Agency' 
• How To Work From Home, Part-Time or FulJTime! 
• No Experience Necessary. No Investment Required! 

STA TE APPRO\'EI> 

Located in the Entertainment Ca ito 
Of the World! 

..---:U-:-N-:-1--:T--:E-:-D""S--:T~A:::T:::::E:::::S ::A:::::C=A:::::D=:E=M=Y=!I 
OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 

P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 9021 

FREE 
DETAILS 

BRITISH WHEELED ARMOUR. FERRETS, 
4WD, 60 MPH, STREET LEGAL, INDIANA 
TITLE. W E NOW HAVE A LARGE NEW LOT 
OF MARK 2/3 's. GOOD RUNNING, NICE 
LOOKING UNITS WITH MANY ACCES
SORIES. REASONABLE PRICES. SEND 
$3.00 FOR OUR BROCHURE AND PHOTOS. 
WESTERN, POB 48, SPENCER, IN 47460. 
PHONE: 812-876-2171, FAX: 812-876-3252 

LETTHE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs 
available. Free recorded message: (707) 448-
3210. (8KW5) 

NEW IDENTITY? Genuine Birth Certificate! 
Easily get a new ssn, driver's license, pass
port. Send $1.00 Write to: Creative Solutions, 
RR1 Box 63-8114, Eldorado, Ontario, Canada 
KOK1YO 
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13983 Industry Avenue • Becker, MN 55308 
PHONE 1-612-261-5600 FAX 1-612-261 -5599 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

•

1940 through Current§ 
Large Catalog, $3.00 · 

' Box 3133 •SF • Naples. FL 33939·3133 
. SAUNDERS 

Discover the Power of 
Night Vision 
Guaranteed lowest price 

on 1st, 2nd, & 3rd gen. night vision 
binoculars, spotting scopes, pocket 
scopes, goggles, and rifle scopes 

• 10 Oaij Moneij-back Guarantee •2 Year Warrnntij 
•30 Oaij Store Credit 

Call now for a technical consultation, 
FREE color brochure, or price quote: 

u~~l@Jilfl 11-000 -546·44481 

Hilek lntemational • "84 El Cam;no Reel • Redwood Gty. CA 94063 
(415} 363·1404, lax (4151363-0470 

OWES™ Internet ads are now available on the 
Soldier of Fortune web site 
WWW.SOFMAG.COM Classified advertisers: 
Pay $20/ month in addition to your print ad 
charge. Free OWES™ tag for your print ad 
included . Display advertisers: $50/ month sur
charge for B&W ads, $100/ month color. 
Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. 

BUILD YOUR OWN - 40 caliber combination 
Paint Ball and Dart gun from common plumb
ing fittings. Smash balls at 75 yds. Penetrate 
through Vi' p lywood with blow-gun darts at 50 
yds. Fun, easy, accurate, durable, cheap! 
Basic mechanical skills required. For plans 
send $5.00 - check or M .O. and S.A.S.E. (9" 
business size envelope) to M.J. Smith, P.O . 
Box 7601 , Steelton, PA 17113-0601. Must be 
18 yrs of age or older. 
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71" U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND 7jj. 
Federally owned land currently available in AK. AZ, AR . CA. 
CO, ID. MT. NV. NM. OR. UT. WA. WY for $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. cit izens entitled to purchase up to 160 acres per 
person. For complete information package including maps, 
telephone helpli ne. filing forms. etc. send $20 check or 
money order to: FEDERAL LAND CO. , Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: lhis is not homestead
ing- lands are sold oulright. ) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE' 

2500+ Military Designs 
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

Call now! Toll-free! 
1-888-223-1159 
Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg., Co. 
P.0.Box 547SF, Peru, IL 61354 

Fax: 1-8 15-223-1499 

TELEPHONE 
SURVEILLANCE DEVICE 

W/12 HR. RECORDER 
Automatically record all incoming and outgoing 

_ calls! $99.95+ 5.00 sh. Telephone surveillance 
device $18.95 +$2 sh. (seperately) 

VERY POWERFUL FM TRANSMITTER 
Transmils voice to any FM radio up lo \.\ mi. Easy lo 
assemble kil. Up to 9V (nol incl.) $18.95 + $2 sh. 

or comprehensive 50 page catalog of Micro Video. 
VHF Transminers, Surveillance & Counter
Surveillance and much more! Send $3.00. 

1 x1 %" Call 407-725- 1000 

U!il CORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 · Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

REMAILING SERVICES 
PRIVACY, CONFIDENTIAL MAIL RECEIV
ING/ Forwarding , Since 1981 Single ReMails 
$1 .00, Phone, Fax, Box, Street Address avail
able, Maildrop, Box 608039-SOF, Orlando, FL 
32860-8039, Website -http://www.orlandomail
drop.com 

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY! P.O. Boxes, mail 
drops, and home addresses leave a trail. We 
are not a remailer, but we do have the answer! 
501-785-3424 

OWES™ CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail 
received here, then forwarded to you world
wide. Voicemail, too! Website address - www.net
com.com/-mailpost. MAI LP OST, 2421 SOF Pratt, 
Chicago, IL 60645. 773-764-0100. 800-890-3199. 

RELIABLE MAIL FORWARDING - Confidential 
and forwarded to you world wide. HOMETOWN 
SERVICES - TELJFAX: (702) 575-4809, SOF1 , 
P.O. Box 820, Fernley, NV 89408-0820. 

OWES™ Internet ads are now available on the 
Soldier of Fortune web site 
WWW.SOFMAG.COM Classified advertisers: 
Pay $20/ month in addition to your print ad 
charge. Free OWES'M tag for your print ad 
included. Display advertisers: $50/ month 
surcharge for B&W ads, $100/ month color. 
Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. 

2 For 

$6495 #102 NATO 
MILITARY 

3'14' Stainless 
Plus $4 
Ship/ 
Hndlg blade. Front open· 

ing. fast lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" li!tJtning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Money-Back Guarantee. 

I Order 2 knives & get FREE! Swiss Army Knite1 
I check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
I 1202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192Dept. SA-9), New York, NY10028 I 
lllimited offer. ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

----------~----J 
l!aDETE~ 

Explore a secret world ! Fascinating 
new career.Experience a new \ 
adventure every day. h 
Dynamic home study course. mE" 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. 

FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT 
(714) 588•2421 Ext. 301 
OfTECTNE TRAINING Box 909 • San Juan Capo~ C.A 92693 

SOUHEU 01~ l~Oll'l'UNE 
NOW ON THE INTERNET! 

"rww.so1~i1AG.COH 

Editorial, ads, Convention 
info and much more, all 

updated monthly! 

OWES™ SOLDIER OF FORTUNE RUSSIA! 
Collectors item, published in Moscow. Various 
months. Invaluable resource for researchers, 
military and intelligence professionals. Printed 
in Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. 
Overseas, add $10 for Priority Mail. SOF Back 
Issues, 5735 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 
80303-1340. WWW .SOFMAG.COM 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area! Must 
sell: Cars, trucks, computers, more! Great deals! 
Call Now Toll Free: 1-800-601-2212, extSP7770. 

SURVIVAL 
TACTICAL EQUIPMENTNESTS SURVIVAL sup
plies - everything you want all at the prices you can 
afford - Call Emergency-72-HR 805-484-7272 ore
mail ranger@VCOL.NET 

UNDERGROUND SOLUTION! CONCEALMENT! 
PREPAREDNESS! Lightweight polymer shelters. 
Built-in Jadder, hatch & more. 102x88x90 +riser. 
Bob 916-272-4574 or http://www.gv.net/-hive -
$1599 

TRAINING 
RIDDLE OF STEEL SOUTH, New Orleans, LA. 
Oct 97. James Keating and John Saucier. Ultimate 
in Bowie Knife Training. 1-800-625-8183 or 1-501-
364-4372 
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Need NEW ID? 
CREDIT • PRIVACY • 

roumooii c.4R£ER"sT ~, 
I Home study. Train for a career in conseiva· I 

WE HAVE IT ALL! 
OUR BOOKS HELP YOU GET: New identity & credit. 
•Jobs in 48 hours. College degrees. ID by mail. 
•Cash income. Private loans. Foreign passports. 
FREE 40 pg. PRIVACY CATALOG: 800-338-8484 
EDEN PRESS· Box 8410-HB ·Fountain Valley, CA 92728 

VIDEOS 
" WORSE THAN TAILHOOK", screamed 
"American Journal" about "lewdness and 
debauchery" outside our former Philippines 
bases. We offer full-length, uncensored 
videos of these actual parties. For catalog, 
send $3 to : B.A.O. Video, 47 Raymond Ave. 
(SOF) , Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. 

BUSTY BIKINI BIMBOS, STRIPPERS, 
NUDE DANCERS, AMATEURS, biker 
babes & most nude pay-TV events . 1 000 
videos, B-movies, adult cards & photos . 
10th anniversary catalog & 30-min . preview 
video: $1 Oto Perfect 10, 12880 Hidalgo St, 
Desert Hot Springs CA 92240 ; fax 619-
329-0817; (800) GIRL-USA; www.per
fect10 .com. 

WANTED 

I tion, forestry, wildlife, parks. zoos, more. 
FREE LITERATURE: 800·223·4542 

I """'-------~ 
-"'------

I Crtyf.itate Zip __ _ 

School of Conservation, Dept. NNK171 
I Pcoi. 6065 Roswell Rd .. Atlanta, GA 30328 

~-------------..... 

INFORMATION SERVICES 
Know who you are dealing with? 

Locate Telephone Number and Addres
ses, Identity Verification, Criminal 
Records Checks, Motor Vehicle 
Reports, Background Checks, Busi
ness Reports, Marriage and Death 
Records, More. Contact: 

JGS Inc. 
P.O. Box 120176, 

Staten Island, New York 10312-0176 
718-984-9012, Fax: 718-356-7256 

WEBSITES 

Surveillance 
Infinity Transmitters 

FM Wireless Transmitter Kits 
Vehicle Tracking Systems 
Bug Detectors• Caller l.D. 

Telephone Register with Printer 
Long-play Recorders 

Wired Mikes • Shotgun Mikes 
Telephone Recording Adapters 
Alcohol Testers • Drug Testers 

Telephone Scramblers 
Hidden Video Cameras 

Telephone Tap Detectors 
MUCH, MUCH, MUCH MORE. 

Our 27th Year! 
Small catalog FREE. Larger catalog send $5. 

Mail Order only. Visa, MasterCard and 
C.O.D. accepted for equipment only. 

Inquire for dealers' prices. 

A.M.C. SALES, INC. 
193 Vaquero Dr. • Boulder, CO 80303 

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mtn. Time 

800-926-2488 
(303) 499-5405 • Fax (303) 494-4924 
Internet: http://www.siteleader.com/ 

catalogdepoVAMCSC-home.html 
E-mail: amc-sales@siteleader.com 

EXECUTIVE PROTECTION & INVESTIGA
TION PROFESSIONALS, join the foremost 
exc lusive international NETWORKING 
Association available. We need your expe r
tise - you need our contacts! Guaranteed 
professional development and opportuni
ties. Send $15.00 for lnfopak to : BASECA, 
PO Box 1031 , Andover NJ 07821 . (240) 

QWEB™ NEW CATEGORY - For only 
$25/month (2-month/$50 minimum), you can 
list your Website or Internet URL + 1 O words 
right here. This is a great way to get out the 
word on your site. $20/month more gets it list
ed on the SOF website IWWW.SOFMAG. 
COMI. Limited time offer; prepay up to 12 
months at this low rate. 

EAGLE INDUSTRIES offers a full on-line cata log 
of military and tactical gear for the professional : 
http://www.eagleindustries.com 

South African Army Talk: Veterans and 
researchers' Email list. Contact: - Sentinel@ 
tragedy.demon.co.uk -- http://www.tragedy.demon. 
co.uk/sentinel 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $3 per word per insertion , $60 minimum. You may prepay two months for 10% discount; six months for 20% discount; or 
take 30% off for 12 months prepaid ($2.1 O/word). See below for details. Repeat your same ad in another section for half price. $10 charge for 
copy changes (new address, Dept. #/key code, etc.). "Dingbats" ( v , • ; • ), bold words (other than first 3-4) : $5.00/each extra. Computer word 
count of grammatically correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 303-449-3750, etc. each = 1 word ; abbreviations such as DI , 
SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy must be typed. If you cannot type it, include an additional $10, and print clear
ly. Include authorizing signature, mailing address, telephone or fax number (for our files) and e-mail address if available. Mail classified ads with 
payment to SOF, ATTN: Classified Dept. , at address below. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Rates start at $140/month for 1" (2.5 cm) boxed text ads in our classified section . Supply Depot rates start at $296/month 
for a 1/12th page ad and $407/month for 1 /6th page. These rates are based on 12x contracts. 

ilwEB™ INTERNET ADs are now available on the Soldier of Fortune web site (WWW.SOnIAG.CO~I) at special introductory prices. 
Classified advertisers: Pay $20/month in addition to your print ad cost for each text ad; $30/month for small display ads. Free ilWEB™ tag for 
your print text ad included. Display advertisers: $50/month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/month color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. Inquire for rates on hypertext links to your site. 

CONTACT US AT: OMEGA GROUP ADVERTISING· 5735 Arapahoe Ave. · Boulder, CO 80303-1340 
Telephone: 1-303-449-3750 ext. 4 · Fax: 1-303-444-5617 · E-mail: advert@sofmag.com 

On-Line Media Kit : www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that we consider objectionable, 
false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, including 'will do anything' or 'go anywhere' type ads. 
We accept no ads without signed authorization or an insertion order. Advertisers offering information packets for a fee must send 
sample (non-returnable). All new ads must be prepaid (check, wire transfer, money order or Visa/MC). 

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT: By authorizing placement of advertisement in Soldier of Fortune, advertiser agrees to abide by all applicable local , 
state, national and international laws governing his product or service. Advertiser further agrees that Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group shall 
have no liability beyond the price charged for the advertisement in the event of any losses incurred by him due to his ad running (or not running) 
in Soldier of Fortune. 

NOTICE To READERS: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE is an adult magazine of national and international distribution. There may be products advertised 
or described herein for which sale, possession or interstate transportation is restricted, prohibited or subject to special licensing requirements. 
Soldier Of Fortune does not verify validity of every advertisement and/or the legality of every product offered. Purchasers should consult their 
local law enforcement authorities. Soldier Of Fortune does not intend for any product or service advertised to be used illegally. Should any read
er have a problem with an advertiser, he should seek assistance from his nearest postal inspector and also contact our advertising department. 
Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group assume no responsibility nor liability for any losses incurred by purchasers due to non-compliance with 
applicable laws or for any other reasons. Caveat emptor; buyer beware. 
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Requiem For JI Banger Tab 

On 16 May I was nuked by CBS's 
David Martin. He was working 

a story pegged to the first anniversary of 
Admiral Boorda's suicide, designed to por
tray me as guilty of wearing awards I wasn't 
authorized. Just like Boorda. 

Some of you saw that twisted story which 
was taped and then cut to support Martin's 
agenda, while many more of you were bar
raged by the first wave of copycat media fall
out that accompanied it. 

Fortunately, Dana Priest of the 
Washington Post, asked me for my side of the 
story, and the Post's accurate headline, 
"Hackworth Says Army Gave Him Two 
Awards By Mistake," says it all. 

And thank God there's been a second 
wave of stories from truth tellers like radio 
and TV giant Don Imus, all defending me as 
I have, for better or worse, always tried to 
defend America. 

"discovered that the Army had given me 
the right to wear the Ranger tab inap
propriately ... " The facts here are that 
the Army put the tab on my records in 
1968 for Korean combat service and I 
proudly wore the tab until I hung up my 
soldier suit. 

My immediate response to 
Roderick's study was not only to 
remove the tab from the list on my web 
site, but also to verify that list against 
my actual citations. 

Martin's spin was I "wore" two medals I 
had never been awarded - a Ranger tab and 
a second Distinguished Flying Cross. 

Over a 25-year career in the Army I 
earned over 90 combat awards including two 
Distinguished Service Crosses, nine Silver 
Stars and eight Bronze Stars. 

I have never worn or claimed an award 
the Army didn't issue me. And what would I 
gain from jacking them up by two? 

In 1973, in my pain over Vietnam, I gave 
all of my medals to a bunch of kids and 

When I discovered another possible 
Army error with regard to a second 
Distinguished Flying Cross, I prompt
ly removed that award, as well, pend
ing a final Army ruling, even though 
General Howard says that Warrant 
Officer Thayer, who had put my 1988 
award package together, was the 
Army's top award expert and such "a 
stickler for details there's a good 
chance that Thayer was right in the 
first place. 

The bottom line is that I never wore 
or claimed an award that wasn't autho
rized by the Pentagon and the tab and 
second DFC were removed from my 
web page by me one week before 
Martin started his story. 

Col. David Hackworth (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column titled "Defending 
America. " "Hack" doesn't pull any punches 
and many liberal rags won't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
gory, call the editor and let him know you'd 
like to see "Defending America" on the Op
Ed page. It's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017. 

As to Admiral Boorda, on that fate
ful day last year I fully expected him to 
say that yes, he had at one time worn 

several valor awards in error, but when the mistake had been 
pointed out to him, he had removed them. As indeed he had. For 
Newsweek, the story would have fizzled like a dime sparkler. 

helped spearhead a campaign against nuclear armament that led to 
my receiving my most cherished award, aside from my eight Purple 
Hearts, the United Nations Peace Medal. 

In 1988, at General John Howard's request, the Army reissued 
my awards along with a letter of transmittal listing them. Last year, 
in response to requests, I published that list on my web site. 

Several weeks ago Terry Roderick, an expert on the Ranger 
tab - the tab is a skill-qualification badge, and to call it a medal 
as CBS did is like confusing a surgeon for a barber - convinced 
me that members of the 27th Raiders, my old unit in Korea, were 
not entitled to the tab, even though Colonel George Sloan had 
awarded it to us in 1951 for behind-the-lines operations, and 
even though the Army itself had authorized my tab since 1968 
and reissued it in 1988. Nor did my brief service with the 8th 
Ranger Company when I was officially assigned to the 25th 
Recon qualify me to wear the tab. 

As Dana Priest wrote in her Washington Post article, Roderick 
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Instead, I was shocked by his suicide and not a day goes by 
that I don't regret it - but no more than I regret the lives of all 
the brave soldiers who died because of my battle decisions in 
Korea and Vietnam. 

So I live with that and do what I can to stop more dying. 

Http://www.hackworth.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 1997 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's best-selling book, Hazardous Duty, has topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales. ~ 
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Like No Other Gun in the W or1d 
The best things in life are still 

hand-finished one at a time by artisans. 
Ferraris ... Harvey Penick golf c1ubs ... 
Cuban cigars ... Medusa revolvers. 

equals. In fact, this unique masterpiece 
has been honored with a prestigious 
Visier Medallion in Germany for 
Accuracy/Quality/Innovation. 

The Medusa is truly Like No Other The Medusa. An Original. Ready for 
Gun in the World, with multi-caliber your collection today. 
versatility (.38, .357, 9 mm from .....a..,,._~-=--

the same cylinder and barrel), 
regal fluted styling and no 

==-ir.;;ir.-v--

"' Your favorite gun shop can 
. . . . order the Medusa. Just ask. 

1 

1~800~682~224 7 
Phillips & Rodgers, Inc. • 100 Hilbig, Suite C • Conroe, Texas 77301 
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